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On the Hymenoptera collected by Mr. 0~" \ 
Robert Shelford at Sarawak, and 
on the Hymenoptera of the 
Sarawak Museum. 
BY P. C.DrnuoN, ot' XEw l\'111,1.s, PEHBY s uIIrn. 
This paper is based on material collected at Sarawak-, hy 
~1r. Robert :::ihelford of CatHbridge ( niversity and on the spe-
cies in the Sarawak Museum brought home by .'.\Ir. Shelford for 
the purpose of being named. In addition to many known spe-
cies. the two collections contain many noteworthy undescrilx,"Cl 
genera and species. Since _the publication of the paper by the 
late l\Ir. F. Smith (,Jour. Linn. Soc. 1857) on the Hymenoptera 
collected by A. R. Wallace, very littl e has _been written on the · 
Bornean species, of which an immense number must still remain 
to be discovered in all the families, but more particularly among 
the smaller parasitic tribes-Ichneumonid<I:! , Braconid.e, Oxyura 
and Chalcididre. 
TEN'l'HH.EDlNlD M . 
Hylutoma pl'11i11us(1,. sp. DO\". 
Coerulea , dense a.Ibo pruinosa; alis hyalinis, macula sub-
stigmatali fusc11, <jl. . 
Long: 10 mm. 
Hab. Sarawak, Borneo (Shelford). 
Bright metallic blue densely covered with a 'white pile. 
The flagellum of the antenn re is black, the hinder tibire are broad-
ly fuscous in the middle. The frontal fovea is deep, its sides 
oblique, it extends from the ocelli to shortly below the antenme 
and is open above and below; the lateral furrows of the face are 
wide and deep; the labrum has a slight violet tinge. The ver-
tex and the mesonotum have a slight purple tinge. The cloud 
on the fore wing occupies all the radial _ cellule; the upper half 
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of the first cubital and the greater part of the second, the third 
cellule being also slightly clouded; the second cubital cellule is 
distinctly longer at the top and bottom than the third; both the 
recurrent nervures are received shortly behind the middle of the 
cellules; the third trans verse cubital nervure is angled outward-
ly above the middle and from the ang·le a short nervur e issues; 
the upper and lower p:irts are straight and have an oblique slope. 
Abdomen coloured like the body ; the apex of the firi;t and the 
base laterally of the seco11d segment are fuscous. 
AHied to H. ja11t/1i11a Kl. and Jl . mac11lipe1111is C,1111. Charac -
teristic is the third transver se cubital nervure ,vith it.-; distinct · 
nervure issuing from the ang·le above the middle. 
EVANIID n;. 
Evania uor11er111r1; sp. noY . 
.\"igra, capit€ thorace11ue albopilosis: mesonoto spari;e punc-
tato ; alis hyalinis, nervi:s nigri s, o . 
Long: 8 mm. 
Hab. Sarawak (::ihelford) . 
. \nte1m;\' longer than the body : the scap<:' not . dilated. 
narrow covered with a pale pile and as long· as the following 
two joints united : the third and fourth join~ are about 
l'qual in length. Head shining. smooth. almost impunc-
tate, and co,·ered with short white_pubescence. Ulypeus on the 
lower side bounded by a distinct curved furrow. On the front. 
outside the antenni:c. is a narrow covered keel. The ocelli are 
in a curve; the .hinder are separated from each other by a dis-
tinctly greater distance than they are from the eyes. '!'here is 
a narrow, but distinct, keel between the antenna). '!'he mesono-
tum bears some large scattered puncture s; the lateral furrows 
are distinct , deep and curved ; there is a distinct, longitudinal 
furrnw opposite the tegulre. The scutellum has scattered punct-
ures in four irregular rows. The median seg ment is regular-
ly reticulated, except in the middle above, where it bears large , 
deep scattered punctures. The apex of the propleurre is irregu-
larly furrowed above. 'l'he upper part of the mesopleur~ is 
smooth; the lower regularly punctured . The breast is sparsely. 
and not Yery strongly, punctured. Wing s clear hyalinl': the 
• 
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stigma and nervure s black; the second transverse cubital 
nP.rvure is obsolete; as is also the cubitus from the first · trans-
·verse cubital nervure, which is interstitial with the recurrent. 
The radial cellule is wide at the apex, through the radius 
having an oblique downward slope at the base; the apical 
abscissa is straight and oblique; the transverse basal nervure is 
almost interstitial. Legs black; the calcaria fuscous; the tibire 
without spines. 
The met.astemal forks are roundh · curved. In Schlettere's 
Monograph (Ann. K. K. II. of .Mus."\\·ien. 1889) this species 
would come near E. appelllligaster Linn. 
1'/egiseleus longicollis, sp. nov. 
Black, the head yellowish-red; the four front le6s tinged 
with rufous; the wings clear hyaline, the cubital and the 
tr,insverse cubital nervures obliterated; the radius incomplete, ? . 
Long: 18; terebra 17-18 mm. 
I:Iab . Sarawak, Borneo (Shelford) . 
.Antenna! hlack ; the basal three joints rufous. Head pale 
rufous, the orbits with. a yellowish tinge; the anterior three 
tubercles are longer and sharper than the posterior; the front 
is coarsely, closely striated, obliquely above, transversely .below; 
the vertex, behind the ocelli, is indistinctly furrowed in the 
middle, and closely obliquely striated ·on either side of it; the 
outer orbits are smooth. The prothorax has a brownish tinge; 
it is distinctly longer than the mesothorax, is deeply and widely 
incised at the base, the apex of the incision being rounded; the 
basal half is closely transversely striated, the apex is indistinctly 
striated; the dilated apex is smooth. Mesonotum coarsely, 
irregularly reticulated at the base; the apex is widely depressed 
in the middle, the raised sides are irregularly punctured. Scutel-
lum smooth, its sides punctured. Mesopleurre smC>Oth ; the base 
pilose. Median segment closely and regularly · reticulated. 
The propleurre in front of the tegulre are strongly striated. 
The hinder coxre are closely, but not strongly, striat.ed; the coxal 
teeth are irregular and not very prominent. Wings clear 
hyaline; the nervures and stigma black; the basal abscissa of the 
radius is straight and oblique and forms an angle with the apical 
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cellules are enclosed. or complete, and the only apical uervure is 
the abbreviated radius. 
A species easily known by the abbreviated and obsolete 
ulur nervures. The pronotum, too, is longer and narrower 
than it is with the other Oriental species. • · · 
.Me,qiseleus 111ac11l~fro11s, sp. nov. 
Black, the head red; the vertex and the upper part of the 
front black; the outer orbits dull red, narrowly yellowish on 
the inner side close to the eyes ; there . is a broad red mark 
immediately behind the ocelli; legs black; the four front tarsi 
dull testaceous, the basal joint of the hinder tarsi white; the 
wings hyaline with a slight fuscous tinge; . the stigma a,1d 
nervures black, 0 . 
Long: 12 mm • 
. Hab. Baram District. Low country (Hose). 
Antennre black; the scape and pedicle rufous. Head rufous, 
the outer orbits and the face duller, more yellowish in tint; the 
vertex and the upper part of the front and the upper part of the 
outer orbits, black; behind the ocelli is a red mark, which is 
broader than long. The front tubercle is longer, more sharply 
pointed than the others and is directed backwards ; the hinder 
pair are shorter and broader than the middle. The vertex is 
narrowly rugose in the middle, the sides are striated transversely. 
Ma11dible,s rufous, black at the apex, the palpi black, pale1· 
towards the apex. Prothorax short ; the pleurre depressed 
in the middle. 
BRACONID..iE. 
lpltiaular, Foer. 
The following three species of lpliiaula :t· are similarly 
coloµred-luteous with the wings fuscous, yellow · at the . base. 
They may be separated as follows: 
(a) The keel 0:1 the centre of second segment not reach-
. ing to the middle of the segment, not much longer than 
broad ; acragas. 
(h) The keel on the centre of the second segment reaching 
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The keel reaching to the apex, of equal width through. 
out; the segment at its sides not depressed, nor strongly 
transversely striated ; astriocl111s. 
(c) The keel not reaching to the apex; the segment at 
its sides depressed and strongly transversely striated; 
censsus. 
Ipltiaula:i: acragas, sp. nov.-
Long : 11 mm ; terebra 6 mm. 
Hab. Borneo (Shelford). 
Antenme black, the scape luteous beneath. Head smooth 
and shining; the face sharpened, sparsely covered with long 
fuscous hair; the clypeus is bordered by oblique furrows later-
ally; apex of mandibles black; the palpi luteous. Thorax 
smooth and shining sparsely co,·ernd with pale pubescence. 
Legs coloured like the body; the apical joint of the four hind-
er tarsi fuscous. "rings fuscous, with a slight violaceous tint; 
the base behind the transverse basal nervure yellowish-hyaline ; 
the first cubital and the discoidal cellule are lighter coloured in . 
the middle; the stigma is black, with a luteous spot on it.-, base. 
The central part of the petiole is rugose and is stoutly longitu-
dinaly striated in the middle ; the second is closely rugously 
punctured; the lateral depressions are wide, deep and closely 
longttudinally striated; the oblique apical depressions are nar-
roweir, are deep and closely striated; the suturiform articula-
. tion is deep and rather strongly and regularly striated ; the . 
third segment is closely punctured; the basal furrow is wide, 
deep and closely striated in the centre; it becomes narrowed . 
and curved at the sides; its apical furrow is narrow. The api-
cal segments are smooth ; the furrows on the fifth segment are 
narrow and striated. 
Ipltiaula:c ceressus, sp. nov. 
Long: 12 mm. 
Hab. Matang, aooo feet (Shelford). 
Antennre entirely black. The face is more yellowish in tint 
than the vertex ; its centre is irregularly striated ; the side,f 
punctured ; the clypeus is distiuctly raised and clearly separated 
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shining, sparsely pilose. Wings smoothy-fuscous from the trans-
verse basal nervure; behind it yellowish-hyaline; the lower 
part of the stigma to the transverse cubit.al nervure l~teous. 
The central part of the petiole is rugose and longitudinally keel-
ed down the centre; the four following segments are closely 
rugosely punctured ; the basal keel extends to near the apex; 
it is of nearly equal width to near the apex; its sides are keeled 
and it is distinctly raised ; the segment on either side of it is 
depr essed and bears three stout, irregularly curved keels, the 
lateral depression is shallow; the .sides of the segment outside 
it forms three ridges. 'l'he furrows on the other segments are 
longitudinally striated; the basnl branch of the suturiform 
arti,culation is larger, broader , and more oblique and more dis-
tinctly striated than the apical. 
lp!tia11la:c astiockus, sp. nov. 
Long: 9; terebra 1-2 mm. 
Hab. Sarawak, Borneo (R. Shelford). 
Antenn re entirely black. Front and vertex smooth, shining 
and bare; the face irregularly rugose; the mandibular teeth are 
black. Thorax smooth and shining; the median segment is 
thickly covered with long pale hair. " rings dark fuscous; 
yellowish-h yaline behind the transverse basal nervure. 
The central area of the petiole is rugosely punctur ed; 
it is slightly narrowed towards the apex. The middle 
segments are closely rugosely punctured; the central . keel 
extends to the suturiform articulation; it is of equal 
width throughout; is longitudinally striat ed, with the sides 
raised and irregular; the basal lateral depression is narrow at 
the base, much wider at the apex and is stoutly striated at the 
base of the dilated part, which turns inwardly at the npex; the 
suturiform articulation is wide and deep; its basal lateral fork is 
more oblique and narrower than the apical ; the other furrows 
are closely striated; the basal more strongly than the apical; 
the apical segments are smooth and are more yellowish in tint 
than the other s. 
Spi11m·ia c111·t•ispi11a, sp. nov. 
Rufa, thorace srina collaris curvat.a, abdominis dorso stri-
goso; capite, thorace pedibusque anterioribus rufis ; abdominis 
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dor:;o pedibu:;que po:;tici:; uigri:;; abdornini:; apil:e pallide tlava; 
ali:; fu:;cis, <;>. 
Long 12-13 mm. 
Hab. Borneo (Shelford). 
Antenmu longer than the body, black, tapering toward:; the 
apex. Head and antennm rufou:;, smooth and :;hining; the 
median segment irregularly reticulated; more strong ly aud 
regularly at the middle than at the base. On the back of the 
pronotum, at the apex, is a long curved spine, which .taper:; 
towards the apex and is directed towards the head; between 
this and the middle is a larg e leaf-like plate, hollowed above, 
its sides curved and expanded outwardly; the latera l wi11gs are 
narrowed towards the apex: at the base, running up the ~pine, 
is a stout keel. At the apex of the middle lobe of the me:;ono-
tum is a stout keel; the part on either side of it is str iated. Ou 
the depression behind the scute llum are six stout longitudinal 
keels; from the middle of the sixth runs a stout, transYerse 
keel-; behind this are three short keels. The :;ides of the medi-
an segment at the apex project into stout teeth. The four 
front legs are paler in tint than the thorax; the apic:al joint of 
the tarsi is black; the hind legs are entire ly black. \\'ing s uni-
formly dark fuscous; the stigma and nervures are deep black; 
abdomen deep black; the sides of the first and secoud segments 
and the base of the first and the a pica I segment are pale yellow; 
the dorsum is closely and strong·ly longitudina lly striated; .the 
first two transverse furrows are strong ly s~riated; the sides of 
the third and fourth segments project into :sharp, stout spines; 
the spine on the fourth is the larger; on the centre of the third 
at the apex, is a stout triangular tooth, on the middle of the 
fourth is a larger, sharper one; the apical segment end:; in a _ 
longish, sharp tooth. _ 
Comes nearest apparently to S. spi11ator, Guer, from llengaJ, · 
but differs in the colouration of the wings and legs. 
Shelj'ordia, gen. uov. 
:Median seg n:ent with a narrow area in tl1e ce1,tn•, extend-
i11g· from the base to the apex; second, third aud fourth ~egrnents 
of the al:domen closely longitt;dinally striatrd; the ~en .. ud with 
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on the base of the third segments only, and no oblique ones. 
l\lalar space large; the oral region widely open. Front de-
pressed in the middle; the centre with a i;tout keel; the sides of 
the def>ression keeled. The third ;md fourth joints of the an-
. temmi are equal in length and somewhat longer tha:n the fifth. 
Legs of moderate length; the fore tarsi twice the length of the 
tiLit~. 8heaths of the ovipositor densely pilose. 
The middle lobe of the mesonotum is distinct! y separated; 
the scutellar depression is shallow and longitudinally striated; 
the furrow on the metapleur.e is long, wide and deep; above its 
· apex is a longitudinal keel. The occiput is not margined; the 
teniples are moderately large and are rounded behind. The 
legs are pilose, but not so thickly as in M;1Josoma. The clypeus is 
bordered by a wide oblique depression. The second and third 
segments are distinctly longer than their width at the apex; the 
abdomen is fully twice the length of the thorax. The inner 
orbits above are distinctly keeled. 
A distinct genus easily known by the area on the median 
segment, by the longitudinally striated abdominal segments, by 
the margined upper inner orbits and by the keeled front. 
Slielfordia ruficeps, sp. nov. 
~ig-ra, capite, pedibus anticis, prothorace mesothoraceque 
rufis; alis fumatis, <;> • 
Long : 11 ; terebra 22 mm. 
IIab. Sarawak (Shelford). 
Antennc\l black; the scape rufous in the middle beneath. 
Head rufous; the face and clypeus closely punctured and spar-
sely covered with long black hair; the centre of the face slight-
ly raised and smooth. The clypeus is cleal'ly separated, especi-
ally at the sides; the top, in the middle, is transverse, its sides 
rounded; at the sides is a smooth depression. Mandibles rufous, 
their teeth black. The vertex is 'sparsely punctured, especially 
at the sides; the depressed front is more ishiniug and smooth. 
Pru- and meisothorax with the scutellum smooth and impunctate; 
the iscutellar depression is narrow and iis istuutly longitudinally 
crenulated. The median segment is ismuoth and is isparsely 
covered with longish black hair. The 11nterior wings are uni-
formly s1uoky-fuscous; the hinder have the baisal half milk-
,-
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white; the nervures and stigma are black; in the antel'ior i::; an 
oblique .white cloud 011 the base of the first cubital cellule a11d 
extending obliquely into the discoidal, The front legs are 
· rufous like the thorax; the base of the middle cox,c rufous; the 
rest of them and femora piceous: the hinder legs are entirely 
black; the coxie impunctate. The petiole is raised in the centre; 
•. the raised part i;; bordered by an irregular stout keel; the centre 
. towards the apex is irregularly transversely striated. The 
centre of the second segment is raised, the raised part is border-
ed by a keel and becomes gradually narrowed towards the apex 
which is sharply pointed; it is irregularly striated; bordering 
this is an area of equal width extending from the base to the 
apex of the segment; it is stoutly transversely striated, with 
some irregular longitudinal stritc in the middle; outside this is 
an area which becomes gradually wider towards the apex and 
bears some stout, irregular stria~. The third segment and the 
basa I two-thirds of the fourth are stoutly longitudinally striated; 
the transverse furrow on the base of the third seg·ment is 
stoutly striated; the apical segments are smooth; the basal four 
ventral segments are milk-white • 
.ll!fOS0/11a, Brule 
lhe species of this genus here described are black; with 
the head, thorax and the two or four anterior legs rufous, and 
the wings dark fuscous. The species may be divided into two 
sections:- · 
(a) Head, thorax and the four anterior legs rufous. The 
third segment with a deep wide transverse striated fur-
row near the centre, the base stoutly, longitudinally 
striated; .forticarinato. 
The third segment without a transverse furrow; the 
ba1:1e not stoutly striated; brei·icarinata. 
( b) llead, pro- and mesothorax rufuus, the two anterior 
legs rufous. The ovipusitor not much lo11ger than the 
body. 
(11)' 'Ihe keel on tl1e second segment uarruw e,xte11di11g to
the apex of the t;egment; ilti ha.tie a11d apex dilated tilllOoth 
and shiuing; · lo,1.yit:ari11ata. 
"; •.,._. 
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(b)' The keel 011 the second segment broad, nut extending 
to the apex of the segment, i~ base not smooth. 
The second segment at the base on either side of the 
keel deep black, striated, the middle segment deep black; 
f11scipe1111is. 
The second segment at the base on either side of the 
kee '.brownish, not striated; the middle seginents brown-
ish ; · tricl1iurn° 
M9oso111a forticari11uia, sp. uov. 
Long: 13; terebra 1!) mm. <j>. 
Hab. Sarawak, Borneo (Shelford). 
Antennre black, the scape rufous. Head and thorax rufous, 
s mooth and shining; the face rugosely punctured, the punctures 
ru11uing into reticulations and sparsely covered with longish 
black hair; there is a narrow furrow on the front. Mandibles 
and palpi rufous; the mandibular teeth black. The four front 
legs are rufous; the middle pair darker in tint, especially on the 
tibim and tarsi; the tibim and tarsi are thickly covered with 
longish dark hair. Wings dark fuscous; the nervure s and 
stigma black. Petiole broadly depressed, on the side;; the 
central part is bordered by stout keels and there is a stout keel 
down the centre; the basal part bears some stout irregularly 
curved keels. The second segment bears a complete central 
and a shorter lateral keel, which converge slightly towards the 
apex; the basal area is triangular, smooth and shining; the base 
in the centre is depressed, the centre benrs some stout irreg·ular 
keels; the outer parts bear stout, oblique keels; the inner parts 
at the apex being smooth and more deeply depressed than the outer. 
The two transverse depressions are wide, deep a11d stoutly longi-
tudinally striated; the part between the two is stoutly longitudinal-
ly striated. The apical segments are thickly covered with long 
black hair. The sheaths of the ovipositor are stout and are 
thickly covered with black hair. The tarsal spines are rufous. 
ill901oma ·bret"icari11ata, sp. nov. 
Long: 1:.!; terebra 21 mm. ~ 
llab. Borneo (Shelford). . 
Scape of antenme rufous; the llagellum is brownish beueath, 
especially towards the apex. Head rufous; · the face slightly 
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paler, more yellowish in tint; rugosely punctured and covered 
with p.'lle hair; the front and vertex are more sp,rsely covered 
with !011ger darker hair. ~fandibles black, broadly rufous at the 
base. Thorax smooth arid shining; the middle of the mesonotum 
behind is broadly expressed; the central lobe is clearly defined ; 
the median segment is thickly covered with longish fuscous hair. 
Wings dark fuscous, with a violaceous tinge at the base; the 
nervures and stigma are black. Metapleurre widely and deeply 
furrowed down the middle. The front legs are rufous · with a 
yellowish tinge; the middle pair are brownish; the femora paler; 
the tarsal spines are black. The petiole is broadly keeled down 
th:'! centre; the sides on the apical half are stoutly irregularly 
striated; the keel on the second segment extends to the 
transverse furrow; its dilated oose is finely striated ; the sides 
and centre are irregularly, longitudinally striated to near the 
apex which is smooth and laterally expressed ; the third segment 
at the base is longitudin!llly striated ; the strire in the middle 
reaches to the apex ; the apical segments are brownish. 
Jllyosoma trichium, sp. nm·. 
Long: 14; terebra 14-15 mm. 
Hab. Sarawak (Shelford) . 
.Antennre black, the base and apex of the scape rufous. The 
sides of the head are punctured; in the centre · of the face are 
three stout, transverse keels. l\Iandibles rufous, their apex 
broadly black. The face is rather thickly covered · with long 
black hair; the frons and vertex sparsely so. Pro- and 
mesothorax rufous, smooth and shining; the median segment 
black. Legs black; the anterior pair rufous; the apex of the 
median segment is sparsely, longitudinally striated. The apex 
of the petiole is coarsely irregularly reticulated the lateral 
furrows are depressed and transversely striated. 'l'he . second 
segment is irregularly longitudinally striated; its basal area is 
broad at the base, becomes gradually and sharply narrowed 
towards the apex, is longitudinally striated and extends beyond 
the middle; on either side is an oblique, closely striated furrow. 
'l'he third and fourth segments are closely striated; the basal 
furrow on the third extends to the sides; from it issues a 
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sides in a straight line but curves broadly backwards to it; there 
is a transverse, striated furrow on the apex of the third and 
fourth segments. The sheaths of the ovipositor are broad and 
thickly covered with stiff black hairs. 
This species is an fpliirmla;,.: with the hairy ovipositor and 
legs of a Jfyoso111a. 
11/yosoma longicai·i11ata, sp. nov. 
Long: 11-12 mm <j:>. 
Rab. Sarawak. (Shelford). 
Antennre entirely black, head rufous; the face more 
yellowish _in colour; it is smooth, sparsely punctured on the 
sides and bearing some longish black hair; the clypeus is 
irregularly rugose . . Mandibles black, !he base broadly rufous. 
Pro- and mesothorax rufous ; the median segment, the base of 
the pleune and the lower part of the furrow black. The two 
front legs are coloured like the thorax; the middle have a 
piceous tinge ; the tarsal spines are for the most part black. 
\rings dark fuscous, with a. violaceous hue ; the stigma and 
nervur es are black. There is a stout longitudinal keel on the 
basal half of the petiole; the apical part is irregularly 
longitudinally , stoutly striated ; the lateral depression bears stout, 
tran sverse keels. The central p..-irt of the second segment is· 
obliquely na.rrow ed towards the apex; the central keel reaches · 
to the apex; there is a smooth triangular area at its base and a 
st>micircular one at its apex; the central part is reticulated 
somewhat strongly ; the lateral is closely longitudinally striated. 
The two tran sverse furrows are longitudinally striated ; the 
second more finely and closely than the first. The third se5ment 
is closely longitudinally striated and is broadly depressed in the 
centre ; the fourth is more closely and finely striated, the third 
and fourth segments are brownish. 
Myosoma fuscipennis, sp. nov. 
Long: 16 mm. terebra 16 mm. 
Rab. Borneo (Shelford). 
Anteimre black ; the scape piceous in the middle below. 
Head mahogany coloured, smooth and shining ; the centre of the 
face marked with some irregular transverse keels; the sides are 
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sparsely punctured. Martdibles black, broadly rufous at the 
base; t,he pal pi rufo-testaceous. Thorax smooth and shining 
rufous; ·the medjan segment black. The anterior legs rufous; 
the posterior four black; the middle trochanters rufous. Wings 
brownish-smoky, with a sli6ht violaceous tinge at the base; the 
stigma and basal nervures black; the apical nervures fuscous •. 
The sides and vent.ral surface of th\;l petiole are pale testaceous; 
its base is smooth ; the rest, of it coarsely reticulated. The 
second and third segmenls are clo:sely, irregularly longitudinally 
punctured, at t)(e apex almost reticulated; the fourth is closely 
reticulated, the centre more strongly than the sides; the other 
segments are smooth. The keel on the base of the second 
segment is not very distinctly defined; it is broad at the base, 
becomes gradually obliquely narrowed towards the apex, is 
more strongly striated than the rest of the segments and 
reaches to shortly beyond its middle ; the lateral furrows are : 
wide, oblique and stoutly striated; the lateral furrows on the 
third and fourth segments are narrower and more roundly 
curved ; the transverse furrows on the base and apex of the 
third and fourth segments are closely longitudinally striated. 
llolcotroticus, gen. nov. 
Claws of all the legs bitid; the inner claw smaller than the . 
other. Median segment completely areolated. Apex of the · 
,;cu tell um bifurcate, bordered by stout keels; the apex of the median 
segment obliquely depressed. Malar spacemoderatelylarge, the 
oral region not greatly lengthened. Wings longer than the body; 
the areolet narrowed at the top; the nervures without a stump of 
a nervure. The oblique mesopleurre furrow is wide and deep; a: 
narrow oblique one runs from its middle. Pro- and mesopleur~ : 
above with an oblique keel; between the tops of the middle and. 
hinder coxre is a stout keel..; The fore tarsi are longer than the 
tibhe; all the joints are longer than broad; the middle three are 
much shorter than the others. The hinder legs are much longer 
than the others; their coxro are large, more than twice longer 
than wide. The joints of the maxillary palpi are elongated, 
the three penultimate joints are not short, compressed or lenticu-
lar. The occiput is margined, the sides more distinctly than the 
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· small :;ingle keel between the 1mtenm\!; the :;cape uf the anten-
i1_,c i:; :;tout, aloout twice longer thau broad; the front is keeled 
in the i;entre ; the keel is :;tout with oblique :side:,;; it i:s not hul-
lowed, ·a11d there is no keel on each :;ide. The tir:st culiital eel-
Jule is clearly seprated from the tir:;t di:scoidal; all the apical 
nervure:; in the hind wings are obliterated; there is only the 
qrachial cellule defined and there are no transverse nervures; 
the radial cellule in the fore wing is elongate, narrow. 
· T~e affinities of this genus are with A9atlds and 1'rotic11s. 
From the former it may be separated by the cleft claws; in the 
latter peculiarity it ·agrees with 1'roticus; . but it wants the 
abnormal palpi of that genus. The hinder legs are longer than 
they are with A_qatliis, and this is :;l:;o the case with the wings. 
The midd!e lobe of the mesonotum is distinctly raised; the 
. scutellar depression is wide and narrow; the scutell um is keeled 
at the base. 
Holcotroti cus ruficollis, sp. nov. 
Niger, capite, prothorace, mesothorace, pedibusque anticis 
i:ufis; alis fumatis, nervis &tigmateque nigris o. 
Long: 8-9 mm. 
Hab. Sarawak, Borneo (Shelford). 
A1Jtennre black; the scape rufous. Face and cl_ypeus shin-
ing, sparsely and slightly punctured and thickly covered 
with short, blackish hair. Thorax rufous; the median seg-
ment, except the pleurre at the base which are rufous, black. 
Mesonotum sparsely and indistinctly, the scutellum more 
distinctly, punctured; its apex stoutly keeled and depressed 
laterallf above. Mesopleune, below the oblique furrow, closely 
and distinctly punctured ; at the base above are two stout 
oblique keels; the furrow is wide and bears some stout 
oblique keels; below the middle behind is an oblique furrow; 
the apical bordering furrow bears some stout keels. The basal 
furrow on the metapleurai is wide and deep; on it is an upper 
and three lower stout, widely separated, keels. On the base of 
the median segment · are three, on the apex five arem; the 
central basal area is smalle1· than the lateral and i~. stoutly 
tran:;versely striated; the centrnl apical one is hollowed and is 
gradually narrowed towards the apex; there is also au _ outer 
t' ,. _. 
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large spiracular area. The two front legs are of a paler rufous 
colour than the thorax; the middle pair have a piceous hue. 
The wings are of a uniform dark fuscous-violaceous , c_olour, 
with black nervures and stigma. Abdomen deep black, smooth 
and shining; the petiole is furrowed along the sides. 
The malar space is not quite so long as in typical AgatMdini, 
the head not being so rostriform as usual. It differs also from 
Agatl,is in tlw hinder claws having-a tooth near the base. 
l CHNEUMONID.tf:. 
Sipltimedia, gan. nov. 
\:Vings without an areolet; the recurrent nervure inters _ti-
tial, or almost touching the transverse cubital; the transverse 
basal nervure interstitial; the transverse median nervure in hind 
wings broken shortly above the middle. · Mesonotum trilobate; 
the middle lobe trans\·erse at the base, sharply pointed at the 
apex; the parapsidal furrows deep. Post;.,scutellum deeply 
bifoveate at the base. Median segment areolated more or less 
with three or four basal area~; the areola distinct; the spiracles 
are linear, longish and are placed in the middle. Legs, and 
especially the posterior, stout; the hinder femora thickened, 
shorter than the tibim; the four front claws are cleft, the hinder 
simple; the hind coxre are twice as long as thick, the basal joiiit 
only as long as the following three united and not much longer 
thart the apical. The antennie stout, shorter than the body. 
The petiole is twice longer than the width at the apext; it is 
broad at the base and becomes gradually wider towards the 
apex; the spiracles are placed shortly behind the middle; the 
abdominal se.{ments are smooth, without furrows or depressions; 
the second and following segments are wider th:in long; the 
hypopygium is very large, plough-share-shaped and projects 
beyond the dorsal segment; the ovipositor is stout and is about 
as long as the body. The front legs have one, the four hinder 
two, spurs. · There is a curved furrow on the sides of the meso-
sternum. 
The antenme are placed well up on the face, above the 
middle of the eyes, which 1u·e p:1rallel; the apex of the clypeus 
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is not distinctly separated from the face. The head . is wider 
than long, is not much developed behind the eyes, and is obli-
. quely narrowed there; the labrum does not project. The trans-
verse cubital nervure has the stump of a nervure in the middle. 
This genus is founded on the species which I doubtfully referred 
to J,facrogaster (Alanchester Memoirs, XLIII, 193). Its real 
position is wi1h the Acvenitini, and COUles, in _Ashmead's arrange-
ment, nearest to . .frotes, which may be known from it by the 
long and slender hinder tit.ire and tarsi , the tibire being almost twice 
the length of the femora. From Ac venites it may be separated 
by the deep parapsidal furrows, and by the areolated median 
_segment. To this genus may be referred the foHowing species. 
Sipliimedia bijaBciata, sp. nov. 
Nigra, facie clypeoque flavis; alis hyalinis, fusco-bifasciatis. 
Long: 10 mm. 
Hab, Sarawak (R. Shelford). 
Head black, the face, except for a triangular black mark in 
the middle above, and the greater part of the clypeus, pale 
yP-llow. The face is strongly, transver sely punctured; the apPx 
smooth and dP-prP-ssed; the upper part of t.he head smooth and 
shining, and has a distinct plumbeous hut>., as havf\ also the pro-
1tnd me.so-thorax which are smooth and shining; the apex of the 
middlP-lobe is stoutly transvPrsely striat ed. ThP-re are thr ee 
stout longitudinal keels on the scutellar dt>pression. • The areola 
iR longer than wide, becomes slightly narrowed towards the 
apex, which is rounded; the apical central area is long and 
extends to the apex, its apical half is widely dilated and has the 
sides stoutly striated; on the top is a stout, curved transverse 
keel; the outer central area has two stout long-itudinal keels in 
the middle. The median segment is irregularly punctur ed and 
coarsely irregularly longitudinally striated in the middle, 
especially at the base. The mesosternal furrow is wide and is 
coarsely transversely striated, and is thickly covered with white 
pubescence. Wings hyaline; there is a fuscous cloud, extend-
ing from the stigma to the cubit.a.ls and there is a similar cloud 
at the apex. Legs black; the anterior tibire and femora testace-
ous in front, and fuscous behind. The apical dorsal segment.-<: of 
the aLdomen are lined with white. 
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This species is nearly allied to S. 11igri,:c111s, it is smaller, has 
the mesonotum impunctate, not strongly punctured ; there are 
only two central area:i on the median segment, and the basal 
area is longer than wide, not wider than long. 
Rliyssa nig,'itarsis, sp. nov. 
Nigra, late flavo~maculat.a; abdommis apice late brunnea; 
pedibus flavis, tibiis femoribusque nigro lineatis ; tarsis posteri-
oribus nigris ; alis hyaliuis, stigmate testaceo o . 
Long: 17 mm. 
Hab. Borneo (Shelford). 
Antennre black, the scape yellow beneath. Head black, 
the face entirely ; the inner upper orbits to the ocelli, and the 
outer entirely, yellow. Face almost smooth, sparsely pilose, 
shining. Clypeus brownish; in the centre, at the apex, is a short, 
broad tooth with an indistinct tubercle on either side of it; above, 
on either side, is a fovea. On the thorax the following parts are 
lemon-yellow; the sides and base of the pronotum; the basal 
two thirds of the scutellum, the post-scutellum, the median 
segment, exci>pt at the base and sides; the tubercles :ind a large 
oblique line below thi>m. The transverse striation, on the 
mesonotum doe,,; not extend to the apex ; the scutellum i,; clo,;ely 
rugose; the median segnuint is smooth and shining, itl" ba,;e is 
depr essed and black. The fore legs are yellow ; the femora are 
brownish behind ; the fore tibire nre as long as the basal joint of 
the tarsi ; the middle coxre, femora and base of tibire are lined 
behind with black ; the four hinder tarsi are black ; the hinder 
coxre are broadly black below and laterally; the femora are 
broadly black above; the tibhe black, with a narrow yellow band 
near the base and a broader one at the apex. The basal two 
dorsal segment8 of the abdomen are black, lined with yellow 
down the centre; the third is brownish-black, banded w_ith black 
near the middle ; the others are brownish ; on the fourth segment 
is a broad yellow band near the middle; the fifth is indistinctly 
yellow near the apex. The basal half of the ventral surface 
is pale yellow, marked with . black; the apical brownish. 
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Xni1thopi111pla l bia.ta, sp. nov. 
Lut;ea, basi late apiceque mesonoti nigris; thorace laevo; 
abdomine late nigro-maculato; alis hyalini.s, apice fusco-
violaceo i;.>. 
Long : 13; terebra 2 mm. 
Hab. Sarawak. 
Antennre black; the scape yellow · below. Head pallid 
yellow; above smooth, the face and clypeus closely but not 
strongly, punctured; the vertex in the centre is black from 
shortly behind the ocelli and this black mark is continued half way 
down the front, it becoming gradually narrower as it does so; 
there is an irregular black transverse mark on the centre of the 
occiput. The thorax. is deeper in tint than the head ; and is 
quite smooth, without any punctures; near the base of the 
mesonotum is a large irregular mark which extends to the sides ; 
it is broadly rounded at the base,; with short blunt projections 
in the middle; the ,sides at apex project, the projections 
becoming gradually narrower towards the apex ; the apex of the 
. mesonotum is broadly black; the black mark behind being · 
continued into the scutellar depression. Scutellum smooth, 
broadly rounded, smooth; the sides and apex keeled. On the 
basal half of the median segment are four lateral and one large 
central arere; the central area does not project beyond the 
lateral at . the apex, which is transverse; its basal third is 
obliquely narrowed: the apical two thirds are also obliquely 
narrowed; the apical lateral arere are quadrangular and of equal 
width throughout; . the apical half is keeled on the outside. 
"'ings clear hyaline, except at the apex which is narrowly 
fusco-violaceous: the areolet is small and is distinctly appendicu-
lat.ed; the upper half of the recurrent nervure is sharply angled. 
'l'he abdomen has the four middle segments closely punctm:ed; 
the basal segment has a broad irregular black mark in the 
centre; the second and fifth segments have two large marks, 
those on the third and fourth being larger than the others; there 
are two minute marks on the sixth, and two broad, transverse 
ones on the seventh; the last segment is immaculate. 
The labrum is longer than usual, being longer than the 
clypeus, i~ becomes gradually narrowed from the base to the 
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apex ; the eyes are l.1rge, p:ira.llel; the m,Lla.r sp:1ce is sm,Lil ; the 
spiracular area is obsolete; below the spiracles, in the middle 
· of the metnpleurm, is a curved longitudinal keel, which originates 
shortly behind the middle, but not extending .to the bn..•;e; there 
are two transverse lines 011 the base of the median se6ment: 
the bases of the tibiffi are black. The basal segment is 
longer than the width of .its apex; the other segments 
are all wider than long; the transverse and oblique furrows are 
distinct; the head is only very alightly developed behind the 
eyes. 
Comes nearest perhaps to X. p1wctata. Fah. The edge of 
the pronotum is more sharply raised than usual; the base of the 
middle lobe of the mesonoturn more distinctly sepamted, and 
the labium more projecting and sharper pointed, . . 
Xantlwpi111pla 11igrob11lteata, sp. nov. 
Lutea, nigro-balteata; mesonoto lrevo, nigro, tlavo-bilinea-
to; pedibus flavis, late nigro-lineatis; alis hyalinis, stigmate 
fusco Q. 
Long: 12 mm. 
Hab. Borneo (Shelford). . 
This species forms a section with three large aree on the 
median segment and only one apical. 
Antennre brownish on the under side; the scape yellow 
beneath; head luteous; the ocellar region and the greater part 
of the occiput black. Face sparsely punctured, slightly keeled 
down the middle. Clypeus smooth and shining; i~ apex broadly 
rounded. Mandibles black at the apex. Mesoootum smooth and 
shining, base covered with a short pile, black; the sides and two 
lines in the middle, extending from the base to near the apex, 
bright yellow. Scutellum thickly covered \\ ith long black 
hair; its apex, from shortly behind the middle, black. The base 
of the median segment between the· stigmas and to near the 
apex of the are.e is black; the central area is nearly square; the 
lateral are longer and narrowed towards the apex and are long-
er on the out1;1r than on the inner side, the apex bein6 oblique. 
The apex of the propleurtl!, the base of the meso-, the top below 
the tubercles and the apex except a large spot above, and the 
basal half of the rnetapleura,, are bJack. Legs coloured like 
I, 
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the body; the top of the four front femora, the extreme base of 
the hinder, an oblique mark near the apex of the hinder and 
their extreme apex; the basal two thirds of the four anterior 
tibire, the base of the hinder pair and a broad band on their 
middle and the four hiuder tarsi, black. The middle of the 
petiole broadly, the sides at the base and the base of the 
other segments broadly, black; the bands on the apical 
segments occupy more of the segments thau 011 the basal; 
the segments and the transverse furrows are smooth, im-
punctate; there is an oblique furrow on the sides of the 
secoud and third segments and a narrO\ver one on the fourth. 
The abdominal segments are all disti11ctly broader thau long; 
the middle of the mesonotuin is distinctly raised at the base; the 
scutellum is roundly convex and is not raised above the level 
of the mesonotum; its siqes are keeled. 
A species not difficult to separate from any of the described 
species by the smooth thorax and abdomen, by the black 
abdomen, banded with yellow, by the black mesonotum with two 
yellow lines, and by the three large arere on the base of the 
median segment. It has a very similar appearance to 
Chr!Jwpimpla omatipes Cam. 
Clwritopi111pla, gen. nov. 
_ Apex of th,e clypeus · obliquely depressed and with 
semicircular emargiuation ; its top separated from the face by a 
straight furrow. Areolet small, triangular; the . recurrent 
nervure is received at the apex. Abdominal segments closely 
punctured; segments 2-4 with transverse depressions, which are 
prolonged obliquely backwards ; there is _ also a shallow 
transverse furrow at the apex. Median segment smooth with-
out k_eels. Tarsi spinose; the claws simple. The transverse 
median nervure in hind wings is broken far below the middle. 
The areolet i.-; straight, not oblique: the transverse basal 
nerv1;1re is interstitial; the eyes are large, parallel and -reach 
quite close to the base of the mandibles. The second to fourth 
a_bdon1irial segments are, if anything, wider tlnn long, almost 
square; the n:etathuracic spiracles are small, oYal. The last 
joint of the autennm i:; r.ot longer _ than the preceediug two 
united. The legs are :,;hurt; the hinder tarsi are shorter tlrnn 
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the tibiro; the anterior are longer. The antennre are stout and 
taper towards the apex. 
Characteristic of this genus is the obliquely depresse-1 semi-
circularly emarginate apex of clypeus. It comes near to Erytliro• 
pimpla, Ashmead. ·. 
Clw1·itopi111pla jl i·o-lmlteata, sp. nov. 
Xigra, abdomine Havo-balteato; pedibus tlavis: posticis 
nigro alboque maculatis; alis hyalinis, stigmate testaceo, nervis 
nigris Q. · 
Long : 13 ; terebra 7 mm. 
llab. Sarawak, Borneo (Shelford). 
Antennm about two thirds of thP, length of the body; black, 
distinctly tapering towards the apex; the scape yellow beneath. 
The face and clypeus are shining, have a plumbeous hue and 
are uniformly but not strongly punctured ; the face is covered 
sparsely with whitP-, the clypeus with dark hair; the front and 
vertex are bare, smooth and shining. ~Iandibles black; the 
palpi lemon-yellow. Pro- and me.sothorax smooth and shining, 
covered closely with short fuscous hair; the scutellum bears 
lon.,.er and paler hair; the median segment is, especially towards 
the "apex, thickly covered with long white hair. The lower 
part of the rnetapleurre is smooth and bare. The four front 
legs are yellow, with the femora suffused with fulvous; the _ 
hinder legs white; black are the coxm, except above the base 
and apex of the femora, :. ring near the base of the tibim, a 
broader band on their apex and the apical joints of the tarsi; the 
femora have the sides and lower surface rufous; the coxre 
are bright yellow above. Wings hyaline, with a slight fulvous 
ti1J<Te. Abdomen black; the apices of the basal five segments 
bright lemon-yellow; the sixth is yellow on the sides; the 
seveµth broadly in the middle above; the se)!ments are c!Qsely 
punctured; the petiole bas the middle smooth and slightly de-
pressed; the apical two segments are inipunctate, the transverse 
depressions are shallow except on the fifth where they are 
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OPHIONIDES. 
Anomalon ptromatnm, sp. nov. 
~igrum, abdomine late ferrugineo;· pedibus anterioribus, 
ba.si tibiarum posticarlim late tarsis,1ue posticis Havis; alis 
fulvo-hyaliuis, stigmate testaceo Q. 
Long: 2t mm. 
Ha.b. Borneo (Shelford). 
Antenme black; the scape yellow beneath . Head black: 
the face clypeus, Jal,rum, the inner orbits, the malar space and 
the mandibles, except at the apex, bright lemon-yellow. The 
face broadly projects in the centre; the sides and upper part are 
irre;.rularly wrinkled; the clypeus is smooth; the front, especial-
ly above, is coarsely, irregularly striated ; above, the strim are 
obli,1ue; below, they almost form reticulations. Thorax entirely 
black; the media11 segment is coarsely, irre 6ularly reticulated·: 
the scutellum is coarsely reticulated and stri<lted; above, it is .. 
tlat in the centre and has an oblique slope; the mesonotum is 
rugosely punctured and irrel{ularly reticulated; the apex is 
somewhat strongly transversely striated. The upper half of the 
propleur;c is clo~ely rugose; the lower in the middle stoutly, 
fougitudinally striated; the mesopleurm above the middle coarsely 
striated, at the base reticulated. The four front legs are bright 
yellow; the apical three joints of the tarsi black : the hinder 
legs black; the basal two thirds of the tibi.c and the tarsi yel-
low; the trochanters beneath and the base of the femora fuscous. 
Abdomen ferruginous; the petiole and the second segmeµt 
above black. · 
A11u111<1lu1tji1scicon1e, SJ,)'. uov. 
Long: 15 111111. Q. 
llab. Borneo (Shelford). 
This species resembles clo:,\ely tlie preceding species. · The 
differences between the two may be expressed thus: · 
Face not raised in the middle; the front with oblique 
· strire; the upper part of the mesopleurm coarsely 
longitudinally striated, the lower smooth. 
Face not raised in the middle; . the front not striated; the 
upper part of the mesopleura! closely reticulated. 
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.\ntennm brownish beneath; the scape yellow below. The 
face, . clypeus, t.he i11ner orbit..'I to near the ocelli, an oblique 
mark on the top of the eyes, the malar space, the lower orbit~ 
and the mandibles except at the apex, lemon-yellow. The front 
and lower part of the vertex are stoutly longitudinally striated ; 
the strire are cun·ed and form almost reticulations; the face in 
the middle is irregularly longitudinally striated. The middle 
lobe of the mesonotum is coarsely longitudinally reticulated; 
the lateral are closely rugose. Scutellum coarsely rugose. 
Median segment coarsely reticulated, the top more distinctly 
than the sides, which have the reticulations less distinct on the 
lower part. The upper part of the propleurai is coarsely 
reticulated, as is also the upper part of the meso-pleurre; but 
less closely and not so distinctly. The four front legs are 
yellow; the femora are more fulvous in tint; the hinder legs 
are black ; the apex of . the coxre, the basal joint of the 
trochnnters and the basal third of the tibire, dark rufous ; the 
hinder tarsi yello,v. Abdomen ferruginous; the petiole, the 
second segment above and the apical seg:nent black. 
Anisolias ci11cticor11is, p. nov. 
Rufo {fagello a11tennarum nigro, medio albo annulato; alis 
hyalinis, nervis stigmateque nigris, ". 
Long : 10. mm. 
llab. Sarawak, Borneo (It Shelford). 
A ntennm black ; the b:1se rufous; the seventh to 
the fourteenth joint'! · for the greater part white; the 
basal joints of the tlagel_lum are rufous below. The 
front is obscurely punctured; the face is distinctly but 
· not very closely punctured ; the clypeus is obscurely pun-
ctured above, below smooth and shining ; the labrum is 
fringed with long hair. The mesonotum is darker coloured 
than the rest of the thorax and is shagreened; · the scutellum is 
thickly covered with longish black pubescence. The basal three 
arere of the median segment, are smooth and shining ; the 
others are closely, rugosely punctured ; the posterior median ·is 
smooth, with the sides slightly striated ; the lateral teeth are 
large, and narrowed gradually towards the apex. Propleune 
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the base and the lower half of the mesopleurre closely, but not 
strongly punctured; the middle longitudinally striated ; the 
metapleurre punctured at the base, the rest closely longitudinally 
striated. Legs coloured like the body, the binder tarsi black. 
The base of the wings have a fulvous tinge. Abdomen shining, 
the middle segments acicujated; the gastrocooli are smooth, 
shallow. · 
It is doubtful if this is a true A11isobas. The ant;ennre are 
stout and are slightly thickened towards the apex; the basal 
joints of the flagellum are all much longer than broad; the face 
is obliquely narrowed from the top to the bottom; the labrum 
projects and is narrowed towar~s the apex ; the keel on the 
propleurre ( characteristic of typical Anisobas) is stout; the 
scutellum is obliquely raised, the sides stoutly keeled and the 
apex at the top depressed; the median segment is completely 
areolated ; the areola is longer than wide, is not much narrowed 
towards the apex and rounded backwards at the base and apex ; 
the sides are stoutly spined. 'l'he wings are as in Iclme11m011. 
The abdomen is not much longer than the head and thorax united ; 
there are seven segments ; the last is large, above nearly as long 
as the sixth ; the o,·ipositor larg ely proj~ct~. 
Bodargus, gen. nov. 
Eyes placed high up, separated hy their own length from 
the base of the mandibles. Face and clypeus forming almost 
one piece ; the suture separating them being almost obsolete; the 
fovea~ are shallow; apex of clypeus transverse, its sides broadly 
rounded. Occiput deeply emarginate. Antennre shorter than 
the body, serrate. Scutellum roundly convex; the sides stoutly 
keeled. Median segment depressed at the base ; the areola is 
faintly indicated, is twice longer than broad, is open at the base 
and is gradually narrowed towards the apex; the other arere are 
obsolete, except on the .apical slope where there are three. 
Areolet much anglP-d, narrowed at the top. The transverse 
basal nervure is interstitial ; there is a short nervure on the 
cubital-disco nervure and a longer more distinct one on the 
recurrent; the transverse median nervure in the hind wings is 
broken far below the middle. Legs short; the binder femora do 
not reach much beyond the apex of the second segment. The 
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middle segment..'! of the abdomen slightly project at the apex ; 
they are closely punctured ; the last seg-ment is as long as the 
penultimate. The main characteristics of this genus are the flat 
face, continuous with the cly1 ens, the indistinctness of the keels 
on the median segment; the short legs and the. large, roundly 
convex, Rharply keeled scutellum. 
Boda1"g11s 1·11(,1s, p. nov. 
Ferruginea, apice femorum posticorum, basi tibiarum, apice 
late apiceque tarsorum posticorum nigris O • 
Long: 15 mm. 
I-lab. Sarawak, Borneo (Shelford). 
Antennre dark rufous, darker towards the apex ; the scape 
is yellow. Head uniformly coloured; the face and base of 
clypeus closely punctured ; the vertex is more closely and • 
strongly pune;tured; the orellar region black. Mesonotum 
closely and distinctly punctured; the scutellum is more strongly 
and not quite so closely punctured, except on the basal slope. 
The median· segment is rugosely punctured, except on the basal 
slope ; on the apex it is transversely striated. Legs coloured 
like the body; the apical fourth of the hinder femora, the base 
of the tibire narrowly and their apex broadly,_ the apex of the . 
metatarsus, the apical half of the second joint and the whole of 
the others, lilack. \Yings hynline, the stigma and nervures 
fuscous-black. Abdomen coloured like the thorax; the fifth, sixth 
and bn1se of seventh blue-black; the apical hnlf of seventh white. 
Diapetus, gen. 110v. 
· Median segment smooth and shining; its base broadly 
depressed in the middle ; there are two stout, transverse keels. 
Prothorax with a stout, oblique keel above the middle; its base 
sharply keeled. Areolet minute, not clearly defined through the 
cubital and radial nervures uniting; the apical abscissre of the 
radius and the cubitus spread out obliquely from it. Parapsidal 
furrows deep, uniting at the apex into one short, wide furrow. 
Metathoracic spiracles large, linear. Petiole curved, not much 
narrowed at the base ; the spiracles are placed close to the 
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The antennre are longer than the body , are filiform, and 
have the third joint distinctly longer than the fourth; tlw 
clypeus is roundly convex and is separated by a deep furrow 
from the face; the mandibles have two unequal teeth; the 
meso-pleural furrow is wide and deep and isinterrupted in the 
centre. 'fhe transverse median nervure is received behind the 
trans verse basal ; the stigma is narrow, lanceolate in the hind 
wings; the cubital nervure ·is broken above the middle. The legs 
are long and slender; the claws moderate in size, the hi11der 
tarsi are longer than the others. 'fhe abdomen is bluntly 
pointed and the last 'legment is larger than the penultimae. 
This genus may be referred to the Cr.i1pti1ws, but it does 
not quite agree with that group, as the spiracles on the petiole 
are placed near the middle. The small, or more correctly, 
obsolete areolet might plJlce it in the .lfesostenini; but there is 
no known genus in that group in which it could be placed. 
Diapetus 11i9ropla9frtt118, sp. nov. 
Rufo-fulvo, vertice, mesonoto, metanoto, pleuris · abdomi-
neque late nigro-maculatis; alis flavo-hyalinis, nervis stigmatique 
tPRtaceis 9 . 
Long : 12; terebra. 2 mm. 
Hab. Borneo (Sh elford). 
Antennre longer thnn the body , darker towa.rdR the apex. 
f!Pad smooth and shining; the vertex and upper part of the 
occiput largely black; the front is broadly dark rufou s in the 
middle: Face and clypeus yellowish, smooth and shining, sparse-
ly covered with long black hair. Mandibles broadly black at 
the - apex, yellow at the base, rufou s in the middle. Thorax 
smooth and shining except the apex of the middle lobe and the 
furrows. Scutellum and post-scutellum yellow. The base of 
the median _segment is black except in the middle depression; 
between the two keels are two large black marks, rounded and 
narrowed at the apex; the basal two-thirds of the mesopleurre 
black; the middle of the metapleurre broadly, and the greater 
part of the mesosternmn black. Legs coloured like the body; the 
hinder femora are darker coloured at the base; the tarsi are 
minutelyspinose. Wingsyellowish-hyaline; the stigma testaceous; 
the nervures are of a darker testaceous colour. The petiole i 
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lighter in colour than the other segm(<nts ; its central region is 
broadly black except narrowly down the middle; the second 
seo-ment is black at the base to near the middle ; the third has 
th; basal third black ; the fourth and fifth are more narrowly 
black at the base. On the metapleurro are, in the middle, four 
short stout keels ; the middle two are longer than the others. 
A.cleasa, gen. nov. 
l\Iedian segment reticulated all over, without transverse 
keels ; the apex with two large conical teeth. Thorax about 
three times longer than broad ; the mesonotum with indistinct 
parapsidal furrows, and coarsely reticulated. .Metapleural keeb 
absent. Areolet large, wider than long, of equal width 
throughout; the transverse cubital nervur es slightly oblique; 
the apical one distinct; the transverse mediim nervure is receiv-
ed behind the transverse basal ; the transverse median nervure 
in hind wing broken shortly below the middle. Legs of 
moderate length; the basal joint of the hinder tarsi is thick-
ened; the claws are small. The petiole becomes gradually 
wider towards the apex; its sides near the middle on the lower 
side project into a stout triangular tooth, the part · behind this 
being keeled ; in front of it is a rounded tubercle. The head is 
rather narrow ; the eyes are large and projecting ; the front is 
stoutly striated in the middle; the front and vertex are depressed; 
the eyes project above the vertex; the sides of the pronotum 
are indistinctly toothed at the base; they project at the tegulre; 
the scutellar depression is larger and deeper than usual and 
bears four longitudinal keels. ·· 
A distinct genus of Mesostenini easily known by the com-
pletely reticulated median segment without transverse keels, by 
the stoutly spined petiole, by the raised scutellum, by the 
coarsely reticulated thorax, and by the thickened base of the · 
hinder tarsi. 
Acleasa albispi11a, sp. nov. 
Nigra, scutello spinisque al bis ; abdomine rufo-balteata; 
pedibus flavis, coxis, trochanteribus posticis apice femorum 
posticorum apiceque tibiarum posticarum nigris; alis hyalinis, 
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Long: 12; terebra 2 mm. 
Hab. Borneo ( Shelford). 
Antennro stout, longer than the body ; the ten middle joints 
white. Head ·black; the face and clypeus thickly covered 
with long white hair; the middle is irregularly str iated. Clypeus 
roundly convex, shining ; its upper part closely and finely 
punctur ed. The middle of the front is stout ly irregularly striat-
ed, more closely below than above. Mandibles rufous, their teeth 
black. Thorax bh1ck; the scutellum and teeth yellow. The 
middle lobe of the mesonotum is closely trans,·ersely striated, 
the lateral are coarsely irregularly reticulated and hollowed 
down the centre. Scutellum yellow, black at the base: smooth 
and . shining ; the basal depression is large; it has two stout 
complete keels in the centre, and an indistinct one 011 either side. 
Post -scutellum smooth and shining; its apex is dilated. Median 
;;egment coar;;ely, closely ret iculated; the spines are large, 
conica l and lemon yellow. Pro- and upper half of the mesopleur.e 
coarsely, irregularly striated; the lower part of the mesa- smooth 
and shining ; the furrow is crenu lated. :MetapleunB closely 
reticulated. Legs yellow; the hinder coxre, except the basal 
two-thirds above, the trochanters, apical third of femora, the 
extreme base of the fcmora and their apex more broadly, black. 
Abdomen black, the base of the petiole, its apex somewhat more 
narrowly and the apex of the other segments, yellow: the 
post-petio le is punctur ed and str iated down the middle ; the 
second, third, and fourth segments are closely punctured. 
Fis!isti11a, gen. nov. 
Post-petiole much widened and clearly separated: its spira-
cle:; wider from each other than from the apex. :Median segment 
rugose and reti culated ; its sides bearing short thick spines ; the 
;;piracies large, oblong. Areolet small, square, open at the 
·apex; the transven,e basal nervure is inster stitia l ;the transver;;e 
median nervure in hind wings broken below the n1iddle; the 
stigma narrow, linear; below it, is a wide cloud. AntenmB 
stout, longish, aunulated ·with white; the third and fourth joints 
subequal in length. Head as wide as the thorax; almost 
transverse and not much developed behind the eyes, which are 
large and parallel; t,he malar space is small. Clypeus clearly 
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separated from the face, roundly convex; its apex deprnssed . 
.Mandibles large, wide.; their apex with two equal triangular 
teeth. Parapsidal furrows extending beyond the middle. · 
Scutellum roundly convex ; the basal depression wide and deep. 
The metapleural furrow is wide, deep _and reaches to the apex ; 
there is only a basal _keel on the median segment ; the legs are 
stout aud of moderate length; the fore tarsi are longer, t.he 
four hinder shorter, than the tibia}; the fore tibim are distinctly 
narrowed at the base; the claws longish, curv ed. There are 
distinct gastroc roli on the second alxlominal segment ; the apical 
se6ment is transverse, bluntly pointed and bears disti11ct cerci. 
Belongs to the Mesostei1illi and is most nearly relat ed to 
the American genera J1Jesoste11oide11s and C!tristolia; 
Pislisti11a 111ac11lipennis, sp. nov. 
~igra, a.bdomine hlte flavo-balteata; pedibus ruti : tibiis 
late apiceque femorum posticorum nigris; alis hyaliuis, fascia 
substigmatali fusca 2 . 
Long : 10 ; terebra 2 mm. 
Hab. Borneo (Shelfmd). 
Antennre stout, longer than the body, black with two white 
bands, one on joints G-10 and another on joints 13 to 16. Head 
entirely black; the face rugose, roundly projecting in the 
middle ; the front smooth ; the lower part of the vertex stoutly, 
longitudinally striated. Mesonotum smooth and ·shining, 
the furrows appear to bear a silvery pubescence. Scutellum 
smooth, yellow ; the basal depression has four keels: Median 
segment coarsely reticulated ; the basal region in the middle 
smooth ; the teeth are yellow, short and broad. The upper part 
of the propleurae closely obliquely striated; the middle less 
closely and more strongly longitudinally striated ; the basal 
half of the mesopleurae . is closely longitudinally striated; the . 
apical smooth and shining ; the metapleurae coarsely rugose. 
lV'ings hyaline, a broad fuscous cloud extends from the stigma 
to the opposite side. Legs rufous; the tibire and tarsi paler, 
the hinder white; the greater part of the foi;r front · tarsi, the · 
four front tibire in front; the apex of the hinder femora, the · 
tibia~, except at the base; and the apical joint of the hinder tarsi, 
8 
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black. On the abdomen, the post petiole, the apex of the second 
i,;egmeuts, the band .roundly widened backwards in the middle, a 
broad band on the third segment, widest in the middle, and the 
greater p:i.rt of the penultimate segment, yellow . The gastro• 
creli are rufous . 
Clirysocryptus, gen. nov. 
Head and thorax densely covered with longish hairs, the 
abdomeu sparsely haired. Median segment areolated; the 
transverse and longitudinal keels .di-stinct; the areola large , 
twice longer than wide. Stigma conspicuous, wide, ·obliquely 
narrowed to,vards the base an_d apex. Areolet large, wide, not 
much narrowed above, five-angled. Radial cellule wide; the 
basal abscissa of the radius shorter than the apical and more 
curved than it ; there are no nervelets on the disco-cubital and 
the recurrent nervures; the tr !nisverse basal nervure is inter-
stitial. In the hind wings the cubitus is broken shortly below the _ 
middle. Head, if anything, wider than the thorax; the occiput 
rounded ; eyes larg·e, distinctly projecting ; the malar space 
small. The ·middle lobe of the mesonotum is distinctly separat-
ed; -the parapsidal furrows are deep and reach near to the 
scutellum. The furrow at the bottom of the mesopleunu is 
distinct. The spiracles are linear ; the spiracular area is well 
defined, as is also the area at its apex. The base of the metanotum 
is obliquely depressed. Ovipositor projecting; the sheaths are 
covered with longish white hair. Legs slender; the hinder 
cox .. e and trochanters longish ; the fore tarsi are longer · than the 
tibhe. 
The first three joints of the antennm are much lengthened, 
being fully four times as long as wide at apex, or longer ; the 
abdomen is twice the length of the head and thorax united; the 
disco-cubital nervure is roundly curved, not angularly broken; 
the clypeus is roundly convex ; its apex broadly rounded. The 
face is densely covered with golden hair. The median segment 
is completely areolated; the arem are all large and have stout 
keels; the areola is rounded at the base, transverse at the apex ; 
the lower part, of the met_apleurm is stoutly keeled; the radiu:,: 
is thickly pilvse at the base; the apical nervures in the hind 
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wings are faint and incomplete; the second transverse cubital 
nervure is bullated largely above. 
This genus does not fit well into any of the known tribes 
of the Crypti11a. Th~ areolated median segment would place it 
near the Ilemitelini and the Pl1ygmle11011i11i. Characteristic is the 
densely haired head and thorax. 
Chrysoc1'!Jptus aul'eopilosa, sp. nov. 
Niger, capite thoraceque dense aureopilosis; abdomine 
pooibusque posticis rufo-testaceis; pedibus pallide testaceis; alis 
hyalinis, apice fumatis ; stigmate nervisque testaceis 9 . 
Long: 12; terebra 4~5 mm. 
Hab. Borneo (Shelford). 
Antennre rufo-testaceous; the scape paler, and thickly cov-
ered with pale testaceous hair. Head black, smooth and shining 
densely covered with longish bright fulvous hair. Mandibles 
rufo-testaceous; the teeth black. Legs rufo-testaceous, the 
anterior paler; the hinder tarsi infuscated; they have the coxm, 
trochanters and femora covered with long pale hair; the tibioo 
and tarsi are closely covered . with short pubescence. Wings 
·hyaline; the apex infuscated; the basal nervures are dark; the 
apical, pale testaceous. The apex 0£ the abdomen is pale 
testaceous, the basal three segments are sparsely covered with 
long pale hair. 
Latteva, gen. nov. 
Median segment not areolated ; the base smooth ; the rest 
strio!ated; the sides spined. First joint of the :flagellum, if any-
thing, shorter than the second. Antennre over twenty-jointed 
Eyes large, parallel, reaching close to the eyes ; the hinder 
ocelli are separated from each other by about the same distance 
they are from the eyes. Pterostigma elongated, narrow ; areo-
let small, square, open at the a()flX; the transverse median 
nervure is received behind the transverse basal. Radial cellule 
elongate, narrow, sharply pointed at the apex, the apical abscissa 
of the radius is not twice the length of the first ; the nervures 
in the hind wing are complete; the transverse median nervure 
in the hind wings is sharply angled below the middle where the 
cubital nervtire issues from it. Metathoracic spiracles small, 
twice longer than wide. Belongs to the llemeliti11i. The non-
' . . 
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areolated strongly striolated median segment affords a good 
n1ark 'of recognition. The head is dstinctly wide_r than the 
thorax ; the cly peus is clearly separated from the face : the 
mandibles are large, broad and bi-dentate at the apex ; the 
parapsidal furrows only e:i..tend to shortly beyond the middle of 
the mesonotum ; the scutellar depre ssion is deep, wide and 
keeled; the base of the mesopleurae is keeled ; the petiole is 
longi:r than the second segment; the post-petiole is distinctly 
separated. 
L attei-a albobalteata, sp. nov. 
Nigra, abdomine albo balt eato; pedibus testaceis; tibiis, 
tarsis trochant eribusque post icis nigris; tibiis posticis albo 
annulata; alis hyalinis, fusco-bifa~ciatis ~ . 
Long: 8 mm. 
Hab. Sarawak, Borneo (Shelford). 
Antennre black, the eighth to sixteenth joints white be-
neath ; the scape is browni sh on the under side. Head entirely 
black ; the front is keeled down th e centre ; the keel on either 
side is oblique. Face opaque, alutaceous; the clypeus bare, 
smooth and shining . Mandibles black, rufou s in the middle. 
1\Iaxi\lary palpi white. Thorax black, except the scutellum 
which is broadly yellow in the middle; the apex of the middle 
lobe of the mesonoturn is rugose . The median segment behind 
the keel is smooth ; the middle is obliquely-longitudinally 
st riatEd ; the apical slope is tran sversely striat ed, the strire 
running into ret iculations ; the spines ar e black, longe r than 
broad. The propleurre obliquely striated in the middle; the 
middle ha, ·e a plumbeous hue; they are finely st riated below 
the tubercle s, stout ly behind th e keel, and closely on the upper 
part of the depression behind the middle; the lower curved 
keel has some stout keels on the basal half as has also the 
apical bordering one. Metapleurre striated indistinctl y at the 
base and much more st rongly towards the apex ; the oblique 
furrow behind the middle h.; broad and deep. The ant erior 
four legs are tes taceous, p:i.Jer, more yellowish at the base; 
their tar si fuscous; the hinder pair are black ; the femora 
1 rufou s, black at the apex ; the coxre are pale rufous; ther e is a 
narrow white band near the base of the tibire : the apical joint s 
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of the tarsi are testaceous at the base. Wings hyaline ; ther&, 
is a fuscous cloud at the stigma extending from the base of the 
cubitus to the apex of the areolet ; there is another fuscous 
cloud at the apex. Abdomen black ; the petiole is rufous, with 
a broad fuscous band near the base of the post-petiole ; the 
apical third of the second segment and the apical two segments 
are white. 
Friona, gen. nov. 
Radial cellule elongate. Areolet moderately large (larger 
than in llfesostenus) wider than long; the cubital nervures 
parallel, straight, not oblique; the second faint; the transverse 
basal nervure interstitial or nearly so. The transverse median 
nervure in the hind wiugs is I roken far below the middle. 
Head wider than the thorax ; the front is stoutly striated and is 
depressed in the middle. Eyes large, parallel; the malar space 
is moderate. Face short, not extending below the level of the 
eyes. Clypeus roundly convex, clearly separated behind ; its 
apex broadly -rounded ; labrum projecting. Mandibles with 
two large triangular teeth. Thorax more than three times 
longer than broad ; pronotum dilated in front; the parapsidal 
furrows deep, extending beyond)he middle. Median segment 
elongate, its base smooth ; there is a transverse keel near the 
base, the part beyond it is closely transversely striated ; the 
apex of the segment has a straight, steep slope and projects 
bluntly at the edges above; the spiracles are small, about three 
times longer than broad. Legs longish, slender ; the fore tarsi 
are twice the length of the tibire. Antennre longish, slightly, 
but distinctly, dilated at the middle; the third joint is longer 
than the fourth. 
Has the usual form and colouration of the 1 fesoste11i. The 
generic distinctions lie in the strongly striated deprnssed front 
and the transversely striated median segment, with its steeply 
sloped, clearly separated apex. 
Friona sh'iolata, sp. nov. 
Xigra, late flayo maculata; rnesopleuris fere irnmaculatis; 
pedibus fulvis, posticis nigro-maculatis; alis hyalinis nervis stig-
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Long: 13-14; terebra 4 mm. 
Hab. .Sarawak, Borneo (Shelford) . 
The sixth t.o seventeenth joints of the antennre are white . . 
Head black; the face, clypeus, labrum, inner orbits to the end of 
the eyes, the outer from shortly above their middle, almost thP-
basal two-thirds of the mandibles and the pa.lpi, yellow ; the 
front in the centre is strongly obliquely striolated ; the face is 
rugosely punctured. Thorax black; the projecting middle of the 
pronotum, the tubercles, tegulre, the scutellums, a large raised 
mark, narrowed on the inner .side behind the hind wings, and a 
small curved mark behind the mesopleural suture, pa.le yellow. 
Pro- and mesonotum sm.ooth and shining; the pro- and mesopleurm 
ctosely longitudinally striated, the strire becoming weaker 
somewhat t.owards the apex. The part of the median segment 
immediately behind. the transverse keel is coarsely aciculated; 
the rest is closely 1md distinctly transversely striated ; shortly 
behind the transverse keel a broad yellow band originates, 
which becomes broadly dilated on the apical slope, where it 
extends t.o the middle, its sides being dilated, and the centre 
rounded. Legs fulvous; the four front coxre and trochanters 
are pale yello,v ; the fore femora are lined with black above ; 
the hinder coxre are black, yellow above and at the apex below ; 
the trochanters, apex of femora and of tibire black; the tar si 
white. Abdomen black above; all the segments with their 
apices yellow, the apical one very narrowly. 
Lactolus, gen. nov. 
Median segment elongate, with one transverse keel ; its 
base smooth, the rest closely transversely striated; its apex has 
a gradually rounded slope; the keel on the fower part of the. 
metapleurre is complete and is roundly and broadly dilated at 
the base. Front and vertex depresse4, stoutly striated. Areo-
let of moderate size, longer than broad; the transverse cubital 
nervures have an oblique slope from the t.op to the bottom ; the 
apical one is faint; the transverse basal neivure is nlmost 
interstitial. 
There is only one transverse _keel on the median segment; 
it~ spiracles are of an elongate oval slope; the clypeus isnotsepnr-
ated from the face; the thorax is more than three times longer than 
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broad; the legs are long; the claws longish; the hinder coxm are 
long and reach near to the apex of the petiole ; the spiracles on the 
petiole are separated from each other by about half the distai1ce 
they are from the apex; the scutellum is stoutly keeled laterally 
to near the middle, the purapsidal furrows extend to shortly 
beyond the middle. The O is si111ilar to the ~ ; the antenme 
are longer and more slender, they are broadly ringed witb 
white in both sexes; the apical abdominal segments in both 
sexes are marked with white. 
The species of the g·enus are very similarly coloured tu 
Buodias with ,Y'hich genus it agr ees in some other re:;:pects ; the 
difference in the form of the median segment enables them to be 
. separated; in Buodius it is shorter, is stoutly spined, and the 
apex has a straight oblique, not a gradually rounded slope; in 
B1101lius, too, the recurrent nervure is received at the apex of 
the areolet, almost united to the second transverse cubital 
nervure. Also the median segment is not transversely striated. 
Lactolus albo111ac11lat11s, sp. nov. 
Niger, annulo flagello antennarum tarsisque posticis albis; coxis 
po:sticis rulis alis fumato-hyalinis, nervis stigmatique nigris ~. 
Long. lp; terebra ::1 mm. 
Hab. Sarawak, Borneo (Shelford). · 
Antennre longer than the body; the sixth to twelfth joints, 
for the greater part, white. Face rugosely striated in the 
middle; at the sides the strire are oblique and more distinctly 
_separated. Clypeus stoutly keeled in the middle; . the rest 
aciculated and irregularly and not very strongly striated. The 
. base of the mandibles closely striated ; the teeth are for the 
greater part rufous. The front and the vertex from the hinder 
ocelli stoutly striated. 'J.'homx shining; tbe pro-mesonotum aucl 
the base of the median segment smooth, striated. The mesu-
pleural furrow is .wide and deep; its lower part is stoutly 
:s~riated. Legs black; the apical half of the metatar::ius, the 
second and the fourth joints except at the apex, white ; all the 
coxre and the four front trochanters bright red; the.anterior 
tibire and, to a less extent, the femora are brownish~ \\Tings 
hyaline, with a slight, but distinct, smoky tinge ; the stigma 
and nervures are black ; the second transverse cubital nervure 
- i 
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is largely bullated ; as is also the culiital-disco, and the recun-ent 
nervures. Abdomen black; the top of the sixth, seventh, and the 
eighth segment more narrowly above, white; the apex of the 
second segment is obscure testaceous. · 
lactolus rnfico.l'is, sp. nov. 
·~iger, apice metanoti apiceque abdominis a.Ibis; pediLus 
fulvis, trochanteribus tibiisque posticis nigris; tar.sis posticis 
albis; alis hyalinis, nervis stigmatique nigris 2 . 
Long: 9-10·; terebra 4 mm. 
Bab. Sarawak, Borneo (Shelford). 
Antenme as long as the body; the miJdle of the flagellum 
is broadly white. The face is rugosely punctured, almost 
reticulated; the clypeus is smooth and shining, roundly convex; 
the cunej keels on the lower part of the vertex are few in 
number and stout. Mandibles black; the pal pi white. Mesono-
tum smooth and shining, except on the apex of the middle lobe, 
which is transversely striated. The scutellar depression is large · 
and is stoutly keeled in the middle; the 'top of the scutellum is 
obscure brownish; the post-scutellum is white. The median 
segment at the base is smooth and shining ; the rest of it, from 
the keel, is closely transversely striated; its apical slope is 
white; this white band is directed broadly backwards in the 
middle. · The upper half of the propleune is closely, longitudinally 
reticulated, the lower strongly longitudinally striated. l\ieso-
pleur~, except in the middle behind, strongly longitudinally 
striated ; the base is smooth below ; the striro in the middle are 
smaller and closer ; the metapleurie, from the oblique keel, 
longitudinally striated; the striro are waved. Le6s fulvous, the 
anterior paler in tint; the hinder trochanters, the apex of the 
femora, the tibire and the base of the tarsi are black ; the rest of 
the tarsi white. Abdomen black ; the apical three segments 
white ; the basal three segments are aciculated. · · · 
Lactolus flcwipes, sp .. nov. 
Niger, annulo flagello autennarum late, abdominis apice 
tarsisque pcsticis albis; pedibus anterioribus flavis; alis hyalinis, 
nervi.s stign,atique nigris 2. 
• 
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Long: 10 mm. 
Hab. Sarawak, Borneo (Shelford). 
Antenn;e bJack; the apex of the fifth, the sixth to eleventh 
entirely, and the twelfth and thirteenth pat tly, white. Head 
black, the inner orbits in the middle narrowly white; the face 
rugosely punctured, the punctures rt:nning into reticulation above. 
Ulypeus roundly convex, smooth and shining .and sparsely 
covered with 10·11.;!ish air. l\fandiules rufous before the middle, 
smooth; the base coarsely aciculatecl. l?ront irregularly ·strio-
lated, coarsely in the centre, more finely in the middle. Pro- and 
mesonotum with the scutellum smooth and shining; the apex of 
the middle lobe irrei!ularly longitudinally striated. Median 
segment behind the keel smooth and shining; the rest of it 
strongly, transversely, closely striated; on the apex is a curved 
white band, which is dilated backwards in the middle. Pleur;e 
closely longitudinally striated; the striro on the mesopleune are 
more irregular and more or less curved. The four front legs are 
pale yellow ; their coxro black, rufous towards the apex ; their 
tarsi infuscated; the hinder tarsi are white, except nc1rrowly at 
the base. The basal two segments of the abdomen are acicula-
ted ; the others smooth and shining; the second and third seg-
ments are narrowly pale at the apex ; the apical three are for 
the greater part white. 
lJuudia:J,. g·eu. nov. 
Thorax three times longer than wide; the median segment 
behind the keel obliquely rugosely striated; its sides with a 
broad si:;ine: the apical keel is wanting. Front stoutly striated. 
Petiole not much longer than the second segment, stout, 
becoming gradually wider towards the apex from the base. 
Areolet of moderate size, wider than long, wider at the apex 
than at the base ; the recurrent nervure is received close to the 
apex; the transverse basal nervure is received behind the 
transverse basal. The petiolar spiracles are ne.irer each other 
than they 11re to the apex. Scutellum flat, keeled on the basal 
half. Ptero-stigma. elongate, narrow. The median segment is 
about one half the length of the meso-thorax; its apex has an 
oblique, straight slope; its spiracles are small. about three times 
longer than broad. The abdomen is stout, not longer than the 
9 
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head a11d thurax united, its apex is blui1t a11d marked with white.. 
The leg ,; ;ire lung and stuut; the t.irsal claws of moderate 
lcn6th ; the tibia· are slightly l>ent at the base. The clypeus is 
r Juudly cu1ffex. nut wr y clearly separated behiud ; its apex is 
tran s,·erse and has a distinct margin. The mandibles are brnad, 
curved, l,identate at the apex: lower toot.h, small; the oose 
.is broadly raised on the upper side, the raised part forming a 
tubercle-like mass. The head is much wider than the thorax: 
the metu1,leural keel is complete and is dilated at the base. On 
the 1:uedia11 se!{ment in the middle behind the keel is an 
incompletP. area. open behind. 
In .\sl11uead':s anangeme11t this genu:- :should co111e nt•ar 
J1c1Swct,moidrn,, and Cl,rittuli,,. 
B,wd ia,1 rttjicu.ri:1. sp. nuv. 
Xig·er; aunulo ttagello ant ennarum abdominislJUe ap:ce 
albis; wxis troc.:hanteribusque anterioribus rufis; alis fusco-
· liyalinis, nervis :stigmatique nigris <;?. 
Long: tl llll!J. terebra 4-5 mm. 
Hab. Sarawak (Shelford). 
Antenna! not quite ·so long as the body , if anything, 
thickened towards the apex; the sixth to thirteenth joints white 
bene11th; the scape bare smooth and shining. Head .entirely 
black ; smooth and shining; the front obliquely stoutly striated 
below the ocelli; the face coarsely irregularly reticulated. 
Mandibles black, rufous at the base 11bove. Palpi testaceous. 
Thorax black: the sides of the scutellum to near the apex 
. white ; the spines on the median segment dull white. Pro- and 
mesonotum shining, bare ; the middle lol)e aciculated. The 
scutellum is, if anything, more shining than the .. mesonotum; 
post-scutellum is dull white. The base of the median segment 
in the middle i:,; stoutly keeled; the part behind the keel is acicu-
lated ; there i:; one curved keel on the outer side of the stigma 
1111d several on the inuel' side; the teeth are bl'oad and bluntly 
ruuuded at the apex. The n1iddle uf the propleur& obli,1uely, 
aud the upper two-thil'ds of the apex stoutl y, striated. The 
base aud the pal't in the middle is irregularly reticulated, this 
pal't being bounded by a keel in front and by an irregular 
furrow behind: the lower apical part is il'regularly crenulated. 
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Metapleune co,lfsely obli41uely striated: the striae. are irregular 
and more or less wrinkled ; the base is aciculated behind the 
furrow, which is wideaud deep; · the upper p:1rt is frregulady, 
the median segmeut from the keel tinely and closely transver-
sely striated: the apical slope is rufuus. 1 he middle of the 
prupleura:i, the greater part of the meso- and the meta- below the 
keel are closely a·nd finely longitudinally striated. Legs black~ 
the hinder cox,e rufous ; the fore femora and tibim more or less 
·testaceous, especially in front, the apical two-thirds of the basal 
joint of the hi11der tarsi, the second, third, fourth an4 base of the 
tifth joiuts , white. \\'ing·s fuscous-hyaline ; the nervures and 
stigma black; the second transverse cul,ital nern1re is almost 
obliterated. Abdomen black: the sixth and seventh segments 
. broadly above and the eig·hth. narrowly white . 
.llesu1Jte1111s Sl,elfunli , sp. uov. 
~iger; labro abdominisque apice al bis ; coxis pvsterioribus 
rufis: alis hyalinis, stigmate nervisque fuscis O• · . 
Long: 9 mm; 
Hab. Sarawak, Borneo (Shelford). 
Head black ; the labrum and palpi white. .Mandibles black, 
whitish-testaceous near the middle. Face opaque, closely but 
not very distinctly, punctured; the clypeus smooth anq shining. 
front and vertex alutaceous , shagree11ed ; the upper part of 
the front is furrowed in the centrti. Pro- and meso-thornx 
smooth and shining and with a plumbeous hue. Median segment 
opaque; above closely, but not very strongly, transversely 
punctured. \rings clear hyaline; the stigma and nervures 
fuscous. Legs black ; the four posterior coxoo orange red ; the 
front coxre black, pale · at the apex; the four front legs are 
fuscous; the hinder tarsi are white, except narrowly at the 
base. The abdominal ·segments are narrowly lined with dull 
white at the apex; the apex of the fifth and · the sixth and the 
seventh entirely, are clear white. 
This is ·a ,lfesosten11s as defined by Ashmead in his geueric 
revision of the ldme11111011iclte(Hull. U. B. ~at. l\I_us. XXlII. H)-
The keel on the mesopleurai curves brnadly and roundly up-
. wards on the apical half; the basal keel 011 the 111ediau segment · 
is complete ; the apical one does uot reach to the sides ; the 
\~: 
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keel on the lower edge of the metapleura! is broad and plate-
like; the trarnsverse median nervure is received shortly behind 
the transverse basal ; the areolet is moderately large, about one 
half longer than broad ; the recurrent nervure is received 
shortly behind the middle. 
LIS'l'IWDHOMlNI. 
Jfo,·aces, gen. nov. 
Claws pectinated, scutellum flat throughout. its sides and 
apex keeled. Areola obliquely narrowed behind, open in front , not 
separated from the posterior median area: it is separated at the 
base from the lateral area. Anten1a.c dilated beyond the middle. 
Labrum hidden. Areolet narrowed at the top, nervure uniting 
there; the transv erse median nervure is widely distant from the 
basal. The apex of the hin<i femora reaches to the middle of 
the fourth segment ; the abdominal segments are aciculated. 
'fhe pronotum projects above, broadly at the base, more 
narrowly at the apex; the apex of the scutellum has a p<>rpen-
dicular :::lope and is clearly raised above the post-~cutellum ; the 
abdo111i11al segments do not project much ;;.t their apices. The 
stump of a nervure on the disco-cubital nervure is almost ob-
solete. Ulypeus separated from the face, foveate at the base. 
·.Mandibles large; the teeth large, widely separated. Metatboracic 
spiracles linear, much longer than wide. 
The eyes are large and parallel ; the malar :space is large. 
There are :seven abdou.inal segments; the Yentral keel is on the 
third and fourth seg-ments. The occiput is roundly incised and 
is keeled above. Median segment, short, rounded gradually 
behind. 
The--pectinated claws refer this genus to the Listrodro111i11i. 
The claws have long teeth and are toothed uniformly tu near 
the apex. There _are no spines on the median segment; the 
spiracles on the fir:st abdomi11al segment are elongated ; the seg-
ments He banded with yellow; the ovipositor projects largely. 
Of the known genera of Listru1lro111i11i; .Alarnces comes 
nearest to Neot!fp11s which, among other differe11ces, is readily 
separated from it by the very small, rounded spiracles of the 
petiole. If it were not for the pectinated claws the genus might 
be placed with the Juppi11i. 
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· ;ll,,l'(ires jlaro-halteata, sp. no,·, 
Niger, late fla vo-macularo; pedibus fla vis. cox is trochanteribus 
femoribusque posticis nigris; apice tibiarum posticarum late 
nigro; alis hyalinis, nervis stitmatique nigris ~ . 
Long: 14 m111. ~
Hab. Sarawak, Borneo (Shelford). 
Antennre black, the middle of the tfagellum broadly banded 
with white. Head black; the face, except for a broad black 
line in the middle, the clypeus, the inner orbits narrowly t,o the 
rop of the eyes on the inner side, and the outer, entirely below 
and broadly above, pale yellow. The fnce closely, the clypeus 
sparsely, punctured. Mandibles black. Front and vertex 
impunctate, bare, shining. · Thorax black: the edge of the . 
pronotum, two marks on the mesonot11m, obliquely and sharply 
narrowed at the base, the apex of the scutellum broadly, the 
mark narrowed behind the apical part of the scutellar keels, the 
post-scutellum, two marks on the apex of the median segment, 
narrowed below as. they follow the outline of the lateral arere, 
the lower part of the proplenrre, of the mesopleurre more broadly, 
the tubercles, the hinder edge of the mesopleurn'!, and the apical 
half of the metapleurre, yellow. l\fesonotum closely rugosely 
ptmcturPd, reticulated in the middle bPhind; the scutellum is 
similarly punctured. The base of the mPdian segmPnt is smooth; 
the areola is coarsely sharpened; the posterior area coarsely 
irregularly 1·eticulated; the lateral art>a smooth at the base, the 
rest coarsely punctured ; the spiracular area rugose, the apex 
transversely, coarsely striated. The up~r part of the propleurre 
is closely punctured, the apex sroutly striated, the strire in the 
centre extending t,o the centre. Meso- and metapleurre distinct-
ly and cksely punctured; the middle of the former finely and 
clos'3ly longitudinally striated. ·wings hyaline, the nervures 
and stigma black. The four front legs yellow ; the femora, 
tibire and tarsi black behind; the hinder coxre, except at the 
apex on the inner side, the basal joint of the trochanters, the 
femora and the apical third of the t.ibire, black; the rest yellow .. 
Abdomen black; the base of the petiole broadly, its apPx and 
the apex of all the other segment.~, yellow; the middle SPg'ments · 
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yellow, the steep apex of"a niore. rufous hue; the base of the 
segment lx)tweei:i then1 is striated ; the sides of the apical 
three segments are yellow, t.he yellow becoming gradually 
broader towards the apex. 
Jlaraces pectinata, sp; nov. 
. (Niger, late flavo ornato; pedibus fulvis, coxis trochanter 
ibusque . anterioribus flavis, posticis nigris; alis ful\'0-hyalinis, 
nervis, stigmatique nigris Q. 
Long: 17 mm. 
Hab. Khasia Hills (Coll Rothney). 
Antenn re blllck, the eighth t.o sixteenth joints white; the 
scape covered with white hair. Head black; the face, clypeus, 
the innerorbits,-narrowly below, more broadly abo, ,e, the yellow 
not extending beyond the inner top of the eyes,-and the outer 
orbits entirely, from above the middle of the eyes to the hase of 
the mandibles, pale yellow. The face and clype11s obscur ely 
punctured and thickly covered with white hair; there is a black 
line down the face and an · elongat~ mark on the apex of the 
clypeu s. Front and vertex smooth , shining, and bare. Mandibles 
yellow, the teeth black. Thorax black ; the edge of the 
:1ronotum, two lines on the mesouotum, obliquely narrowed on 
the inner side at the base, the apical half of the scutellum, the 
mark roundly narrow ed at the base, the base of the pronotum, 
the lower side of the propleurie from behind the middle to the 
apex , the tubercle s, a sm>tll mark on 1he middle of the meso-
pleurre, a smaller one behind it lower down, the lower third of 
the mesopleurre, the apex of the mesopleurre broadly below the 
keel, yellow. Legs fulvous; the four front coxie, trochant.er;; 
pale yellow ; the hinder coxie black on the outer side and on 
the outer half of the top ; the basal joint of the trocha.nters black. 
wings hyaline, the base with a slight fulvous tinge; the stigma 
and nervure s black ; the areolet obli.-1ue; the second trans,·erse 
cubital nervure longer and with a more oblique slope than the 
first; they almost touch above ; the recurrent nervure is recei,·-
ed shortly behind the middle. Abdomen black, the apices of 
all the segments yellow ; the band on the third is interrupted 
in the middle; the petiole shining, the base of the post-petiole 
strongly punctured : the second, third, fourth segment<; closely 
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punctured; the gastrocoeli narrmv, dN•p, smooth, and shining. 
Mesonotum rather strongly and closely punctured ; the scutellum 
is as strongly, and more widel,v punctured; its sides, under the 
keels, strongly but not closely, punctured. The base of. the 
median segmeht is smooth ; the rest coarsely punctured, the apex 
especially in the middle, closely reticulatP.d ; the supra median area 
large, about as wide as long; the sides at the base obliquely 
narrowed, the middle straight, the apex is not clearly separated 
from the posterior median by a keel. Pro- and mesopleurre 
smooth ; the depression on the former stoutly striated ; the lower 
half of the meso- is depressed and separated from the raised 
upper half; the meta- closely and stro11g-ly punctured. 'l'he 
median segment, is thickly covered with white hair.) 
Joppi11i Zo11ojoppo, gen. nm·. 
Antenme short, distinctly dilated and compressed between 
the middle and the apex; the dilated joint'! hollowed laterally. 
Wings violaceous throughout; the areolet is narrowed at the top, 
the transverse cubital uervur':lirnlmost uniting there; the transn•rse 
basal nervure interstitial. Scutellum roundly convex; not raised 
above the level of the mesonotum, its sides stoutly keeled. Areola 
widely separated from the base of the segment, rounded and nar-
rowed behind, the basal half deeply hollowed, the lateral basal 
arere clearly separated. (Jlypeus broadly rounded at the apex, 
the labrum hidden. Legs short; the apex of the hinder femora 
not extending beyond the apex of the third segment. 'l'he al.xlom-
inal segments do not project much laterally at the apex; the 
seco_nd and third segments are longitudinally striated at the base, 
the last (seventh) segment is well de\'eloped; it'! cerci are much 
longer than usual. 
The thorax is shorter than the basal three seg-nwnts of the· 
abdomen; the middle of the mesonotum is raised and separated in 
front; the post-scutellum js shortly striated and depresse ,1 lateral-
ly ; the apical three arere on the median se6ment are closely delin-
ed, as is also the spiracular area ; the· sides of the mesonotmn are 
bordered by a wide deep furrow ; there is a short stump of a ner-
vure on the disco-cubital nervure. 
The characteristic features of this irenus are the violaceous 
wings, the stoutly keeled scutellum, and t.he excavatPd areola. 
i ,, 
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Zonojoppa violac~ipe1111is, SP: nov. 
Nigra, capite thoraceque tlavo maculatis; abclominis basi late 
rufo; pedibus nigris; coxis trochanteribusque anterioribus flavis, 
alis violaciis, nervis stigmatique nigris ~. 
Long. 15 mm. 
Hab . Sarawak (Shelford). 
Antennre bla1:k, the scape yellow beneath. Head black ; the 
face, clypeus, base of mandibles, the inner orbits to ~hortly beyond 
the ocelli, the outer more broadly from uear t.he top, the line be-
coming gradually wider from top to bottom, pale yellow. 
Front and vertex smooth, bare and shining; the black on them 
has a plumbeous hue, and they are sparsely covered with pale 
hair. Thorax black; the upper edge of the pronotum from near 
the base (the yellow with a black band in the middle), the keels 
of the scutellum from near the base, the apex of the post -scutel-
lum; the base of the prothorax from the keel on the pleurre, the 
tubercles and a large mark on the lower part of the mesopleurre at 
the base, yellow. l\lesonotum in the middle stoutly punctured; 
the punctur ed space prolonged laterally at the base ; the sides near 
the tegnl.e are deeply furrowed. The scutellun1, except at the 
base, is irregularly and ra.ther strongly punctured; the sides are 
stoutly keeled; in the CPnt.re of the po~t scutellum are four 
stout keels. The .central b:tsal depressio11 of the median 
segment is smooth; the sides are Rtrongly punctured; the 
ar eola has a large, round depression at the base, which extends 
to ·shortly beyond the middle; the apical central area is smooth 
and depre ssed at the base; the rest of it stoutly transversely 
striated; the lateral stoutly, irregularly striated, almost reticu-
lated; the spiracular, beyond the spiracles, irregularly obliquely 
striated. The lower part of the propleurre is aciculated and 
irregularly striated; the meso-, except behind, finely and closely 
punctured; the meta- closely and coarsely striated; the meso- and 
metapleurre are thickly covered with white hair: The four anter-
ior coxre entirely, the trochanters, the femora, except at the base, 
and the tibia:i and tarsi in front, pale:yellow, black behind; the legs 
black ; the coxre above, except at the base, the apical half of the 
trochanters, a line on the femora above and on the base of the 
femora, pale yellow; all the legs are thickly cornred with pale 
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pubescence; all the calcaria are pale yellow. Wings uniformly 
violaceous; the transverse cubital and the recurrent nervures 
are largely bullated. The basal three abdominal segments and 
the base of the fourth broadly, ferruginous; the basal three seg-
ments ore narrowly lined with yellow at the apex. The post-
petiole is finely longitudinally striated, the sides punctured ; the 
second and third segments have a narrow keel in the centre, 
bordered by some longitudinal striations; the gastracreli are 
large, smooth, and have two oblique stout keels on the outer 
side. 
MUTILT,ID .if:. 
Jlfutilla l1e111n, sp. nov. 
:\'igra, pro-mesothorace scutelloque ferrugineis; abdomine 
nitido, dense nigro piloso ; segm':lnt secunodo dense albo piloso ; 
alis violaceis; tegulis rufis o. 
· Long: 12 mm. 
Hab. S:i.rawak, Borneo (Shelford). 
Head as wide as the base of the mesonotum ; coarsely 
rugosely punctured, running into reticulations on the front , 
which, at the apex, broadly project..'l; its apex and side are 
sharply keeled; the middle is oblif1uely incised; the sides are 
broadly rounded ; the face is rugose and bears, on the middle 
at the apex, three irregular punctures. Antenrne black, the 
scape shining, pilose; the flagellum opaque, bare. Pro- and 
mesonotum, with . the scutellum, closely rug0sely punctured. 
The scutellum, is broad; its sides are smooth and project; its 
ap31e has a rounded slope. ,vings violaceous, lighter in tint at 
the base; the third transverse cubital nervure is only indicated 
by a stump on the top; there being thus .oply two complete 
cubital cellules; the second transverse cubitaH1ervure is broad-
ly rounded. The median segment is coarsely reticulated ; the 
basal three are of equal length, but the central is much narrow-
er and .is acutely pointed at the apex. The pro- and the upper 
two-thirds of the mesopleurre are ferruginous ; the propleune 
and the base and apex of the mesopleurre are smooth. Abdomen 
deep black, shining; the petiole is broad and becomes gradually 
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wider towards the apex; .the apex is smooth; at the base of 
this smooth part is a row of large punctures; from this the peti-
ole slopes obliquely to tha base; the ventral keel is straight, . 
rounded at the base and apex ; the second segment is covered 
with short ·depressed clear white pubescence; and is smooth and 
shining in the middle at the apex; the pygidium hears large 
round punctures all over. Legs black, thickly cowired with 
long whit-t> hair: the spurs white. 
Alutilla fra, sp. nov. 
Nigra, dense albo piloso: alis fusco-violaceis, basi fE>re 
l1yalinis o . 
Long: 17 mm. 
Hab. Sarawak, Borneo (Shelford). 
Head distinctly narrower than the thorax; closely rugosely 
punctured and thickly covered with long white pubescE>nce; 
the vertex and front with the hair sparser and shorter. The 
clypeus is smooth and shining and is keeled in the middle; the 
mandibles, at the ]Jase, are thickly covered with long white hair. 
Thorax densely covered with longish grey pubescence; the 
mesonotum is strongly, distinctly and uniformly punctured; the 
furrows are distinct on the apical half. Scutellum strongly, 
deeply and uniformly punctured and roundly convex; the post-
scutellum opaque, coarsely aciculated. Median segment coarse-
ly reticulated ; the basal median reticulation is twice longer 
than broad and has the .apical half abruptly narrowed. Meso-
pleurre coarsely punctured in the middle and thickly covE>red 
with grey hair; the lower part of the metapleur:e is alutaceous, 
the upper punctured. Legs thickly covered with long white 
hair; the calcaria pale. \\'ings dark violaceous, paler nt the 
base; the cubital cellules complete; the middle one, is, abm·e 
and below, longer than the following. Abdomen black, the 
basal two segments, the basal half of the third rufous; the base 
of the petiol~s broad, more than half the width of the apex ; 
the ventral keel is broadly rounded ; the hair is white on the 
basal segments, shorter and black on the apical two ; the hypo-
pygium is punctured, smooth and shining in the middle; there 
are no keels or furrows on the epipygium. 
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Mutilla nlbict, sp. n<.n-. 
Black, densely covered with longish pale hair; the fil'st, 
secdncl and the base of the third abdominal segment red; wings 
fuscous-hyaline with a violaceous tinge; the stigma and ner-
n1res testaceoue, ·o , 
Long: J;i mm. 
Hab. Penrissen, 4,100 feet, Sarawak. . 
Antenn~ densely covered with a pale pile ; the second and 
third joints together are equal in length to the fourth. · Head 
distinctly narrower than the . thorax; roundly, obliquely nar-
rowed behind the eyes; the ,·ertex st rongly but not wry close-
ly, punctured ; the front more closely rugosely punctured; the 
vertex sparsely, the front more thickly covered with long ful-
vous hair. Clypeus depressed in the middle; the edges rounded 
and forming a semicircle ; the apical tooth of the mandibles is 
Jong, rounded at the apex; the subapical one is short and blunt. 
Thorax thickly covered with long fulvous hair; the pro; and 
mesonotnm closely rugosPly punctured; the scutellum is more 
c:losely punctured .. l\ledian segment closely reticulated; the 
ba~al three central al'ei~ larger than the others; the central i;; 
longer than the otlwl's. Propleurn~ at the base rugosely punc- · 
tured; • the lower part of the apex with five stout keels; the 
central, raised part of the mesopleurre is punctured but not 
deeply or strorigly; the base of the metapleurre smooth, the 
apex reticulated. ThP third transverse cubital nervure and the 
second recurrent are faint; the first transverse cubital . ner-
vere is oblique and rounded; the second is roundly curved and 
not obliquely sloped; the second cubit.al cellule at the top is 
shorrer, at the bottom longer than the third: the recurrent ner-
vures are receh ·ed near the base of the apical third of the 
cellules. · Legs thickly covered with white hair; the spinPs and 
calcaria white. On the abdomen the first, second, and the base 
of the third segm~nts are rufous; the basal five segment'! · are 
covered with long pale, the apical with black, hair; the ventral 
keel is slightly dilated at the base, roundly nan:owed at the 
apex; the last segment abo~·e has the apical two-thirds broadly 
smooth in the middle; below it is strongly punctured, except 
at the apex, which is smooth and rufous. 
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Jfutilla hagr(/(la, sp. nm·. 
Long: Hl-1 i mm. o. 
Ilab. Kuching, Sarawak. 
'l'his species comes very near to JI,/. casipltia; the differences 
between the two may be expressed thus :-
Scutellum not furrowed down the middle ; the keel on the 
petiole straight; the face not tuberculate; the pro-
pleurre smooth except above. bag1"ada. 
Scutellum furrowed down the middle; the keel on; the 
petiole curved; the face tuberculat',e below; the pro-
pleurre rugose. · casiphia. 
Flagellum of antennre brownish beneath, the third and 
fourth joints eqnal in length. Front and vertex coarsely 
rugosely punctured; the punctures running into reticula-
tions on the front; the apex of the tubercles rufous. 
Clypeus slightly depressed in the middle; smooth, shining; the 
apex trans verse. The face thickly covered with long grey hair. 
Mandibles at the base thickly covered with grey hair; the 
subapical tooth is indistinct; the apex of the projection behind 
the middle is oblique, rounded on the lower part. Pro- and 
mPsonotum closely and rugos ely punctur ed ; there is a smooth 
kePI in the middle ; thPre is a furrow on either side of it on the 
apical half. Scutellum roundly convex, coarsely rug osely 
punctured. l\Iedian sPgment reti culatf'd; the basal ar ea short , 
not reaching beyond the middle ; its basal third widened. 
Propleurle smooth ; the upper part at the base bordered by an 
oblique keel. l\Iesopleur re thickly covered with silvery pubes-
cence, the base smooth ; there is a wide oblique depression. Legs 
thickly covered with white hair; the calcaria pale. Wings 
fuscous-violaceous, paler at the base; the third cul,ital cellule 
at the top and bottom distinctly shorter than the secon!l ; the 
first trans verse cubital nervure is almost straight, and oblique; 
the second is roundly bent outwardly in the middle; both the 
recurrent nervures are received shortly beyond the middle. 
Abdomen thickly covered with white hair; the hair on the 
apical two segments is black ; the basal two segments and the 
base of the third are rufous; the ventral keel is roundly curved 
and narrowed at the base ; the last dorsal segment has no area; 
its lower surfa ce is flat. 
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il/11tilla -agnpeta, sp. nov. 
Black; the abdomen red, with the apical two segments 
black ; the clypeus broadly convex in the middle; the centre of 
the scutellum smooth and shining, its base depressed; wings 
fusco-violaceous, hyaline at the base. o. 
Long: 15 mm. 
llab. Kuching, Sarawak. 
The third joint of the autennm is shortly, but distinctly , 
long·er than the fourth. Front and vertex closely punctured ; 
the vertex sparsely covered with longi:sh pale hair ; the front. 
e:;pecially in the centre, thickly covered with silvery pubescence. 
Face roundly convex, smooth and shining; the clypeus short, 
depnissed, clearly separated, slightly and broadly waved; the 
edges depressed. Mandibles densely pilose at the base; the 
lower basal tooth stout, obliquely directed downwards; there 
is no distinct subapical tooth; the palpi are black. Pro- aud 
mesonotum closely punctured; the pronotum above thickly 
covered with griseous pubescence; the lower and hinder part 
of the propleuriC bear stout, clearly separated keels. The raised 
central part of the mesopleurre is thickly covered with silvery 
pubescence and punctured but not very deeply or closely. 
l\Ietapleune smooth, irregularly reticulated at . the base above. 
Mesouotum closely punctured. Scutellum strongly convex; 
the basal and apical slopes oblique; the base in the centre is 
flat, smooth and shining. l\'Iedian segment reticulated , thickly 
covered with silvery pubescence. Legs thickly covered with . 
\Vhite. pubescence; the calcaria and spines pale. ,vings fusco11s-
violaceous, hyaline behind the transverse basal nervure; 1 lie 
third cubital cellule at the top and bottom distinctly shorter th ,11 
the second; the recurrent nervures are received beyoud the 
middle of the cellules; the second transverse cubital nervure is 
roundly curved outwardly. Abdomen ferruginous ; th3 basal 
ha.If of the petiole below and the apical two segment, black. 
The ventral keel is almost straight; the last segment is hr0adly 
smooth and b~re in the centre; below it has the sides Lr.iadly , 
obliquely depressed and clearly separated from the centre which 
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.11 utilla ilcrda, sp; nov. 
Black: the prnthorax, mesouotum, scutellum and base of 
median segment rufo11s: ,ibdomen black, with violet and purple 
tints : the apex of the second and of the third segments banded 
with clear white pubescence; wings fuscous-violaceous, lighter 
in tint at the base. 0 . 
Long : 1:? 111111. 
Hab. Kuching, ::;arawak . 
• .\.11te11mc :;tout, covered with a lllicro:;copic pale pile; the 
third joint is about twice the length of the pedicle and not quite 
one-half the length of the fourth. Head distinctly riarrower 
than the thorax, thickly covered with loug white hair, except 
on the front and vertex where the hair is sparser, :;hurter and 
black. The ocellar reg-ion is bounded laterally and below by 
two stout keel:; ; the space between i:; depres:;ed ; a keel runs 
into the front ocellns. The clypeus is broadly keeled above: 
its apex is transverse, with the sides oblique. .M:a11dibles irregu-
larly bidentate at the apex ; their base sparsely covered with 
longish golden hair. The pro- and mesonotuin are closely and 
strongly punctured und covered with golden pubescence. 
:\Iedian :;egment closely reticulated ; the central basal area is 
twice longer than broad and has the apical half narrowed. 
Propleur.c closely and strongly punctured except behind: the 
lower t'>art is bouuded by a stout keei: above this, on the apex, 
are foui-short keels, which become g-radually shorter from the 
bottom to the t,ip. l\lesopleune closely and strongly punctured. 
Metapleur~ reticulated, except behind ; on the upper part, at 
the base, is a narrow keel and above the middle a wide longitu-
dinal furrow. Wings fuscous-violaceous, paler at the base; th~ 
third tra~1s,·erse cubital nervure is faint, as is also the cubitus 
from the second transverse . cubital and the second recurrent 
nervures; the first transverse cubital nervure is oblique, and 
roundly curved on the lower part; the second is roundly curved 
outwardly in the middle; the-second cubital nervure above is 
slightly more than one half of the length of the first. Abdomen 
shining, black; the third and following segments with blue and 
violet tints; the basal :segments i;parsely covered with white, 
the apical more thickly with black, hair ; the apex of the second 
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and of the third with a hroad band of depressed clear white 
pubescence; the basal ventral segment has a straight, rounded 
keel in the ceutre; its sides are stuutly punctured; its apex has 
an oblique slope; the pygidium is closely punctured and co,-ered 
with black hair; its apex is depressed; there is uo delined area 
on it; the epipygium is tlat, closely and strongly punctured and 
has its sides margined. 
Vomes close to M. yracilli111a, Bm. 
.1/utilla ·11w111blia, sp. uov. 
lllack , the scape of the antenna i, the thorax aud the femora 
rufous, two oval spots of silvery pube::icence ou the base of the 
second alxlominal segment; the whole of the third segme11t 
covered with _ depressed silvery pubescence: the sides of the 
pygidium fringed with silvery hair. ~ -
Long: 11 mm. 
Hab. Kuching, 8arawak. 
This species comes near to JI. pruspe1·pi111t 8111. which dif-
fers from it in having the legs ferruginous except that the 
knees a.nd tarsi are slightly fuscous; the pubescence on the 
thorax is reddish-brown. The present species comes close to 
JI. gispc, Cam. but, apart from the difference in colour~ 
· ation, it may le kno,vn from it by the perfectly smooth pygi-
dium. 
Scape of antennle rufous, cO\-ered with pale fulvous hair; 
the flagellum black, stout: the thirJ joint twice the length of 
t~e fourth which is shorter than the lifth. Head nearly as wide 
· as the thorax; closely rugosely punctured: the punctun•s 
longer than broad ; the antenna I tubercles black. Face a :i 1 
clypeus smooth and shining, sparsely covered with long p le 
fulvous hair. Mandibles rufous, black at the 11pex; the palpi 
blackish fuscous, darkest at the base; the subapica\ tooth 
straight and oblique at the apex. Thorax twice longer than 
broad, sli~htly narrowed in the middle; the base rounded with 
the edge irregular; the apex transverse, the sides above r .JUud-
ed; the sides of the median segment sharply denticulate ; the 
outer edge of the pronotum is stoutly keeled above; the p'.Pur~ 
smooth, impunctate; the upper part of the thorax is covered 
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ters and femora, except at the apex, rufous; they are covered 
with longish white hair; the spines on the four front tibioo are 
rufous, on the posterior black ; on the tarsi they are rufous, and 
their basal joints are thickly covered with rufous, stiff pubes-
cence. 'l'he basal setme _nt of the abdomen is short and is much 
narrower than the second ; underneath it is rufous, smooth 
below ; the !:use of the keel obtusely dentate. On the base of 
the second segment are two irregular, broader than long, marks 
of silvery pubescence ; the third segme11t is almost eritirely 
covered with silvery pubescence; the pygidium is smooth and is 
fringed laterally with long silvery pubescence; the ventral seg-
ments .are thickly covered with silvery hair. 
Jlutilla palaca, sp. nov. 
Antennai and bend black; the thorax red; the abdomen blue, 
thickly covered with long white hair, without any bands of 
depressed pubescence; wings uniformly fuscous, with a slight 
violaceous tinge; the third tra11sverse cubital completely, and 
the second recurrent nervure almost completely obliterated O • 
Long:!) mm. 
Hab. Kuching , Saraw11k. 
Antennie stout, black, covered with a pale pile ; the third 
joint is slightly, but distinctly, 'shorter in length than the fourth. 
Head black, nearly as wide as the thorax; behind transverse , 
the cdg·e of the occiput sharp and slightly raised above. Front 
and vertex shining closely punctured all over and covere.J with 
longish white hair. Ulypeus largely depressed in the centre; 
the depression largest below, narrowed above; the apex raised 
and closely punctured. Mandibles bidentate; the apical tooth 
long and curved at the apex. Thorax entirely rufous, thickly 
pilose; the hair on the mesonotum fulvous, on the median seg-
ment longer and white. Pro- and mesonotum, with the scutel-
lum closely rugosely punctured; the post-scutellum is bordered 
laterally by a keel and there is a short, less; distinct, keel in the 
centre. Median segment reticulated; the central basal one is 
very broad at tbe base, the apex much narrowed; the are.re 
surrounding it are large. The upper part of the propleurni is 
irregularly, indistinctly, punctured; at the apex is an elongated 
area, rounded below, whi?h reaches to shortly below the middle. 
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· Mesopleurie closely punctured; · the metapleurg reticulated, 
smooth at the base. Leg-s l,lack; the calcaria and spines pale; 
the hair dense, long and white. The second recurrent nervure 
is narrowed at the top, being Lhere as wide as the space bounded 
by the first recurrent and the second transverse cubital ner-
vures; the first transverse cubital nervure is straight and 
oblique; the second is curved · aud only slightly oblique. 'l'he 
first abdominal segment is broad at the base; below it is flat; it~ 
central keel does not project much and the part bordering it is 
irregularly punctured on either side of it. The last segmPnt 
above is closely punctured, . except for a smooth space in the 
middle at the apex; below, the apical half is stoutly keeled along 
· .the sides. 
Agrees closely in colouration with M. ilerda, which may 
easily be separated from it by _the keels on the front and vertex. 
S COLIID .-£. 
Scolia ( Triscolio) aglana, sp. nov. 
Long: 12 mm. o 
Hab. Sarawak (Shelford). 
This species is not unlike what I take to be S. opalfoa Sm., 
whir.h has also been taken in Borneo by Mr. Shelford. The 
difference between the two may be expressed thus:-
The frontal area clearly defined bounded by a ridge ~hind, 
the hair on the head and thorax bl11ck ; the median 
segment punctured throughout. opalina, Sm. 
The frontal area not clearly defined, not bounded by a 
ridge behiud; the hair on the head and thorax white; the 
median segment not punctured throughout, there being a 
wide smooth space on the inner side of the lateral lobe .. 
aglmw, sp. nov. 
Anten11re opaque, bare. . Head strongly and closely punc-
tured and thickly covered with long white hair; the middle of 
the clypeus smooth impunctate; there is no de611ed frontal area. 
Mesonotuin closely and rather strongly ponctured, less closely 
in the middle. The scuteHum and post-scutellum are similarly 
punctured. The central region of the median segment is bound-
ed by a .distinct deep furrow and is punctured, if anything, more 
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is smooth and impunctate, the outRr punctured. The pro- and 
basal part of the mesopleurre, are closely punctured; the apical 
part is smooth in the middle; with a puncture4 band above and a 
wider one below. The metapleurre smooth, with a punctured 
band round the top ; the punctures are smaller tnan on the meso-
pleurre~ Wings fuscous, with a distinct, violaceous tinge •&nd 
highly iridescent. Abdomen black, with a distinct violet irides-
cence; the· hair is black above, white below; the punctuation is 
distinct. Legs black; the hair is Jong and white; the fore 
calcaria are pale; the spines on the fore tarsi rufous. 
Scolfrt (Discolia) ergenna, sp. nov. 
Black; the greatRr part of the clypeus, the pronoturn broad-
ly, the scutellurn, except at the apex, the post-scutellum, the 
sides of the metanotum and the apex of the metaph=\urre broadly, 
lemon-yelluw, as is also the upper part of the rnesopleurre at the 
base; alxlomen brondly · banded with yellow; legs black; the 
four ant.erior tibire lined with yellow ; wings hyaline; the radial 
cellnles infuscated , the st.igma and nernrres dark rufous o. 
Long: 13 mm. 
Hab. Pankalan :\mpat , Sarawak. 
A ntennre black: the scape covered with white h>1ir. Head 
thickly covned with long soft white hair. Except immediately 
below the ocelli, · the vertex is closely punctured; the front 
ocellus is larger than the hinder pair and is placed in a deep pit; 
except above, the front is closely and strongly punctured, and 
has an oblique slope. The face has a smooth, flat keel in the 
middle and is sparsely punctured; the clypeus is roundly convex, 
sparsely, and distinctly, punctured; it is yellow, except at the 
apex, where there is a black line, which is rou11dly dilated above. 
The y€1low bands on the thorax are broa,d and of equal breadth 
throughout; they are united above by a narrow yellow line on 
the hinder edge of the pronotum. Mesonotum thickly covered 
with short fuscous hair; the scutellum with longer paler hair. 
The median segment is thickly covered with . long soft white 
hair; the bl_ack central part is depressed ; the sides are broadly 
round ed and project slightly. Mesopleurre thickly covered . with 
long pale hair; the pro- and metapleurre shortly pilose. Legs 
thickly covered with white soft hair; the calcaria l,lack. Wings 
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hyaline; the 1·adial cellules infuscated; the nervures dark 
rufous ; the second transver se cubital nervure is broadly round-
ed above. Abdomen thickly covered. with white hair; the 
apices of the basal three segments are broadly yellow; .the black · 
on the basal segment is triangularly produced in the middle; on 
·tl1e second it is squarely produced, the dilated part Leing more 
broadly and more distinctly ·separated ; on the third the black 
band becomes grad\lally narrowed towards the apex; on the 
fourth and fifth the black bands are not dilattd and extend to 
the middle ; the apical three segments are entirely black. 
S r.olia ( Di.~rolia) 71alnra, sp. nov. 
Long: 17-19 mm. 
Bah. Santubong, Sarawak. 
This species comes very near to D. tl111atira Cam. but the 
two are, I consider, di~tinct. D. palura is smaller, it want.'! the 
curved yellow marks on the top of the clypt>us, there i.-i no 
yellow mark below the autennre, and the lower part of the 
radius is broadly roqnded outwardly and does not form an angle 
with the upper abs• issa. 
Head black, the front, vertex and the upper half of the 
outer orbit.'3 narrowly orange-yellow; the front and. vertex 
thickly covered with long pale fulvous hair; the face more 
sparsely with long black hair The front and ,·ertex strongly, 
the face, if anything, more strongly punctured, but Mt quite so 
closely; the clypeus is almost impunctate; the occiput is thickly 
covered with black hair. The orange band on the pronotum is 
narrowed behind, is broad, and covered _with fulvous hair; · the 
mesonotum is sparsely punctured and is thickly covered with 
short black hair; the scutellum is covered with long black hair 
except at the apex ; the post scutellum is much more sparsely 
haired. The median segment is thickly covered with long 
black hair ; as are also the pleurre ; the metapleurre have also a 
pale pubescence. Wings uniformly fnscous-violet and mode-
rately iridescent. Abdomen, _except in the middle, thickly 
covered with black hair , smooth, shining, and, especially on thP 
m_iddle segments, bearing brilliant him~ 'lnd violet tints , this 
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Scalia (Discolia) acutr'.nel't'a, sp. nov. 
Black ; . the apices of the basal four abdominal segments 
lined with yellow ; the wings yellowish-hyaliue, the cubit.al 
cellules with a more decided yellow tinge than the rest; the 
head and thorax covered with a pale golden pile and thickly 
with pale fulvous hair; the . basal three segments of the abdomen 
have blue and violet tints and are fringed with pale fulvous hair; 
the hair on the apical segment is long, dense and l,lack 9. 
Long: 23 mm. 
Hab. Borneo. 
Antenme black, the scape shinin6 and sparsely covered with 
!orig pale fulvous hair. The head, except on the ocellar re6ion, 
is thickly covered with long pale fulvous ~ir; the vertex is 
more sparsely covered than the front ; the vertex, is shining and 
is strongly, but not closely, punctured; the frout is impunctate 
. and is furrowed down the middle. The clypeus is fringed above 
with long fulvous hair, is smooth above, the apex is irregularly, 
stoutly, longitudinally, striated; the extreme apex is depressed, 
smooth, and more or less piceous. The apices of the mandibles 
are piceous. The mesonotum is strongly punctured, except in 
the middle behind; tbe scutellum is, if anything, more strongly 
and closely punctured, except at the apex, which is smooth; the 
FOSt-scutellum is more closely punctured. The golden pile on 
Lne median segment is . dense, except laterally at the l,ase, it is 
cl_osely punctured. The golden pile on the pleurre is very dense. 
Legs black, covered with fulvous hair. The Jong spines on the 
front tarsi are I.right rufous; 011 the four hinder they are of a 
paler rufous colour ; the tibial spines are pale yellowish ; the-
calcaria are of a still paler yellow colour. The malar nervures 
are rufous; the transverse cubital nervure is sharply bent out-
wardly in the middle and projects there in a short branch. · The 
abdominal se6ments are smooth, impu11ct11te and are sparsely 
covered with long pale fulvous hair; the micaceous tints on the 
basal three segments are . very distinct in certain lights; the 
hairs on the hypopygium are stout, stiff and black. 
The clypeus i:1 subtriang-ular and is broadly, roundly con-
vex ; its apex in the middle is transverse, · its sides broadly 
rounded. ! 
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Comes near to S . i1ulica Sauss. se,:. Bingh. -Characteristic is 
the peculiar form of the transvers e cubital nervure. 
Dielis borneana, sp. nov. 
Black; the second and third segments broadly, and the 
others narrowly on the sides, red; the wings fuscous-violaceous, 
the apex without a violaceous tinge; the pile on the pygidium 
golden or rufous; the middle and apical segme11ts of the · ab-
domen fri_nged with rufous hair. 
Long: 45 mm. 
Hab. Bajong and 8antubong, Sarawak. 
Uead ; the vertex sparsely punctured ; the ?cellar region 
more sparsely punctured than the rest; the front 1s much more 
closely a11d strongly punctur ed and there is a smooth line down 
the middle. The face and clypeus closely punctured , except for 
a son:ewhat triangular large smooth space on the centre of the 
lattu. The occii:,ut is thickly covered with long black stiff 
hair; the vertex is almost bare; the front is covered with black 
hair, which has a rufous tinge; the face and clypeus are covered 
with shorter hair of a darker colour; the sides of the face are 
thickly . co\rered above with silvery pubescence; the hinder 
orbits are covered with black hair and with silvery pubescence. 
l.\fosonotum· strongly a11d closely "punctured except for a smooth 
impunctate space behind the middle. The scutellum has a punc-
tured, irregular band on the base and an irregular row of punc-
tures before the apex. The post -scutellum is punctured at the 
base and there is an irregular row of punctures at the apex. 
The ba_sal r~gion of .the median se6ment is closely and distinctly 
punctured ; except broadly laterally at the Lase, and more nar-
rowly down · the centre; the apical slope is smooth, closely, 
minutely punctured "above and at the sides. Propleune closely 
and rather strongly punctured, except behind; the meso- smooth; 
the middle thickly covered with black hair; the metapleur-.e 
smooth and almost bare. Legs thickly covered with black hair; · 
the hair on the hinder tarsi bright r11fous. Wings fuscous-
violaceous; the violaceous tinge absent from the apical portions, 
which are also lighter in· tint; the stigma and nervures black, 
abdomen black; there are two large rufous marks on the second 
segment which are narrowed and rounded on the inner side; 
l 
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the third segment , is almost entirely r•Jfous; the f~urth a;ud fifth 
se·Tments .are more or less rufous laterally ; the aptcal ' frlllge on 
'th; second and following segments is bright rufous; the pygidium 
is thkkly covered with pale golden pubescence, which proliably 
varies in tint. 
()omes near to E. l11ct11oa,, Sm. ·and E. 4 g11tt11lata Burm., 
but has the abdominal markings red, 11ot yellow. };. l11ct1wstt 
differs from it further in hav:ing the wings darker, more 
uniformly 'blue-violaceous in colour, in the scutellum and post-
scutellum bt'iiw much more stro1io·ly aud broadly punctured, 
'the pu11ct11ati01~ on the former exte;ding t..1 near the apex, while 
the latter is strong ly punctured at the base and apex. 
PO:Ml'1Lllt£. 
Salius tostratus, sp. uov. 
Black: the antennai , head, pro- and mesonotum, with the 
scutellmn ferruginous. and except the antenna!, thickly 
covered ,vith golden puliesceuce; the le6s entirely ferruginous ; 
wing!! entirely ttavo-hyaliue, the stigma and uervures fulvous ';). 
Lung: :.!i mm . 
!lab. Sarawak, Borneo (Shelford) . 
. .\utenme bare, uniformly ferruginous. I-lead ferruginous. 
densely co,·ered with golden pubescence, the lower outer orbits 
black. The apex of the clypeus is depressed, clearly separated, 
smooth, bare and broadly rounded; the sides straight and ob-
lique. Th~ apex of the mandibles black, the rest ferruginous; 
the palpi ferruginous. The eyes distinctly converge above 
where they~are sepan1ted by not much more than the length of , 
the fourth J1Dtenn11! joint; the hinder ocelli are sepaFate from 
the eyes by a slightly greater distance than they are from each 
other. Thorax black, the hinder half of the pronotum, the 
mesonotum and the scutellum ferruginous; and the whole is 
covered with a golden pile. The pronctum is furrowed in the 
middle : the mesonotum is broadly rounded at the base; it is 
alutaceous. The scutellum is· flat, smooth and is not much 
raised above the top of the post-scutellum; the latter is broadly 
rounded from the top to the bottom ; the sides of both have a 
distinct oblique slope (aud more particularly the post-scutellum) 
so that both are narrowed on the top. 'fhe part at the ,i;;ides of 
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the post-sciltellum is strongly, but not closely, transversely 
striated. 'l'he median segment has a gradually ruuuded slope 
to the apex ; the base and apex are smooth ; the rest coarsely, 
irregularly transversely striated. \rings uniformly yellowi_sh-
hyaline, the apex not infuscated ; if anything paler than the · 
rest of the wing; the stigma and nervures yellowish ; the tirst 
transverse _ cubital nervure is obliquely curved; the upper 
(longer) part ha,; a more sharply ol,lique slope than the lower,; 
the second· is straight and oblique; the third is broadly rounded; 
the first I ecurrent nervure is received near the base of the 
apical third of the ceJ,lule, not close to the second transverse 
cu l,ital nervure as in .I/ 'J!!11i111ia; the first transverse cu bi tit 1 
cellule is distinctly longer than the second above, but :slightly 
shorter below; the secondrecurrent nervure is received at the 
apex of the apical fourth of the cellule. Legs m1ifor111Iy forru- . 
ginous. Abdomen black ; the last segment rufous all round and 
thickly covered with long rufous hair; the penultimate segment · 
is covernd with a golden pile. 
This is a much more slenderly built species than S. jlar-u8; 
and may be rr,adily separated from . it L,y the cubital cellules 
being more equal in length, by the pronotu1i1 not bulging 
broadly o~tt\va:rdly in the middle, not narrowed at the apex, lty 
the median seg·ment having a more gradually rounded slope and 
the head is shorter and 111ore obliquely narrowed behind the 
eyes. Characteristic, as compared with mm;t of the species of 
the jf at·us group, is the fact that the coxm and trochanters are 
not black. 
Sali1111 iubutes, Sf, uov. 
Claws whh one tooth. Hlack, the abdomen with a bluish 
tinge; . the an tenure rufous yellow, the scape and the apical four 
joints black; the basal half of the wings fuscous-violaceous; 
the apical yellowish-hyaline; the hinder wings entirely smoky 
violaceous. . ~. 
Long: 24 mm. . 
Hab. Kuching, Sarawak. 
llead black ; the part between and below the antenn~ 
testaceous ; the clypeus with a brownish ting-e; its apex rufo-
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furrowed down the centre. Eyes di:stinctly conrnrging above; 
at the fup separated from each other by the length of the fourth 
antenna! joint; the hinder ocelli are separated from each other 
b_y a less distance than they are from th~ eyes. Thorax velvety 
bl!".ck, sparsely covered with long black hair; the scutellum not 
projectipg much over the mesonotum; tlie post-scutellum has a 
lu,ver elevation than it; its apical two-thirds have an oblique, 
straight slope; its centre is keeled. Median segment obscurely 
transversely striated. The dark part of the wings exte,.ds 
cloi;e to .the Ii, st trani;v.-rse cubital nervure and on the lower 
edge near to the apex; the base of the cubital cellule is blackish 
· abo: the second cubital cellule is dil!tinctly shorter thim the 
tl.ird above and below; tlte third transverse cubit.al nervire is 
o!,Jiquely narrowed towards the second on the upper half; tloe 
ac_cessory nervure in the hind wings is instertitial, Legs black; 
the calcaria and spines b'ack ; the tooth on the base of the 
claws short and bluntly pointed. Abdomen black, with a dis-
tinct plumbeous-sericeous tinge; the anal segment thickly 
covered with long black hairs. 
Mac1:0111eris au . ·er,pilusa, sp. nov. 
~igra, antennis subtus brunneis; capite thoraceque dense 
aureopilosis; alis flavo-hyalinis, apice fuscu-viulaceo, ~. 
Long: 13 mm. 
I-lab. Borneo. 
Antenmc slender, black abo\'e, brown below. Head 
densely covered with depressed golden pubescence and more 
sparsely with long· sih·ery hair Apex of clypeus broadly 
rounded. , Ma11dibles black, broadly rufous near the middle; 
the base covered with silvery pubescern·e. Palpi testaceous. 
Thorax densely co"ered with depressed golden pubescence; 
the apex of the median segment transversely striated; the 
· pleural tubercle nipple-like. Wings yellowish-hyaline; the 
apex from the second transverse cubital to the middle of the 
second recurrent nervure bright fuscous-violaceous. Legs 
long ; the fore knPes and tibiai testaceous; the tarsi ··are 
minutely spiued ; the .hind spurs are not much more than one 
fourth of the length of the metatarsus .. , 
Allied to 111. cast<111ec1 ( Bingh.) 
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Po111pilu1! citl11w11s, p. nov. 
Black, marked with yellow ; a mark on the apex of the 
n;1esonotum, two spots on the scutellum and the tegulie, yellow; 
wings yellowish-hyaline, the apices of both smoky; the second 
a!Jd third cubital ceHules equal in length; legs black, marked 
with red and yellow ; the four front tarsi annulated with 
yellow. o 
Long: 11-li mm. 
Hab. K uchin5, Sarawak. 
Antennm reddish-brown, black above; the fifth and fol-
lowing joints dilated on the underside. Head, if anything-, 
wider than the thorax, black ; the face, the inner orbits broadly 
t.-0. near the ocelli, the clypeus , except fo1· a broad black liue in 
the centre above, the base of the ma11dibles broadly, and the 
outer orbits to the outer edge, yellow; the hinder pa.rt of the 
vertex 1rnd the occiput and cheeks thickly covered with long 
s9ft pale hair. The apex of the clypeus is broadly rounded ; the 
labrum is two -thirds of its length and is black; the eyes are 
par"llel; the ocelli are in a curve, the hinder are separated from 
each other by-a slightly greater distance than they are from 
the eye,;. The temples are narrow ; the occiput transverse. 
Thorax thickly covered with silvery pubescence, black ; ,a. broad 
liqe on the hinder edge of the pronotum, a mark, broader than 
loµg, on the apex of the mesonotum, two oval marks behind the 
mtddle of the scutellum, tegulre and a small obli.:1ue mark over 
the middle coxt'3, yellow. The apex of the pronotum is brvadly 
rounded; the scutellum is roundly convex, but nqt much rai,mJ 
a~ve the level of the mesonotum. l\Iedian segment alutaceous, 
and thickly covered with longish pubescence. · Legs black; tl1e 
cox,e and troch:inters black, except at the apex of the anterior; 
the fore femora, except at the base, the middle and four 
posterior to near the middle, and the anterior tibire entirely , red; 
the four anterior tibire are yellow behind; the anterior t rsi 
yellow, blaclc towards the apex; the middle black, with the four 
basal joints annulated with yellow ; the hinder black; the spurs 
yellow. Wings yellowish -hyaline, the apices of both fuscous; 
the third cubital cellule is slightly shorter than the second; the 
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fourth ; the :second :shortly .. beyond the middle; the transver:se 
ba:sal uervure i:s inter~titial ; the acce:ssory uervure in th1:1 hind 
wing i:s received :shortly beyond the cubital. Abdomen densely 
pruinuse; there are two large marh, wider thau l011g· on the 
ba:se of the second segment ; two marks on the ba:,;e uf the fourth, 
two larger mark,;; on the ba:se of the sixth and the whole of the 
:seventh, yellow. The tibial and tar:,;al spines are .) ellow. • 
Allied to 1-'. mgabunilus 8m., which, inter alia, may be 
known from it by the second cub:tal cellule being twice the 
width of the third. 
Pu111pil11s ilia cu11; :sp. ·nov. 
Black, pruino:sc: the ·wings fu:scous-violaceuus; the fir:st 
recurrent 11ervure i:s almo:st iuter:stitial; the third cubital cellule 
at the top :shorter than, at the. bottom longn than, the :,;ecoud. ? 
Lo11g: la-14 mm. 
Head wider than the thorax, the temples very narrow, the 
occiput trnnsver se. Eyes large, distinctly converging above; 
the ocelli in a triangle; the hinder separated from each other by 
about the :same distance they are from the eyes. Ulypeus 
tram;ver:se at the apex in the middle; the sides broadly rounded. 
Prothorax large ; the basal part distinctl y separated -all round ; 
at the sides it projects broadly. Median segment broadly 
rounded from the base to the apex. \rings fuscous -violaceous, 
the posterior li6hter in tint; the second cubital cellule at the 
top is distinctly longer, at the top distinctly shorter , than the 
third ; the transverse ba:sal nervure is almost inte, stitial, as is 
also the first recunent' (as in the Saliu11-,ll.1Jyni111ici section); the 
second is received almost in the middle of the cellule; the 
accessory nervure in the hind wings is interstitial. Legs black; 
the tibial and tarsal spines black ; the long spur of the hinder 
tibi~ does not reach to the middle of the metatarsus. Abdomen 
smooth; the last segment thickly covered with long black hair. 
There is no transverse furrow on the second ventral 
segment ; the meta-thoracic -spiracles are large, raised a_nd 
bordered behind by a furrow ; the tibial and tarsal spines are 
long; the underside of the tarsi are thickly spined; the tarsal 
claws have a stout, sharp subapical tooth. 
· <.:ome:; near to P. z1erplt:n1a Sm. · 
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Po111pilus c:arit1i11c11tis sp. nov. 
:Niger, facie, clypeo, orbitis oculorum, linea prnnoti, scutello 
post-scutelloq ue flavis; pedibus rufo-fulvis; cox is, trochanteribus, 
. femuribus apiceque tibiarum late nigris; alis flavu-hyalinis; :apice 
violaceis. o · 
Long: 13-14 mm. 
Hab. Borneo (Shelford). 
Anteume black; the scape yellowish beneath. Head black, 
sharpened, sparsely piluse; the face, clypeus, the inner orbits 
broad below, narrowed above and the outer more narrowly and 
uniformly, bright orange-yellow. The hinder ocelli are sepa-
rated from each othPr by a slightly less distance than they are 
from the eyes, which converge slightty below. l\Iandiules 
orange-yellow, black at th'e apex. On the thorax there is a 
broad, interrupted line on the pronotum not extending to the 
tegulre; a mark, wider than l011g, and with the sides at the base 
slightly projecting, on the hinder part of the mesonotum, a large 
mark on the scutellum roundly narrowed towards the base, 
where there is in the middle, a rou11ded point : at its apex and 
touching it, is a transverse line, which does not extend to its outer 
edge ,; and the top of the scutellum, all orange-yellow. The 
scutellum is broadly rounded above; the post scutel-ium is 
slightly higher than it; it is more_distinctly raised and separated; 
its top is heled; the sides have an oblique slope. The median 
segment is opaque, and thickly covered with pale pubescence; 
it is, except in the middle at the · apex, closely irregularly 
reticulated. Legs rufo-fulvous, the cox~. trochanters, .the femora 
to !).ear the apex and the apical third of the hinder:.ti.biie, black. 
Wings, yellowish-hyaline; the apex •>f both wings violaceous, 
the fir:!t cubita\ cellule at the top is fully one-fourth \ongp,1· 
than the second; the third transverse cubital nervure iu the 
hind wings is interstitial. · 
The median segment has a gradually rounded slope ; the 
inner spur on the hinder tibi~ is not half _the length of the 
metatarsus; the basal segment of the abdomeit is narrow at the 
base, becoming gradually wider towards the apex; the pronotu111 
is rather short. The transverse median nervure is received in 
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Belongs to the group of P. 11iultipfrtus Sm., _ and the 
1'uropean P. 4 pu11ctat11s; Fab. Uharacteristic i:; the prominent, 
raised, keeled post:scutellum . · 
P. 4 p1111ctatus, I may add, is found in Japan also. 
Pompi/us par111e1ws, p. uov. 
~iger, vertice, fronte, linea pronoti, scutello, post -scutello, 
macula mesonoto, linea abdominis segmento 2', maculaque seg-
11Jent 7', flavh;; alis flavo-hyaJinis, apice fusco-fumato . o 
. Long: . 1:t 1111n. 
Hab. Horneo (~helford). 
Antennre black, the scape for the greater part yellow. llead 
black, the face, front ana the vertex, except behind, lemon-
yello,v; the ocellar region black; smooth, shining, almost bare. 
The eyes distinctly converge above, where they are separated 
by sl,ightly less than the length of the tliird antennal joint. The 
apex of the clypeus is broadly rounded. Thorax black ; a broad 
band on the centre of the pronotum behind, a large mark 011 the 
apical half of the me,sonotum, its sides straight, its base irregular; 
and it is broader than long; the greater part of the scutellum ( the 
mark obliquely narrowed laterally at the base), the post-scutellum 
and a line on the base of the second abdominal segment, lemon-
yelluw. The median segment is thickly covered with greyish 
hair; wings yellowish-hyaline; the apex is smoky, broader at the 
top, where the cloud extends to the second tra11sverse cubit.al 
nervure: the second cubital cellule at the top is distinctly shorter 
than the first; the two transverse ,.:ubital _nervures co11\"ergi11g 
there; the transverse basalnervure is interstitial. Legs black; 
the tibire and tarsi rufo-fulvous. The base of the second abdo-
minal segment is lined with orange -yellow; the last segment 
above is broadly pale yellow. 
llas the general colouration of P. cariuiscutis here describ- · 
ed; but is readily known from it by the flat post-scutellum and 
by the interstitial transverse basal nervure. 
Ps i:udaJe11ia reticulata, sp. nov. 
Nigi'a, abdominis basi late f emoribusque posticis rufis : alis 
fusco-violaceis, basi hyalii1is ~ . _ - · ' · 
. I 
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Long: 11-12 mm. 
Front, face and clype.us covered with a silvery pile. Eyes 
distinctly converginl( above; at the top they are separated by 
twic:e the len6th of the second joint of the anttnnre; the .hinder 
oceni are separated from the eyes by the same distance they are 
fron1 each other. Clypeus rather short, broader than long. 
Palpi black. 'l'horax thickly covered with silvery pubescence; 
the central part of the mesonotum punctured and clearly 
separated from the lateral by a narrow furrow; the lateral 
part.<! are smooth, and the central part is more strongly pmictu-
red on the sides. Scutellum sparsely punctured ; the post- scu-
tellum shagreened. Median segment thickly covered with white 
pubescence; irregularly, closely reticulated . :Meso- and meta-
pleurre closely, irregularly reticulated. · Legs bfack; the· hinder 
. femora clear red ; the tibire obscurely rufo-testaceous, the • 
calcaria black. Wings ·fusco-violaceous, narrowly hyaline at 
the base; the third cu bital cellule at the top shorter than the 
second, below about e'}ual in length to it; the first recurrent 
nervure is received shortly behind the middle ; the second ·at 
the apex of the basal third. · Abdomen smooth and shilling; the 
basal three segmen~ ferruginous, the apical black and thickly 
pruinose. 
Pse11da.ge11ia bor11ea11a, sp. nov. 
Nigra, dense arg enteo-pilosa ; femoribus po~ticis rufis; alis 
fere hyalinis, nervis stigmati<iue nigris; · flagello antennarum 
late rufo 2. 
Long ; fere 12 mm. · 
· Hab. Sarawak, Borneo (R. Shelford). 
Antennre black, the fourth and following joints rufous 
beneath. Head _alutaceous; the lower part of the front, the 
face, clypeus and base of mandibles densely covered with silvery 
pubescence. The hinder ocelli are separated from the eyes 1,y a 
sli<Thtly greater dista11ce than they are from each othn. The 
a~x of the clypeus in the middle is smooth and shining; mandi-
bles piceous near the middle; the apical joints of the palpi pale 
testaceous. Thorax densely pruinose; the pile has a fulvous 
tinge ; the pronotum ,is broadly rounded; the propleurn~ behind 
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the larger. The median .segment has a short, rounded slope; it 
is irregularly transversely wrinkled. The wings are hyalirie, 
with a slight, but distinct, fulvous tinge; the first and s_econd 
cubital cellules are equal in length above; the first recurrent 
nervure ia received in the middle; the second at the apex of the 
basal third of the cellule ; the accessory nervure in the bind 
wings is interstitial. Legs black ; the hinder femora entirely 
and the four anterior tibire and base of tarsi rufous in front. 
Abdomen pruinose; the basal segment is triangular, and be-
comes gradually wider from the base to the apex, and without a 
neck at the base. 
This species comes.near to P. tin.eta. Sm., sec. Cam., Manch. 
l\Iem. 1891, p. 441. That species may be known from it by its 
head and thorax being densely pilose, by the first cubital cellule 
being distinctly shorter than the second above; by the apex of 
the ·propleurre not beiug so distinctly bituberculate, and by the 
first transverse cubital nervure being roundly curved, not 
straight, as in the present species. 
Age11ia balteata, sp. nov. 
Xigra, scapo antennarum, clypeo, mandibulis, pedibusque 
pallide · testaceis; femoribus, tibiis tarsisque posteriori bus nigro-
maculatis; alis hyalinis; s1igmate nigro, nervis fuscis ,;? • 
Long: .11 mm. 
Hab. Kuching, Sarawak, and Singapore. 
The basal two joints of the antennre rufo-testaceous; the 
third joint dark testaceous; the fourth, fifth and sixth joints dark 
testaceous beneath. llead black; the clypeus, mandibles, and 
lower inner orbits yellowish testaceom,; the palpi at the base 
testaceous, the apical joints pale yellow ; the hair bundle long 
and dark testaceous. The front is thickly covered with a golden 
pile and has a narrow furrow down the middle. The eyes dis-
tiuctly converge above aud are separated there by the length of 
the third antenna! joint. Thorax thickly covered with golden 
pubescence; the prothorax yellowish-testaceous. Legs yellow-
ish-testaceous; the four hinder trochanters, the middle femora 
with an irregular liue above, the apex of the hinder femora, the 
apex of the middle tibia!, the apical . two-thirds of the hinder 
tibire, the apex of the fore tarsi and four posterior, except at the · 
.... 
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bas~, black. \\'ings clear · hyaline; the stigma. black, the ner-
vures paler. Abdomen black; t"e apices of all the i-egment.c; 
tPstaceous; the last segment almost entirely testaceous. 
This is an A_qenia as now limited. The species recorded by 
Smith from the Malay and Indian regions are probably mostly 
referable to Pseudagenia, Kohl. The distinction between the 
two consists in Ageni'l having a bundle of stiff bristles at the 
base of the maxilla in the Q. 
SPHEGID..f:. 
Awpulc-r striatifro11s, sp. nov. 
Oark green, largely tinged with blue; the _flagellum of the 
antennre black; the wings hyaline ·; the radial cellule and the 
space bounded by the first and third trarisveri-e cubital nnvurps 
and the discoid:,l rellule smoky; the front;, with threfl stout, 
longitudinal keels ; the space boundpd by them is transversely 
striated 'o . . 
Long: . 12 mm, 
Hab. Kuching, Sarawak. 
. Antennre black, covered with a pale pile; the scape with 
hardly any metallic tint. Head blue, the ocella-r region largely 
tinged with purple; the three keels in the front 11.re stout and all 
reach to the base of the mandibles; the part between them, from 
near their top, bears stout, oblique strire; the_ part on their 
outer side at the top bears some large punctures ; the vertex is 
sparsely and strongly punctured_.· 'l'he front ocellus i_s separated 
from the hinder by a greater distance than these are from each 
other, and the latter are separated from the eyes by a distinctly 
greater distance · than they are from each other. Clypeus dis-
tinctly keeled in the middle, green, smooth and thickly covered 
with white pubescence. Mandibles brownish-bla~k; their middle, 
on the lower side, with a row of large punctures. Prothorax 
. elongate, the base distinctly narrowed ; it is sparsely punctured 
and the middle of the pleurre bears a longitudinal furrow. The 
central part of the mesonotum is strongly and deeply punctured; 
the sides are more sparsely punctured, are coppery in colour and 
are depressed . behind . . Scutellum and post-scutellum sparsely 
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· the stri~ are more widely separated in the centre ; the second 
keel does not reach to the apex. The apical slope is thickly 
covered with white hair; the . striation is close and obliquely 
transver 8e; the upper. lateral teeth are small. The mesopleurre 
are distinctly, but .pot closely, punctured; the upper part of the 
metapleurre is stoutly striated, Legs for the greater ·part blue; 
the femora more greenish in tint than the tibire ; the inner tooth 
of the claw is shorter and stouter than the outer. Wings 
hyaline, the radial cellule, the space bounded by the first and 
third transverse cubital nervures and the upper part of the dis-
coidal are smoky; the three transverse cubit.al nervures are 
di,;tinct. Abdomen largely marked with blue and purple tints; 
the third segment · is largely marked with rosy and brassy 
tints; it is strongly punctured; its apical half is distinctly depres-
sed, is more fiery in tint than the base and is more closely and 
not so strongly, punctured. 
_ Comes near to A. so<lalicia, Kohl. from Malacca. 
Tctchytes bor11ea11a, sp. nov. 
. Black; the head and thorax densely covered with pale ·sil-
vpry pubescence; the abdominal segments banded with silvery 
pile; the pygidium covered with golden pubescence; wings 
hyaline, with a faint yellowish tinge; the nervures pale testa-
ceous; the second ·and third cubital cellules at thP top e'lual 
in length 2. 
Long: 13 mm. 
Hab. Kuching, Sarawak. 
Antennre black, covered with a pale microscopic pile. 
Front , face and clypeus densely covered wit~ 'lilvery pubescence 
and more sparsely with long pale hair; the vertex sparsely with 
long pale hair; alutaceous; the lower part of the vertex has a 
narrow furrow in the middle, which ends, above the ocelli, in a 
smooth depression. Mandibles 1black ; the palpi test11ceous. The 
basal portion of the median segment has a thin furrow down the 
middle, which becomes conically dilated at the apex ;·the furrow 
on the apical slope is wide and deep. The second and third 
cubital cellules are equal in length above; they are as wide 
there as the space bounded by the .two recurrent nervur es. 
Legs black; the front tar si testaceous •at the apex ; the calcaria 
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les taceou:,;; the tibial a11d tarsal :,;pi11e:--white. The alxlu111i11al 
:,;egmeuts are bauded with deprns:,;ed silvery pube:,;ce11cP-; tLe 
pygidiurn i:,; covered wit,lt bright golde11 pube:,;cel1ce. 
The · radial ct-!llule has the apex rounded , 11ut at.:ute; the 
eye:,; above are .,;eparated by nut quite tl1e leug·th uf tlie ::i\:t.:ulld 
a11d third antenna) joints united: and there is 1,u appeudit.:ular 
t.:ellule in· the fu1:e wings. Uume:,; near to 'l'. 1titidula F. aud T, 
rot/1111:!Ji (_;am., from both of which it may be known by the 
golden pile on the pygidium. 
,\ 'otogo1tin u,ubripe111i.,, sp. no, ·. 
Hlack, covered with silvery pubescence: the pygidium 
with a stiff g·olden pile; the wings fuscous-violaceous ¥. 
Le11gth 14-15 mm. 
Hab. Kuching, Sarawak. 
The lower part of the front and the dypeu:; thickly cO\·er-
ed with silvery pubesc ence; the front and vertex clo:;ely aud 
miuutely punctured; the centre of the face has an impres:;ed 
line ; the clypeus is smooth, shi11ing and bare. .Eyes large, 
distinctly converging above, where they are separated by about · 
the length .of the fourth antenna) joint. The base of the mandi-
bles is thi 9kly covered with silvery pubescence; the palpi are 
black and covernd with a grey pile. The mesonotum is \lepres-
:;ed in.the middle at the base ; and there is a short longitudinal 
furrow opposite the tegulm, l\Iedian :,egment alutaceous: there 
is a narrow keel dowi. the centre of the basal_ two-thirds; above 
the middle of the mesopleune is a distinct striated longitudi11al 
furrow, which does not reach to the apex. \\'ings fusqous-
violaceous; the second and third cubital cellules 11bo,·e are equal 
in len.gth ; the recurrent nervures are received close to each 
other near the apex of the basal third of the cellule. Legs 
stout; the apex of the hinder tibire and the iµetatarsus covered 
with a golden pile; the spines on the tibhe and tarsi are black, 
as are also the calcaria. Abdomen pruinose; the segments 
bauded with ::;ih·ery pile; the pygidium densely covered with 
bright golden pile aud thkkly with luug stiff fuh ·ous Lair. The 
sides of the median segment are obscurely uLli•jltcly striated. 
Come:,; nearest perhaps tu K. jaculatl'i.,: ~111, from which it 
may be kuow11 by the dark viulaceou::; wi1:g:,:. 
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.Yoln9011ia trgul!lri.0 , sp. nov. 
Black, densely covered with silvery pubescence: the wings 
hyaline, highly iridescent; the apex slightly smoky; the rne,m-
notum and scutellum closely minutely punctured ; the median 
segmeut obscurely transversely striated; the l•ase with a longi-
tudinal keel o . . 
Long: 9_mm. 
Hab. Kuching, Sarawak. 
Front, face and clypeus densely covered with silvery pubes-
cence, this being also the case with the outer orbits and the 
base of the maudibles; the eyes distinctly converge above, 
where they are separated by almost the length of the second 
and third joints united. • Thorax covered with a silvery pile; 
the mesonotum and scutellum are closely, minutR-ly punctured, 
the latter more strongly than the former. The post-scutellum 
is depressed in the middle. Median segmeut alutaceous; the 
basal half transversely striated, but not strongly or closely and 
keeled down _ the middle. 1'he mesopleurre closely and distinctly 
punctured; on the basal half, in tlie centre, is a distinct longitu-
dinal · furrow; the basal half of the mesopleune longitudinally 
striated in the middle, the strire longest in the middle. Legs 
black, pruinose; the spines on the tibire are pale, on the tarsi 
rufous. .Wings hyaline, highly iridescent, somewhat infuscated 
at the apex ; the second and third cubital cellules at the top are 
about equal in length and are of the length of the space rounded 
hy the two recurrent nervures, the outer of which is received in 
the middle of the cellule; the appendicular is longer than usual. 
Abdomen shining; the segments banded with silvery pubescence; 
the last segment entirely covered with silvery pubescence. The 
first transverse cubital nervure is broadly and roundly curved 
and is not angled. The tegulre are black nt the · base, pale 
testaceous in front. 
Cer,:eria crassiclens, sp. nov. 
Black, the basal four or five abdominal segments rufous: 
the antenna! keel, a mark on the apex of the clypeus and the 
base of Hie mandiblei1, pale yellow; the wings smoky violacemis, 
paler at the bast>; the lower part of t.he mesoplenra~ projt>cting 
into a stout tooth 9. 
' 
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Long: 18-19 mm. . 
IIab : Pankalan Ampat; Sarawak. 
Ante nn~ stout, black, the apex rufous. HPad black; the 
out.Pr part of the aritennal keel pale yellow; it is longi sh, stout 
and has a narrower keel on its apex; the face, cheeks and 
clypeus are thickly covered with silvery pubescence; except 
.behind the ocelli it is closely and somewhat strongly punctured. 
Mandibl es black; the basal half broadly yellow ; behind the 
middle above they project upwr.rds into a large, smooth shining, 
bluntly pointed tooth. Thorax densely covered with silvery 
pubesc ence; above closely and distinctly punctured, the punc-
tures in the middle of the m~sonotum running into long·itudinal 
striations. .The scu·tellum is slightly depres sed in the middle; 
the area on the media.o seg ment is longitudinall y stria .ted. Legs 
black, covered with a sih-ery pile ; the four hinder tibi~ are 
broadly lined "·ith pale yellow behind. The wing s are dark 
smoky, the ba_se and the discoidal cellule paler; the hinder 
wings ar e almost hyaline except at the apex. :\ bdomen red, 
the apical two segments for the greater part black above; it is 
smooth, with the petiole and the penultimate seg ment sparsely 
punctur ed. The pygidium is closely punctured, reticulnted; the 
sides of it ar e fringed with stout stiff hairs; the oblique sides of the 
segment are sparsely punctured; the apical half of the epipygium 
is incised in the middle; the incision is distinctly bordered, is 
round ed and obliquely narrowed behind; the segment at the 
base is depressed on either side. 
In colouration this species is not unlike C. i-iligans Sm. and 
C. sepulr.:ralis Sm., but may be easily separated from them by . 
the stout projecting tooth on the mesopleur re. The head . is 
lar 6e and is well _developed behind the eyes; the apex of the 
clypeus is depres sed and is bluntly aud shortly tuberculated in 
the middle and at the sides, the basal half of the petiole is keeled 
in the middle; the second cubital cellule on the lower side is 
distin ctly shorter than th e third. 
Cerceris latide,,s, sp. nov. 
Black; the inner lower orbits, the base of the mandibles, the 
sidP,- of the scutellum, the post- scut{'llum, the apex of the 
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yellow; the apex of t.he clypeus bidentate; the area. on the 
111e.<lian~~g111cnt oblil1uely striakiJ; t.hc wiug-s hyalinc , with a 
smoky fasda on the 1'pex 9 . 
Lu11g: 7 mm. 
llab. Kuching, Borneo. 
Autenme black, tl1e scape yellow, the llagellt1111 browuish 
beneath. Front and vertex closely puiictured, except 1,>ver each 
autcnme; the antenna! · keel is stout, ye! low, black above; the 
face is sparsely punctured, as is also the clypeus, except at the 
apex, which is bidentate: the teeth are broad and slightly 
-~ . 
• · 
oblique at the apex. Mandibles broadly yellow at the base. ..,__ 
l\Jesonotum punctured, but not closely or deeply, as is also the 
median .segment: the scutellum is more closely punctured. 'fhe · 
area on the median segment is obliquely striated, except in the 
centre. Mesopleur~ reticulated, more strongly aqd distinctly 
below than above; the centre is deeply furrowed. Legs black: 
the anterior and middle tibi~ in front, the anterior tarsi, and 
the base of the middle tarsi, pale yellow. ·wings clear hyaline, 
the radial cellule at the apex and the upper part of cubital below 
it dark . smoky; the petiolated cellule is distinctly shorter than 
the following and receives the recurrent nerYure at the apex of 
the basal third. The apex of the petiole, the base of the second 
:segment and an interrupted line on the third segment are yellow; 
the pyg~dium is brownish, smooth at the base, punctured at the 
apex; the sides are strongly punctured; the epipygium is 
broadly. depressed . 
. There is a stout, curved keel . ou the lower part of the 
metapleurre in the middle ; tlw lower part of the clypeus; under 
the projecting toothed part, is bluntly bidentate; the .apex of the 
mandibles is bluntly rounded. 
VESPID .1E. 
li:11ria latebalteata, sp. uov. 
Ua.rk ferruginous, variegated with black a.ml yellow; the 
petiole short, wide, i1anowed distinctly at the base; rufous, its 
apl'x broadly yellow; the apex of tltc second scg111e11t broadly 
yellow , 111tu.:h broader in the middle , tl1a11 at the side:,;; wiug::; 
.hyaliuc , the radial cellule dark smok)}, except ,doug- the luwer 
> 
.. 
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edge; the st.igma dark, thf• nPn-ures of a li5htf'l' fuscons colour . 
(worker). 
Long: 9-10 mm. 
Hab. Kuching, Sarawak. 
Scape of an tenure yellow, dark testaceous above, the 
flagellum blackish, Lrownish at the base and apex beneath. Head 
dark ferruginous, thickly covered with silvery pubescence, the 
vertex sparsely with fuscous hair; the lower inner orbit.;; to near 
the inner. part of the incisiori ; the sides of the clypeus broadly, 
its apex more narrowly, a line on the outer orbits near the top, 
another one below and the base of the mandibles broadly above, 
pale yellow. The front and the vPrtex to the end of the ocelli 
are distinctly, regularly, but not Yery closely, punctured; the 
clypeus is sparsely punctured, more especially notireable on the 
dark central part. The meso- and metapleura~ are black, the 
metanotum dark rufous: the rest of thP thorax rufons , with the 
following parts yellow : the base of the prothorax all rnund and 
broadest on the top of the pleura-, a large mark on either side of 
the base of the scut~llum, a broad band, incised in the middle, on 
the base of the post-scutellum, two large marks on the apical 
slope of the median segment, and a longish mark on the meso-
pleumi below the tegulre. The pro- and mesothorax with thf' 
scutellum are closely aud distinctly punctured ; the median 
segment is almost impunctate ; its central furrow is wide, with 
oblique sides; . its upper two-thirds irregularly transvt-rsely 
striated. Legs dark rufous; the anterior coxre broadly, the 
apex of the femora (the anterior broadly) and the base of the 
tibim broadly, yellow. Wings clear hyaline, the apex of the 
costal and the radial cellules, except on its lower edge, smoky; 
the costa and stigma blackish; the nervures pale. The petiole is 
not quite so long as the second segment; its basa I third is narrow-
ed; the second segment is not narrowed at the base,-is bell-shaped, 
its length greater than its width at the 11pex and it is closely and 
distinctly punctured, more closely and ruiosely at the bas0 than 
at the apex; the following segments are lined with yellow at the 
apex. 
Comes near to /. fei·rugillea, but is smaller, and darker 
coloured; the clypeus is broadly black in the middle, the radial 
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stigma ·-black ; not clear testaceous, and th e band on the :,;eco11d· 
segme11t is broadly dilated backwards in the middk•. · 
l curiaJlaru-bili111:ata, sp. nov. 
lllnck , the post-scutellum and th e apex of the petiole yellow ; 
the apex ,of the clypeus . broadly pale yellow; wing:,; hyllline, a . 
. fu:,;cous spot in the radial and apica l cellules; the stig"ma yelluwbh. 
Long ': rn mm. · (worker). 
llab, Kuching, Sarawak. 
This species comes near tu J. lugubris Sm. Sec. Saussu,re, 
::i. E. Z . .XXIIL p. 13-!, which is also from Borneo. The two may 
be :separated as follow s: 
The cloud occupying all the radial cellule, the second trans-
. verse cubital nervure.almost interstitial, the post-scutel-
lum and apex of petiole not yellow, the stigma 
black. lu •1ubris Sm. 
'll1c cloud in the raaial cellule commencing at the end of 
the stigma, the stigma yel low ; the second recurr e11t 
11ervure not inter st itial; the post-scut ellum and apex uf 
petiol e lined ,vith yellow. flarnbili11e11to. 
Flag·ellum of antennm brownish beneath. Front and vertex 
a iu(ac eom;, sparsely punctured, there is a narrow keel bet,veen 
tlw ant enml:!; clypeus covered with a sparse pale down , span;cly 
haired, and roundly convex ; its midd le at the apex not dist inctl ,v 
toothed; it has tl.e narrowed apical part pale yellow. Mandibl es 
black, the teeth dark piceo1·s. Thorax opaque ; the mesopleum · 
and scutellum closely and distinctly , but not :strongly, punctur ed: 
the me.;;onotum is thickly con-red with a fuscous down ; th e base 
of the prothorax is sharply keeled. The scutellum has a sha llow 
furrow down the middle. The striation on th e median segment ii; 
obscure. Le6s black, pruin o:se; the calcaria and claws white. 
" "iugs hyaline; the costa l cellule is slig-htly smoky; the cloud in 
the radial cellul e is at tl1e end of th e stigma and at the second trans-
verse cubital nervur e and extends to the apex; in the cubital celluln 
it does not extend beyond the end of the radius; the recurr ent 
uervures are received slwrtly bt·hind aud beyond tl1e middle of 
the cel111lt•, . ,\ bdu111e11 black, densely prn1110::;e, 111un• thickly 
tJward,; tht• apex: tl1t• ap<•x. of till' petiole ii; ye llow. 
.. 
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• The middle of the median segment ·has only a sliallow in-
distiuct furrow, not a deep one, witli oblique sides as in foJ11tris; 
the apex of the median segment is yellow, the yellow band ex-
tending sideways over the coxlc; the petiole is short, be.comes 
gradually wider from the base to the apex; · the second segment 
is not much, nor abruptly narrowed at the base; iu length it is, 
if anything, shorter than its great est width; the clypeus at tl1e 
end of the eyes is as broad as its length. 
Icaria .lmtll,,poda, sp. nov. 
Black, largely marked with yellow; two small marks 011 
the apex of the petiole and two large out's, ex teuding 011 to the 
ventral surface, on the base of the second segment; the legs 
yellow, the posterior trodm11ters aud the base of the fe:nora, 
black; wiugs hyaline, the stigma and nervures brownish (worker). 
Long 11 mm. . 
Hab. Borneo (Shelford). 
Antennre browni!<h. marked above with black. Ilead black; 
the clypeus, the mandibles, except thdr tteth , the eye iuc1s10ns 
e11tirely (the yellow mark is straight and obfap1e on the outer-
side ), a large mark, narrowed below, and ending iu a sharp nar-
rowed point abo\·e, and the outer ~rbits, brigl1t sulphur-yellow; 
behind the ocelli are two small yellow marks. The clypeus is 
wider than long; its sides above are roundly curved ; its apex 
does not end in a sharp tooth. Thorax black; the edge of the 
protborax all round and broadest on the pronotum, two lines on 
the centre of the mescnotum, two large squarish marks on the 
base of the scutellum, two broad ones, narrowed and round ed 
on the inner side, on the post scutellum , the sides of the median 
segment largely, and a large m11rk, obliquely narrowed below on 
the mesopleura>, oranl!e-yellow. Abd0n:en black; a mark on 
the sides of the post-petiole, two large n:arks on the base of tbe 
second segment, continued on to the ventral surfoce, which bas 
the basal half yellow; a nairow line on the apex on the second 
segment all round and the apical segment, orange yellow. 
The petiole is not quite so long-as the second segment; its 
basal fourth i:s greatly and di:stinctly narrowed compart>d to the 
enlarged apical part; the second scl!ment is Ul'll-:,:haped; iti; 
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thorax is sharply keeled; the third cubit.al cellule is of the same 
width above as below; the third transverse cubit.al nervure is 
r,orallel with the second, and both are roundly curved inwardly~ 
Isclmogaster ffm·iplagfotus, sp. nov. 
Ferruginous brown, the clypeus, eye orbits, two marks, 
obliquely narrowed, on the base of the scutellum, the pleurre and 
the apical half of the median segment, pallid yellow; the wings 
cle,ar hyaline, the stigma testaceous, the third cubital cellule not 
half the length of the second, the fourth at the top as long as 
the third. Q 
Long: 13-14 mm. 
Hab. K uching, Sarawak. 
Antennre ferruginous, the flagellum darker in the middle 
above. Head smooth; the front and vertex covered with sil-
very pubescence; the clypeus with longer fuscous hair. · The 
lower pa.rt of the clypeus is ferruginous, the upper yellow. 
l\fandibles yellow , their apex black. The inner orbits and the 
eye incisions yellow. Thorax smooth and shining, thickly 
covered with glistening white hair. 'fhe base of the median 
segment is darker co_loured than the mesonotum; it is smooth 
and is distinct.Iy kePled down the centrt.'\. Wings clear hyaline, 
highly iridescent; the stigma clear testaceous; the nervures 
dark er; the second cubibd cellule is more than twice the length 
of the third, which, at the top, is as long as the fourth ; the 
second and third tra11sverse cubital nervures are straight and 
converge above; the first recurrent nen·ure is received . quite 
close to the first transverse cubital ; the second at fully twice 
the distance from the second ; the second recurrent nervure is 
slightly and roundly bent outwardly in the middle. Legs paler 
in tint than the body, and thickly covered with pale hair. Abdo-
men coloured like the thorax , the segments mottled with pallid 
yellow; there is a distinct pale yellow mark on the base of the 
second segment at the sides and a large one · on the side of its 
ventral surface; the extreme base of the narrowed . neck is also 
yellow. On the mesopleurre under the tegulre i~ a mark which 
reaches to the middle: oolow the middle is a large curved 
vellow mark. . f'>• 
• Comes rn~ar to l. 11itid,j1m11iR Sansf!, Sec. Bingham. 
' y 
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f.•d11,-09r,stn· ni91'ica11s, sp. nov. 
Bia.ck ; a line on the pronotum, a broad one on the post- · 
scutellum, one below the· tegulre and two small ones on the apex 
of the median segment, yellow ; the four front tibire yellow 
behind; the wings clear hyaline, iridescent, the stigma and 
nervures black. Q • 
Long. 12 mn1. 
Bab. Kuching, Sarawak. 
Head entirely black; the face and clypeus thickly covered 
with silvery pubescence; opaque, closely ; but not very strongly, 
punctured, the clypem1 less strongly punctured ; the apical tooth 
bluntly pointed. Thorax black, covered with silvery pubescence; 
the scutellum with long pale hair. .Mesonotum, scutellum and 
median segment closely and distinctly punctured; _ the median seg-
ment · with a distinct, narrow, deep furrow down the centre, 
which is widened and smooth at the apex. A line on the pronotum, 
a mark under the tegulre, the post-scutellum broadly and two 
marks on the apex of the median segment, yellow. The second 
and third transverse cubital nervures are straight, . slightly ob-
lique and converge slightly above; the fourth cellule at the top 
is two-thirds of the length of the third. All the knees are yellow, 
the four front ones broadly; there is a black line on the yPllow, 
near the base of the middle tibire. Abdomen enth·ely hlack; the 
petiole twice the length of the thor11x; the base of the second 
segment is widely narrowed. 
Jsclmogaste1· or11atifr011•·, sp. nov. 
Black, largely marked with yellow, the :mtennre brownish, 
black above, except at the sides of ·the median sPgment with a 
large yellow mark dilated at the apex; the wings hyaline, the· 
radial and two apical cubital cellules infuscated. 9. 
Long: _22 mm. 
Hab. Santubong, Kuching, Sarawak. 
Head black, the front, except for a small bluck mark in the 
middle above, the clypeus, tl1e mandibles, a small oblique mark ori 
the · outer side of the anterinre, one in the eye incisions and a 
sm<11l one on the. hinder edge of the ,·e1tex, yellow. The front 
is distinctly, but -not closely, punctured and is .furrowed :in the' 
:I! 
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middle, deeply and .• distinctly above. Thorax shiuiug aud 
smooth; the me::;ouotum more opaque · and cloisely punctured; th~ 
::;cutellum iis more sparsely punctured, and has a narrow keel on 
the basal half. The following are yelJow :- a broad liue on the 
pronotum, two large marks, rounded behind, on the base of the 
scutellum, a broad band, almost interrupted iu the middle, on the 
post-scutelJum, a large broad band, widened below, on the sides 
of the median segment, half on the met:motum, half on the pleumi, 
a large oval mark below the tegulm and a large curved mark on 
the lower side of the mesopleurre. . Wings hyaline, the radial 
and the apical two cubital cellules smoky; the second tran::;verise 
cubital nervure is slightly, roundly bent outwardly, the fourth . 
cubital cullule iis half the length of the third. The fro11t leg:; 
are yellow, lined with black in front; the apical joiuts of the 
tarsi are brownish; the middle legs are browniish-black; the 
base of the tibire, their apex more broadly and the base of the 
tarsi more narrowly; yellow; the four hinder coxro are broadly 
ye.llow behind. Abdomen black; r. farge oval mark near the 
middle of the sP-cond segment below ; a short line on the sides 
of the ventral surface, a band near the base of the third isegmeut 
broadest ou the sides, a mark on its . ventral surface, rounded 
ou tt;e outer side, a smalJer one on the fourth aud a narrow line 
011 the fifth dorsal segment, yellow. 
lsclmogaster Ji1fripennis, sp. nov. 
Black, with small yellow marks; the clypeus with two 
mark:; above and one iu the centre below and two small mark:; 
on the apex of the median segment ; the legs and petiole dark 
rufous; wings fulvous; the stigma testaceous; the second 
transverse cubital nervurc is roundly cun·ed; the fourth cubitlll 
cellule is fully half the length of the third. 2 
Long: 23 mm. 
llab. Mt. Penrissen, Sarawak. 
Antennre black, the scape and apical joi11ts browriish Leneath, 
the apical joints entirely so. Head black ; an irregular mark 
roundly narrowed below and ending in a joint, on either side of 
the front, a longish mark on the upper half of the face, narrowed 
and curvP-d above, aud there is a longi:;h l,wad mark on the 
ceutre near the apex, exteudiug- to the bttse of the tooth and 
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yellow. The lower part of the vertex is sparsely and distinctly 
punctured; the front is more closely a11d not so strongly punc-
tur ed, except in the middle where it is smooth; almost bare and 
impunctate. · Mandibles black, sparsely punctured and shining. 
Thorax sinooth and shining, except on the mesonotum which is 
closely and distinctly punctured ; the scutellum is less strongly 
punctured and has a narrow keel in the middle; both are thickly 
covered with fulvous hair. l\Iedian·se5ment and pleum: smooth 
and shining; the pleum :: have a plumbeous hue. On the thorax 
the following are yellow ; a line on either side of the base · of 
the pronotum, an irregular spot on either side of the base of the 
scutell um, two smaller spots on the base pf the post-scutellum 
in the centre, two small marks on the apex of the. median sci;-. 
· me11t, a spot about three times longer than broad on the meso-
pleurm in the middle below the tegulffi, and a curved mark 
below the furrow, this spot having the apex narrower and more 
obli,1ue than the base. Legs dark rufous, probably varying in 
tint; the cox:~, tibia, and farsi are darker coloured than the 
femora; the hair is long and fuscous. "'ings fulvous -hyaliue, 
darker at the apex; the stig:na is testaceous, the nervures fus- · 
cous; the secoud transverse cubital nervurc is roundly curved 
outwardly; the fourth cellule is fully half the length of the 
third. The petiole is brownish, the node black above except at 
the base; there is an oval, small yellow mark on either side of . 
the second segment below, and two elongabi marks on the base 
of the third, with a small spot on either side. There are two 
obscure yellow marks on the base of the median segment. 
The o is more richly coloured than the 9 · the yellow 
markings being larger nnd the rufous colour of the legs and 
petiole much brighter in tint. The front is yellow, except 
for a black line in thP. centre, the clypeus entirely yellow; the 
mandibles are dark testaceous; the marks on the thorax are 
larger, especially the upper mark on the mesopleurre and on the 
base and apex of the iriedian segment. The petiole is almost 
twice the length of the rest of the. abdomen ; the ruf~us c~lour 
extends to the narrowed part of the second segment, the lower 
half of the clypeus is keeled in the middle, the tubercle on the 
pn,pleune is large; th<Ne"is a 11armw tStriated band on its apex, 
and a bruacler, 1Jbli,1ue one below its micldll'. 
I 
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OnP of t.he largest of the Oriental species. 
Jsclmogaste1· ftarolineata, sp. nov. 
Rlaclc, largely marked with yellow ; two small marks on 
the lower part of the front, one on either side of the ocelli 
behind, two lines on the mesonotum, the basal half of the 
scutellum, the post-scutellum and the median segment, except a 
squarish black mark on the base, yellow; legs pale yellow, the 
apical half of the tibire and of the tarsi black ; wings clear 
hyaline; the fourth cubital cellule not much more than half t.hf~ 
length of the third. Q • 
Long: 17 mm. 
Hab. Lingga, Sarawak. 
. . Anten_nre black, the apical joints of the flagellum brownish 
lJPneath. Head black; a curved mark ori the vertex behind the 
ocelli and touching the eyes and obliquely narrowed towards 
the apex, the eye incisions, 1\n ornte transverse mark over each 
anteunre, the lower orbit s broadly, the sides and apex of the 
clypeus, the outer orbits - and the mandibles, pallid yellow. 
The vertex is obscurely, the face somewhat more strongly, 
pmictured. Clypeus is smooth; its sides are · covered with long 
silvery pubescence; the apical tooth is clearly separated, twice 
longer than broad, and it'! apex is slightly incised; the blnck 
mark hns its sides at the apex prol_onged, the part between them 
at the base being also separated. 'l'he up}X'r edge of the 
pronotum is yellow, as is also the lower half of the propleurl\'. 
Mesonotum black, except for two lines on t,he basal ha.If, thr.se 
being dilated on the outer side 11t he base. 'l'he yellow mark 
on the scutellum is dilated laterally. Post-scutPllum yellow, its 
. apex black. Pleur1e yellow, slightly stre.aked with fuscous; 
the median segment yellow, except for an irregularly S'}uarish 
black mark at the base. Legs yellow; the hinder trochanters, 
the under side and base of the hinder f-emora, t.he basal two-thirds 
of the hinder tibiro and the four apical joints of the hinder tarsi, 
black. Wings clear hyaline, the stigma testaceous, the nt>rvures 
fuscous; the fourth cubital cellule is half the length of the third; 
the third .transverse cubital nervure is straight and slightly 
obli'}ue; the second is slightly, but distinctly, roundly curved on 
the lower half. Abdomen black, thickly covered with longish pale 
.. 
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hair; there is a clear ye) low baud at the I.Jase uf the dilated part of 
the petiole, a narrower one at tlie base of tlie second segment, 
, a large oblique mark 011 either side of its middle, a narrow longi-
tudinal liue in its ceutre, and the apices uf the ot-her segments 
itarrowly, yellow. The l,lack 011 the abdomen has a brownish 
tinge. 
EUl1BNllL'E, 
Jlu11tez11mia? forticeps, sp. 110v. 
Black; the clypeus, the underside of the scape, two oulil1ue 
lines on ,·ertex, a large mark, narrowed below on the outer 
orbits; the pronotum broadly, two lines on the mesonotum, two 
marks on the scutellum, two lines on the post-scutellum, 
the sides of the median segment broadly, a line on the side and 
apex of petiole, two lateral m1irks on the second abdominal 
segment and the apices of the second, third and fourth segments, 
yellow; the wings fuscous-hyaline, with a fulvous tin5e. ~. 
Long: 21 mm. 
Hab. Mt. Matang, Sarawak. 
Antennre black; . the scape largely yellow below. Head . 
larg·ely developed behind the eyes ; closely punctured, the front 
more closely and strongly than the vertex; the eye incision \es!;i 
closely punctured than the vertex; above the antennre.:is.,a small, 
somewhat conical mark, which is smooth and furrowed in the 
middle, except above. Clypeus distinctly broader than \orig ; 
.sparsely but distinctly, punctured; its apex is narrowly black; 
the sides of the incision are oblique and project at the _apex. 
The marks on the pronotum become roundly dilated , 011 1he 
outer side and do not quite reach to the middle; the two lines , ,n 
t~e mesonotum are in the middle following the parapsidal furr,,w,; 
and are about equal distance from the base and apex. ,The twu 
marks on the scutellum do not quite reach to the middle and are 
. broader than long. The two . marks on the median seg-ment 
extend on the inner side to the edge of the furrow and are 
roundly narrowed 011 the inner side above. There is a yellow 
mark on the mesopleurre, longer than broad, below the base of 
the front wings. Pru- mesonotum and scutellum closely pmu;l.ur-
ed ; the mesonotLam less µlosely and strongly at ·. the sides . . · The 
parapsidal furrows commence shortly beyond the middle. The 
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median sf'gnwnt j,, closely and Mrongl,r punctm ed at the ba:-P; 
the apical furrow is wide, becomes gradually widPr towards t.h1i 
apex and is keeled down the middle; its.apical slope is obliq11<>. 
The .second cubital cellule is narrowed at the top, the nervurPs 
almost touching there; both are straight and oblique; the first 
recu_rrent nervure is received distinctly behind the middle; the 
second close to the second transverse cubital, almost interstitial. 
Legs black; the fore feniora are yellow at the apex; the four hindn 
are rufous bel°'v and probably in some examples above. Abdo-
men black ; the apices of the basal four segments yellow ; there 
is an oval oblique inark on either side of the seco1,d segment at 
the base. The petiole is nearly as long as the second segment; 
it is stout, with the basal third distinctly narrowed; it is dis-
tinctly, but not wry closely, punctured; the second segme11t is 
alut:aceous. 
The generic location of this species is doubtful. It has 3-
and G-jointed palpi as in Zetlms, and it has further the l1ead 
largely -developed behind the eyes as in that genus and thereby 
differs from F.11111e11es. 'l'l1e petiole is shorter and stouter than it 
is in the typical Z etlms and also the second segment is not con-
tracted at the base into a neck. The form of the cubital 
cellules is different from what they are in E11111e11es and more 
. like what they are in Zetlms. · It is nut a typical ,l/011tern111ia 
either, although it has certai11ly some aflinity to that genus, 
which has firn jointed maxillary palpi. I leaYe it, in the mean-
t.im<>, in .lfo11tez11mia, which is,·strictly speaking, an American gPnus. 
Z etlms t·arip1111ctat11s, sp. nov. 
Black; the upper side of the mandibles and a large mark 
on the apex of the clypeus, yellow; the scape of the anf.eniirP, the 
tegulm and the legs rufous; the hinder tibh~ and tarsi blackbh; 
wingsfuscous-violaceous towards the apex ; the apex of the cl,r-
peus broadly rounded, not clentMe Q • 
Long: 17 mm. _. 
Hah Kuc:hing, Sarawak. 
· Head thitkly covered with short pale pubescence, rugosc>ly 
punctured, the punctures running into reticulations on the front. 
Cly1:,eus roundly conYex; its greatest width greatP1· t.h:111 it.s 
greatest length; dosely and distinctly punctured, but not so 
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coarsely as the front; it_._ al)(1x broadly rounded. Tiu> scape of 
the antennre is brnadly rufous below; the apical joint.~ are brown-
ish _beneath. Thorax entirely black covered with a pale pile; the 
mesonotum and scutellum more thickly with longer pale pubes-
cence • .M:esonotum closely rug-osely punctured; the punctuation 
sparser towards the apex; the two furrows are indistinct at 
the base, being confounded with the punctuation. Scutellum 
strongly punctured and with a nnrrow furrow in the ruiddle; 
the post-scutellum is, if anything, more rugosely punctured; 
its apex is opaque, alutaceous. The median segment is opaque, 
alutaceous, keeled down the centre and at the sides; above it is 
obscurely striated. Propleurre smooth, the upper p:irt at the 
base striated. .Mesopleurre closely, rugosely punctured; the 
basal and apical slopes smooth. l\'Ietapleurre strongly punc-
tured, except for a large oblique space on the base and apex. 
Petiole closely and uniformly punctured; the base rufous, 
smooth. Legs bright rufous; the hinder tibia~ and tarsi in• 
fuscated. 
This does not appear to me to be the ? of 4.-deutatus, as 
apart from the difference in colouration, there are structural 
differences between them not of a sexual nature. The two may 
be separated thus:-
The furrow at the base of the scutellum with five stout 
keels; the metapleune coarsely punctured and striated 
throughout. 4.-de11tat11.•. 
The furrow at the base of the scutellum with Pight short 
keels; the meta.pleurre sparsely punctured above, smooth 
below. r11.nj11111ctat11.•. 
Cldy11e1'u.• cilicius, sp. nov. , 
Black, lar6ely marked with yellow; the median segment 
yellow, except in the middle, a dagger-shaped line on the front, 
a mark on either side of the ocelbr region and two obli'}ue large 
marks on the mesopleurre, yellow; wirigs hyaline; the radial 
cellule and the cubital nen,ures in f1:ont dark smoky 9. · 
Long: · 12-13 mm. 
Ilab •. Kuching, Sarawak. 
Front distinctly, but not very closely, punctured, the vertex 
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middle and obliquely narrowed above; the eye incisio1i, the iuner 
orbits narrowly, and the outer orbits more broadly, yellow. 
Ulypeus yellow, smooth, obscurely .punctured at the apex; its 
greate:st length is slightly greater than its greatest breadth ; . 
the apical incision is widl;l a11d shallow .. The scape is yellow, 
the tlagellum brownish beneath. 'l'he basal . two-thirds of 
the pronotum broadly yellow ; there are two short , 
narrow lines in the centre of the mesonotum; almost the 
basal half of the scutellum is yellow ; the apex is more 
strongly punctured then the base, and on the sides 
at the apex are three oblique keels. Post-scutellum strongly 
and closely punctured ; it qas a rounded slope from the base to 
the apex, and is on•a level with the top of the median segment, 
which bas a rather steep straight slope, with rounded sides and a 
deep furrow in the middle. Pleuroo punctured, but not strongly 
or closely; the mesopleura~ yellow, except at the apex a11d 
extreme base; the yellow is divided in two by an oblique furrow. 
Wings almost byaline, the costal cellule infuscated; the stigma 
yellowish, the nervures black. Legs clear yellow, the hinder 
_femora slightly lined with black abo\ ·e. Abdomen yellow; a 
large black mark, narrowed and rounded laterally, on the 
apical half of the first segment; the base of the second 
narrowly, a large mark, narrowed laterally, and extending from 
near the base to near the apex, the greater part of the third, 
fourth and the whole of the sixth, black. The ventral surface, 
except the last segment, is black. 
(Jomes close to 0. 111aculipe1111is Smith. 
_Udy11erus !tyacles, .sp. nov. 
Black, largely mar~ed with yellow; two short lines on the 
mesonotum, the sides of the scutellum, the mesopleurre largely, 
the sides of the petiole and 'two large irregularly oval marks on 
the second abdominal segment , yellow; legs yellow, the femora 
slightly lined with black; the wings hyaline, with a slight 
fulvous tinge; the apex smoky; the stigma and \1ervures 
black ". 
Long: 15 mm. 
lla .b. Sarawak (Shelfurd). .' 
. .. 
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Antennre black, the scape yellowish, ~he flagellum brownish 
beneath. Head black; the clypeus, the eye incision, a large -mark, 
narrowed in the centre above, and the outel'. orbits to near the 
top, yellow. Front and vertex rugosely punctured, the punc-
tures running into reticulations on the sides; . the space between 
the antennre is yellow and smooth. Clypeus long, pyriform, 
its width at the base half the length ; the basal part roundly 
convex and irregularly mar_ked with elongate puncture s ; the 
apex transverse. Thorax black, a large mark, obliquely nar-
rowed on the binder part, two short narrow lines on the meso-
notum, two irregular marks on the base of the scutellum on the 
sides, the post-scutellum broadly in the middle and the sides of 
the median segment, broadly, yellow. Mesonotum strongly and 
closely punctured; the punctures large, deeper and closer on 
· the base than on the apex. Scutellum flat, on the same level as 
the mesonotum; its apex rounded; it is not quite so strongly 
punctured as the mesonotum, especially at the base; the post-
scutellum is more coarsely punctured. The median segment is 
keeled down the middle; 11,bove in the middle it is stoutly irre-
gularly transversely striated; the sides, broadly above, nar-
rowly below, are stoutly punctured; below the middle the 
sides distinctly project into stout blunt teeth. The upper part 
of the propleurre is irregularly, stoutly, obliquely striated; the 
lower part bears stout, longitudinal keel::1. Mesopleurre · coarse-
ly reticulated. -Metapleurre on the upper half irregularly, 
closely striated. Legs clear yellow, the tarsi darker; the femo-
ra irregularly lined with black. The second cubital cellule at 
the top is not quite half the length of the third; the first recur-
rent nervure is received shortly behind the middle ; the second 
is interstitial. All the abdominal segments have a narrow 
yellow line before the apex ; that on the second is broader than 
on th~ others and is largely dilated backwards at the sides; 
on the petiole there is a large semicircular mark behind and 
united to it; on the base of the second laterally is a large irre-
gularly oval mark which is incised at the base on the lower 
side; the petiole is coarsely, the second and third segments are 
linely and closely punctured; the last segment is smooth ; it..~ 
apex is narrowly yellow. -On the second ventral segment, on the 
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Od,1111t1·11.~ l_,,ba.~, sp. nov. 
Black: a band, greatly widened later11lly, on the pronotum, 
the basal two-thirds of the scutellum, a large mark on the 
mesopleurre under the tegulre, two oval marks on the base of the 
secon~ abdominal segment, the apex of the first and second 
segments and a transverse line on the middle of the fourth, pale 
yellow ; the legs for the greater part black ; wings hyaline, the 
radial cellule, except along the cubitus at the base, and the apex 
of the apical cubital cellule dark smoky; t.he costa and nervures 
black. Q. 
Long: 10 mm. 
Rab. Sarawak (Shelford). 
Antenilre black ; the scape yellow, the . apical joints brown-
ish b€neath. Head black ; the lower part of the eye incision, 
the basal half of the clypeus, two oblique marks near its apex, a 
mark immediately over the antennre and a band, narrow~d 
below, on the upper half of the outer orbits, yellow . Front and 
vertex closely and strongly punctured ; the front thickly cowr-
ed with pale pubescence. Clypeus punctured, · but not closely ; 
the top almost smooth : its apex. is depressed slightly in thA 
middle; the teeth are ,ihort, broad and short. l\Iandibles black; 
the ·lower half yellow, tinged with rufous towards the apex.. 
Prothbrax and mesonoturi1 closely, rugosely and distinctly 
punctured; the mesopleur..e obscurely punctured; the upper half 
of the metapleurre is punctured, but not strongly; both are thick-
ly covered with pale pubescence. Legs black ; the apical half of 
the four front femora in front, the four autRrior tiibre excP,pt 
behind, and a broad band on the outer side of the hinder tibire, 
yellow. Abdomen pruinose : the petiole on the dilated apical 
part punctm·ed, distinctly, but not strongly, or closely; the 
other segment.;; smooth ; the baAAI spots on the second segme11t 
are large, oval and oblique. 
Comes near to 0. 2-p11.~t11lat11.~ Saus~. There is no suture on 
the base of t.he petiole ; t.he basal slope of the petiole is long, 
straight a11d obli,1ue and is distinctly longer than the apical. 
ANTHOPHILA. 
Nomia · robust", sp. nov. 
Nigra., fulvo-pilosa; alis hyalinis, apice fusco-violaceo. ~. 
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Long-: 14 mm. 
Hab; Borneo (Shelford); _ 
One of the larger species. Head covered with deep fulvom1 
pubescence, the vertex distinctly punctured, less closely and 
more deeply at the sides than in the middle ; the front is. rugose 
in the middle, with the sides punctured as in the vertex. F_ace 
roundly projecting in the middle and strongly, but not closely, 
punctured above. Clypeus clearly separated from the face ; its 
middle depressed; it is strongly, but not very closely, punctur-
ed; its apex is transverse; with the sides rounded. The_ 
pubf>..scence on the thorax is deep fulvous and dense, especially 
on the pleurre ; the mesonotum and scutellum are closely and 
somewhat strongly punctured, the base of the scutellum less 
strongly than the rest. The basal area on the median segment 
is smooth and shining, punctured round the edges ; the furrow 
at its base is irregularly striated, especially laterally. Legs 
densely covered with long bright fulvous pubescenoe; the apices 
of the tarsi rufous. Wings hyaline, with a slight fulvous tinge; 
the apex is smoky, with a distinct violaceous tinge, the. nervures, 
except at the apex; are dark testaceous. Abdomen shining ; 
the apices of the segments fringed, but not very thickly, with 
fulvous pubescence; the ventral segments are more thickly 
fringed with similarly coloured hair. 'fhe tegulre are for the 
greater part rufo-testaceous, the second transverse cubital 
nervure has a more oblique slope than thfl first; the recurrent 
11ervure is received very close to it. · 
No111ia bo1·neana, sp. nov. 
Black; the basal four segments of the alxlomen with · 
smooth, shining. blue bands; the legs fulvous and covered witb 
fnlvous hair; the clypeus smooth, not keeloo, the face distinctly 
tuberculated in the middle; wings hyaline,, the sti.;{ma fuscous-
black; the nervures paler. ~. · 
Long : 11 mm. 
Hab. Borneo (Shelford). 
Head black; the front, the face and sides of the clypeus 
thickly covered with fulvous pubf>,gcence, smooth, shining and 
impunctate; the tubercle /on the face is more prominent than 
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ferruginous, black at the apex. thorax closely covered with 
fulvous hair; the post-scutellum region densely covered with ful-
vous hair; the mesoootum and scutellum are smooth and shining. 
The area on the median segment is shining, distinctly bordered 
behind and irregularly striated, the strire more widely separated 
in tb.e middle than litterally; the rest of the segment is opaque 
and densely covered with fulvous pubescence. The transverse 
cubit.el nervures are paler than usual, this being especially the 
case with the si:>cond. Legs uniformly yellowish-fulvous and 
thickly haired; the hair is paler in colour; the calcarfa pallid 
yelJow. Abdomen black; the basal four segments with smooth, 
shirling, bare , bluish bands; the back is smooth and shining; 
the b~sal segment at the base is thickly covered with fulvous 
hair; the others are sparsely haired ; the ventral segments are 
closely punctured ; their apices thickly fringed with fulvous hair. 
The blue belts on the abdomen are slig-htly tinged with yellow ; 
the furrow on the median segment is indistinct; 1 he scape is 
testaceous at the b:i.se ; the second cubital cellule is about 
one-third of the length of the top of the third; the third trans-
verse cubital nen •ure is roundly curvPd; the first recurrent 
nervure is interstitial. 
Comes clrn:;p to X. elPf/"11s Sm. which may be known from 
it by the clypeus being , oarsely punctured. subtuberculate on 
each side, and with a" central longitudinal depression." 
J.\Tomi<& le11co.zo1111t(1, sp. nm·. 
Black, the basal half of the abdom()n aboYe and the ventral 
surface rufous, the second, t.11ird, and fourth segments banded 
with white _on the apex ; the apex of the cl_ypeus rufous ; the legs 
black, densely covered with long white hair; the wings hyalirn\ 
the costa and stigma rufo-t estaceous, the nen ·ures paler. ~ -
Long: 8 mm. 
Hab. llidi, Sarawak. 
· Head thickly covered with pale fulvous pubescence, black, 
the apex of the clypeus hroadly rufous ; the clypeus and face 
strongly, but not very closely, punctured; the front is more 
spafsf>ly puncturE'd and has a narrow longitudinal keel in the 
m_iddle. Mandibles rufous, black at the apex. l\lesonotum and 
scutellum minutely and closPly punctur ed; the post-scutellar 
.. 
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region is tl,ickly covered with pale fulvous pubescence. .Median 
~egmeut smooth, shining aud bare; its sides thickly covered with 
long pale fulvous bait·; the basal depression is nut clearly bor-
dered behind and bears narrow longit udinal keels. Legs black, 
thickly covern4 with loug pale fulvous hair; the hinder tibiai 
become grndually thickened towards the apex; the meta.t.ar:;us 
is thickened. Wings hyaline; the costa aud stigma testaceuus, 
the nervures paler; the second cubital cellule is narrow; the 
second transverse cubital nervure is faiut; the first trausverse 
cubital nervure is inter stitial; Ab:lomen rufous ; the apical three 
segments (the basal two broadly) marked with black in the 
centre; the apices_of the second, third and fourth are banded 
with cream-white. 
Cueliu.1ys eriuceplwla, sp. nov. 
Black, the head and thorax rugosely punctured ; the scutel-
1 um coarsely reticulated, its sides at the· apex projecting into 
sharp spines; the basal area of the median se6ment aciculated, the 
rest of the segment closely punctured, the upper half deeply 
furrowed in the middle ; wings hyaline, the apex from the base 
of the radial cellule fuscous-violaceous. 'j?. 
· Long : 11 mm. 
Hab. Kuching, Sarawak. 
Head rugosely punctured, the clypeus morn closely and 
less strongly than the rest; the cheeks, the face and apex of 
the clypeus covered with pale pubescence; the outer orbits and 
occiput are thickly covered with white pubescence; the vertex 
and front are sparsely haired. Mesonotum closely rugosely 
punctured; the scutellum is coarsely reticulated-punctured; the 
apex. is rounded, with the sides projecting into teeth, which are 
twice longer than broad; its apex projects over the post-scut el-
lum. The basal area of the median se.,:-rnent is coarsely aciculat-
ed ; the rest is closely punctured and thickly covered with 
white pubescence.• Mesopleune closely rugosely punctured and 
covered with white pubescence; the sides and apex are acicula-
ted. The second transverse cubital nervure has the lower half 
oblique; the upper distinctly ohlique and straight. Legs 
thickly covered with woolly hair: the b •sal joint of the hinder 
tarsi is thickly covered with fulvous pubescence. - The live 
i 
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basal segments of the abdomen ail shii1ing, closely, distinctly, 
but not strongly, punctured ; their basal furrows are covered 
with white pubescence; the basal part of the last .segment · is 
minutely , but not Yery closely, punctured; the narrowed apical 
part is closely rugosely punctured ; in its centre is a smooth 
narrow keel. The last ventral segment is long, narrow, acutely 
pointed and projects over the dorsal. , 
· There is a distinct furrow on the front; the lateral teeth 
on the scut.eHum distinctly project beyond the middle of the 
apex ;· the ventral surface of the abdomen is more strongly and 
closely punctured than the dorsal ; the transverse median 
nervure is received shortly, but distinctly, behind the transverse 
basal. The last dorsal segment is distinctly depressed laterally 
at the base of the narrowed part. The second transverse cubi-
tal nervure is received shortly behind the middle of the radius ; 
· the nervures and stigma deep black. 
Megacl1ile alticola, sp. nov. 
Nigra, albo-pilosa; scopa abdominisque apice supra dense 
albo pilosis; alis hyalinis; nervis stigmat.eq ue nigri s. Q et O. 
Long: 9 mm. 
Hab. Ma.tang, Sarawak, 3,000 feet. 
Q Head black; the face and clypeus covered closely with 
dark fulvous pubescence; the front and vertex less closely with 
longer black, int.ermixed, on the vert.ex, with short.er fulvous 
pubescence. The front is closely rugosely punctured; the 
vertex is more distinctly, more strongly and less closely, punc-
tured. The apex of the clypeus is almost transverse, with its 
sides . rounded; its sides above bear a belt of dense white 
pubescence. Mandibles strongly punctured; their apex broad, 
slightly oblique; the lower tooth is smooth, shining and sharply 
point.ed; the subapical is shorter and blunt.er. Thorax closely 
and distinctly punctured ; the mesonotum is densely covered 
with short black pubescence ; the pronotum behind is covered 
densely with white pubescence; the scutellum has posteriorly 
long black hair. The basal area of the median segment is 
smooth, bare, aciculated and almost shining; and it bears a 
:shallow furrow in the centre ; the sides of the segment are 
thickly covered with white hair. TMre i:s a curved band of 
I . 
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white pube.scence round the tubercles; the sternum is covered 
with white pubescence. The hair on the legs is thick, stiff 
and black. \\'ings hyaline, their apex slightly iufuscated . 
. Abdomen bfack: the segments are probably edged with white 
pubescence; the apical two above are thickly co,·ered with 
grey depressed pubescence ; the scape is white. 
The o is similarly coloured ; the hair on the face is long-er 
and deryser, a11d has a slight fulvous tin)!e: the hair on the median 
segment is longer a11d denser: the basal four abdominal segments 
have, on the sides at the apex, broad bands of white pubescence; 
the apical segment is round and has a broad projecting-
border . on the lower side; the ventral segments are fringed with 
soft white pubescem:e and there is also a band of similar pubes~ 
ce11ce oi) their middle; the pubescence on the four hinder tarsi is 
fulvous. 
(iomes into Bingham's ~ection F, but cannot well be 
confounded with anything there described . 
.lle!Jacltile i·iriplm:a, sp. nov. 
Black; the head and thorax covered with fuscous-black 
pubescence; a tuft of lo·,g white hair below the antenna.! ; and the 
labrum is fringed with long white hair: the wings yellowish-
hyaline, the nervures and stigma yellowish-fulvous. <? • 
Long: 18 nim. 
IIab. Kuching, Sarawak. 
Anteon~ black, bare , longer than the thorax. Front and 
vertex rugosely, closely punctured. The hinder ocelli. are separat-
ed from each other by a slightly greater distance than they are 
from the eyes. Between the antenm\j a11d the top of Uu(clypeus 
is a dense/ tuft of longish white hair; and the labrum is fringed 
with longer white hair. The apical tooth of the mandibles is long, 
curved and sharply pointed; the subapical is bluntly rounded. 
Mesonotum and scutellum closely punctured and covered thickly 
with :,;hort black hair; the median segment is thickly covered 
with longish sooty-black hair, as are also the pleux;ai and breast. 
Wings yellowish-hyaline; the stigma and nervures are yellow-
ish; the. two recurrent nervures are almost interstitial; the 
second cubit.al cellule at the top is about half the length of the 
bottom; the second J ransverse cubital nervure is broadly 
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rimuded iu the lower half and middle; the first is roundly curved. 
The hair on the legs is short and black; the base of the fore tarsi 
is rounded and deeply incised; the fore coxm are stoutly toothed. 
Abdomen black and covered with short black hair; the middle 
segmeuts are depressed at the base; the apical 1:,egment is, at the 
apex, roundly incised; its middle on the apical half is depressed . 
below the base it is roundly raised. 
Afegad,ile moel'a, sp. nov. · 
Black ; the four posterior femoi:a red ; the head and thorax 
covered with long white hair; the abdominal segments narrowly 
edged with pale fulvous pubescence; the ventral scope white; 
the base of the hinder tarsi densely covered with long fulvou1:, 
hair; the wings hyaline, the stigma and nervures black. 
Long : 8-9 mm. 
Hab. Kuching, Sarawak. 
Head closely punctured; the face and clypeus more 
coarsely than the vertex; the apex of the clypeus in the middle 
projecting, smooth and shining; the sides of the face and 
clypeus thickly covered with white pubescence; the front less 
thickly covered with long white hair, the vertex more sparsely 
with shorter back hair. Mandibles closely, rugosely punctured 
and covered with white pubescence; towards the apex they are 
coarsely irregularly striated; the apical two teeth are of about 
the same size, are opaque and moderately acutely pointed; the 
rest of the outer edge is smooth and shining. Pro- and 
mesothorax, with the scutellum, closely and uniformly punctm;ed; 
the pronotum and base of the mesopleune above thickly covered 
with woolly hair; the mesonotum has a short pubescence; · the 
median segment is covered with long, soft hair; its basal area. is 
closely aciculated, the rest punctured, but not strongly or 
closely ; its middle is deeply furrowed. ·wings hyaline; the 
first recurrent nervure is received neater the transverse cubital · 
than ii the second. The four hinder femora and the hinder 
trochanters and coxre are bright rufous ; the hair on the basal 
four joints of the hinder tarsi is larger than usual ; and it becomes 
· gradually shorter towards the fourth joint; it is bright fulvous; 
the hair on the middle tarsi is shorter and paler. Abdomen 
. closely punctured ; the transverse furrows on the basal three 
... 
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segme11ts are distinct; the segments are banded w·ith pale 
fulvous bands of pubescence; the ventral scopa is white; the. 
basal ventral segments are more or less rufous ; the apical 
dorsal segment is closely rugose and sparsely haired. 
The scutellum is bl'Oadly rounded behind and has a rounded 
slope on the apex; the depression at its base is covered with 
white pubescence. 
Comes near to jemoi ·ata Sm . 
. M egacl1ile a!ula, __ sp. nov. 
Black; the head and thorax covered with pale fulvous hair; 
the face and clypeus more deusely with long pale hair; the 
abdomen densely with ferruginous pubescence, except on the 
base of the basal three segments; the wings almost hyaline, the 
stigma and nervures black; the apical abdominal segment 
entire. o. 
Long: 12 mm. 
Ilab. Matang, 3600 feet. Sarawak. 
Antennre black, base shining. Head black, closely and 
strongly punctured; the lower part of the front, the face and 
clypeus are densely covered with long pale fulvous hair; the 
apex of the clypeus is transverse. Mandibles closely, irregularly 
longitudinally striated to liear the apex ; the lower part at the 
· apex smooth and shining·; the apical tooth is long and sharply 
pointed at the apex. Pro- and mesothorax closely and distinctly 
punctured and covered with Jong pale fulvous hair; the median 
segment is more_ thickly haired and the hair is longer ; the 
basal area is closely punctured and has a wide and -dislinct 
furrow down the centre. Pleurre thickly covered with long 
pale fulvous hair. Legs black; the four anterior tarsi are fringed 
with very long fulvous hair ; the hair on the hinder tarsi is short 
and fulvous; on the rest of the legs it is short and paler. 'l'he 
second recurrent nervure is almost interstitial ; the first is 
received close to the transverse cubital. The basal three 
segments of the abdomen are black, with their apices covered 
with bright ferruginous · pubescence, the other segments are 
entirely covered with similar pubescence; the apical segment is 
entire and broadly rounded; the apical ventral segments are 
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Jle9acl1ile -osca, sp. nov. 
Black ; the face and apex of the clypeus fringed with loug 
pale hair; the . pleurn! and median seg·meut covered densely 
with pale fulvous hair; the aLdomen, except at its basal slope, 
with ferruginous pubescence ; wings hyaline with a slii,: ht fuscous 
tinge, the stig1_na and nei-vures black; the apical abdominal 
segment roundly incised in the middle. o . 
Long: 14 mm. 
Iiab. Matang , 136UU feet. ::iara.wak. 
Head closely punctured; the front thickly covered with 
loug black hair, the vertex more sparsely with shorter black 
hair; between the a,11enim~ is a clump of long white hair and the 
apex and the clypeus is fring·ed with similar hair. The clypeus 
is shining and covered with short ltlack hair; it is irr egularly, 
somewhat strongly, but not . very closely, punctured, and is 
clearly separated from the face, which is closely rugosely 
punctured-there is a smooth narrow shining line· down the 
middle. The basal half of the mandibles is opaque 1md irregu-
larly puncti.:red; the apex is smooth and shining and with an 
acutely pointed apical tooth. Mesonotum and scutellum closely 
rugosely punctured and thickly covered with short black hair ; 
the pleune and median segments are thickly covered with long 
pale fuh-ous ha.ir. The apex vf the scutellum is broadly rounded. · 
The area on the median segment is opaque and shagr eened; the 
rest of the segnu;mt is shining and closely punctured. Wings 
hyaline, with fuscous-fulvous tinge, and slig·htly clouded at the 
apex ; the stigma and nervures black ; both the recurrent 
uervures are received close to the transverse cubitals. Legs 
black ;-the anterior tarsi testaceous at the base ; the femora and 
tibire are sparsely covered with short pale hair; the tarsi thickly 
with 8hort fulvous pubescence on the under side ; the a11terior 
coxi.e are toothed at the . apex. Abdomen, except 011 the 
basal 8lope, and on the basal two ventral segment8, thickly · 
covered with bright ferruginous pube8cence ; the apical segment 
is widely - but not very . deeply, incised in the middle ; it is 
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Jfryar.:ltile W111itela, sp. uov. 
Lung: 12 mm. 
llab. Borneo. 
123 
This species may be separated from l<lret1, with whid1 it 
agrees dosely iu colouratio11, as follows:-
'l'he clypeus distinctly narrowed, smooth and ruui1ded above ; 
the base of the mandibles broadly rounded, without a 
projection in the middle, the outer side not strongly. 
uniformly punctured. tarea Uam. 
The clypeus not distinctly narrowed above, where it is 
strongly punctured, aud where there is a smooth, 
tran sverse keel; the outer side strongly punctured; 
the inner side on the basal part projecting in the middle. 
amstel<, Ua111. 
Head strongly, closely, rugosely punctured; the top and 
apex of the clypeus with a smooth, impunctate band; its hair 
black ; long and dense on the front and vertex, shorter on the 
clypeu:s. The clypeus is distinctly separated froin the face by 
a smooth, shining band, the sides being also bounded by similar 
bands ; its apex projects slightly and roundly at the sides. 
Mandibles rugosely punctured, irregularly, strongly, long·itudi-
nally striated towards the apex; the apical edge and the lower 
on the apical half, smooth and shining; the apical tooth is 
larg·e ; the subapical is shorter and broader. Thorax closely 
_punctured; the hair on the pleurll:l, mesonotum and scutellum 
is black ; on the median segment it is long and soot-coloured ; 
on the sternum pale fulvQus. Wings hyaline, with a slight, but 
distinct fulvous tinge; the 11ervures are blackish, the stigma 
dark rufom;. Legs black; the hair . pale, mixed with black; 
on the base of the tarsi it has a slightly more rufous tint. • The 
abdomen is black; its basal three segments are banded with 
bright ferruginous pile ; the other segments are thickly covered 
with bright ferruginous hair, mixed with black in the middle; 
the scopa is ferruginous. 
On the outer side of the apex of the tibire, in the midule, is 
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Jl egacl,ile tarea, sp. nov. 
Black: the head covered with black, the pleurw a11d 
metanotum with pale, pubescence; · the abdominal i;egnie11t:,; 
Landed with ferruginous pubescence; the scopa fulvous, rufous 
towards the apex; the legs covered with fulvous, the metatarsus 
on the inner side with rufous, pubescence ; wings hyaline, the 
apex slightly infuscated, the costa and nervures dark fuscous. '? . 
Long: 12 mm. 
Hab. Borneo. 
The hair on the upper part of the head is deep black ; below -..... '
long and white ; on the front and cheeks it is longer and denser 
than on the face and ver:ex. The clype.us is narrowed and 
rounded above, where it is smooth and impunctate, or only 
sparsely, and indistinctly punctured; the lower two-thirds 
punctured, but not closely or strongly; there is a narrow, im-
punctate band in the centre; the c-entre, in the apex, is not 
quite transverse. The mandibles are broadly, roundly dilated 
· in the middle ; there are two apical teeth ; the apical is the 
longer; the subapical is broader and more rounded ; their up-
per side is irregularly punctured; on the inner side is a row of 
punctures, on the outer, on the apical half, a curved deep 
furrow; the basal half on .the outer side is strong·ly punctured, 
the punctures becoming larger and more elongated towards the 
middle. Thorax closely and distinctly punctured, the pleurro 
somewhat more strongly than the mesouotum. Legs black; 
the hair on the fen1ora and tibim is long and pale; on the tar:::i 
it is dense and rufous ;. the a11terior calcaria rufous; the outer 
joint is straight, transverse, and not dilated at the apex; the 
subapical is curved and surrounded by a hyaline horny p.ro-
cess; the claws are rufous at the base. 
On the apex of the fore tibiai in the middle is a large, 
platelike projection, which becomes gradually narrowed towards 
the apex, is rufous in colour and has the sides raised ; on the 
outer side of it is a stout tubercle. 
Megacltile S!teljordi, sp. nov. 
Nigra, opaca, nigro pilosa ; alis fla vo-hyalinis, apice fumato ; 
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Long: li mm. 
IIab. Borneo (Shelford). 
Front and vertex cl9sely and uniformly punctured, thickly 
covered with black hair, which is much longer on the front. 
The clypeus is rather strongly, closely and uniformly punctured, 
except above in the middle, where it is smooth aud shining. 
l\Iandibles below smooth and shining, ahove closely punctured; 
there are four teeth, all bluntly roui:ded; the inner two project 
more than - the apical. The upper part of the thorax is 
thfokly covered with short, stiff hair ; the hair on the pleurm is 
longer, is thick and sooty-black in colour. The hair on the 
legs is long and black; on the under side of the middle tarsi it 
is bright rufous. The hair on the abdomen, above and below, 
is deep black; the second segment at the ?ase i~ deeply depress-
ed, at the apex obliquely raised; the last segment has the apex 
depressed aud broadly rounded. ,vings yellowish-hyaline, the 
stigma and nervures rufo-fulvous; the apex, outside the radius, 
the second trans,·erse cubital, the second recurrent and the 
discoidal nervures, smoky; the apex of the bind wings is 
likewise smoky. 
,Oomes near apparently to M. tubercul,,ta Sm. 
Protocmtliid£um_ r1!fob11lteatu111, sp. nov. 
Black; the -head and thorax densely - covered with stiff, 
moderately long black hair; the apical two segments of the 
abdomen entirely, the middle segments banded with rufous-
yellow ; the ventral fringe bright ferruginous. 
Long: 12 mm. 9 ; _ 
Hab. l\latang, 3600 feet. Sarawak. 
Antennre black, short; smooth arid shining. Head clo~ely 
rugosely punctured, the clype_us more finely than the vertex ; 
in. front and above closely covered with short, black hair; be-
low with longer, soft, pale hair. The clypeus is distinctly, 
narrowly keeled in the middle ; the apex of the clypeus is trans-
verse, irs sides are rounded. Mandibles opaque, closely · rugose 
above, below covered with a pale fulvous pile and l,elow also 
with some long p:1le hair; the apical tooth is bluntly rounded 
and projects; behind it are three short, bluntly rounded teeh. 
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above the hair is black; on the sides it is longer and whitish; the 
scutellum distinctly project.,; over the median segment; its apical 
incision is rounded and not very deep. Legs black; the hair on 
the tibia- and tarsi is thick and stiff; on the inner side it is · rufous, 
the apical three joints of the tarsi are rufous. \:Vings hyaline 
with a faint, fulvous tinge; the stigma and nervures are black. 
Abdomen black ; there is a narrow rufous line on the sides of 
the second segment; an almost entire one on the apex of the 
third, a broader one, narrowed at t.be sides, on the fourth and 
the whQle of the apical two segments are rufous. The ventral 
scopa is bright ferruginous. 
The O has the antennre much longer; there is a dense mass 
of white pubescence over them; the clypeus, the cheeks, on 
either side of it, and the mandibles, except at the apex, are 
rufous-yellow; the apical abdominal segment is roundly, but 
not deeply, incised. The mandibles are bidentate at the apex; 
the apical is more narrowed at the apex than the subapical, 
which is shorter, broader and more broadly rounded; the clypeus 
is slightly depressed in the middle at the apex. 
P1·ntoa11thidium oratum, sp. nov. 
Black ; the hair on the thorax and abdomen black ; there 
is a tuft of fulvous hair on the front; the face and clypeus are 
covered with short rufous pubescence ; the scopa rufous ; the 
wings to the stigma smoky, the apex milk-white, the stigma and 
nervures black. (j.> • · 
Long: 14 mm. 
llab. Matang, 3600 feet. Sarawak. 
Antenna- black, the under side of the scape rufous. Front 
and vPrtex closely, uniformly and strongly punrt11rerl : the face 
is less closely and Jess strongly punctured ; it.-; apex and a line 
in t,he centre, smooth. Clypeus closely and unif~rmly punctured; 
it.'! middle keeled, but not very strongly; it-; apex slightly bent 
inwardly. The lower part and the apex of the mandibles are 
smooth and shining ; the rest punctured and pilof-le ; besides the 
apical tooth, there are three short, round ones. Mesonotum and 
scutellum closely and- uniformly punctured ; the mesonotum 
thickly covered with fuscous-black pubescence; the apex of the 
clypens is roundly incised and projects over the median segment 
> 
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which is closely, but, not strongly, punctured, and is shining in 
the middle. Legs ulack, and thickly covered with black hair; 
the calcaria black. The wings, to the stigma, smoky-fuscous; 
the rest milky-hyaline; the stigma and nervures black; the first 
transverse cubit.al nervure is straight and bas an abrupt oblique 
slope ; the second is two-angled, the upper is the longer and is 
more oblique; both the recurrent nervures are received distinctly 
beyond the transverse cubitals. Abdomen· black; closely but 
not strongly, punctured above and covered, but not densely, 
with short black hair; the apical segment is roundly incised; the 
\'entral scopa is fulvou!!. 
Protoanthidiwn 1·1ifomacttlatu111, sp. nov. 
Black ; the clypeus and the antennre rufo -testaceous ; the 
top of the head and the mesonotum with the scutellum thickly . 
covered with rufo-fulvous pubescence; the scopa rufo -fulvous; 
the apical-dorsal segment covered with whitish pubescence; the 
wings dark smoky-fuscous to the base of the stigma, lacteous 
beyond it. ~ • 
Long: 8 mm. 
Hab. K uching, Sarawak. 
Antenme shi11ing, base rufous, the . second joint black. 
Head closely, rugosely punctured; above thickly covered with 
short rufous pnbesce11ce; the face and clypeus with soft, paler 
hair. The apex of the clypeus on the lower side is flat, smooth 
and shining. Mandibles rufo-te staceo us, the lower edge of the 
apex bl11ck ; it is sparsely punctured ; its apical tooth is large, 
is sharply pointed and clearly separated from the subapical, 
which is short, does not project and is not defined behind. 
l\'IPsonotum closely, uniformly and somewhat strongly punc-
tured; there is an impressed line down its centre. The scutellum 
is liat., is not raised above t.he le,·el of the mesonotnm, and its 
apex projects largely over the median RPgment; it is more 
closely punctured than the mesonotum; it.-1 sides <\lid apex are 
btoadly rufous and the apex has a shallow, l'Onnded incision in 
the middle. The median segment has a vertical slci"pe, is closely 
punctured and covered with a short pubescence. Mesopleurre 
closely punctured like the,. mesonoturn; the base of which is 
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of the front femora, the apex of the front tibia> and the base of the 
tar si, rufons, as are also the apical joiuts of the hinder tar si; the · 
hair on the hinder tibia~ and metatarsus long, black and thick ; the 
fore tibia at the apex on the outer side is armed with a short 
narrow tooth. . The radial, cubital and recurrent nervnres are 
pale; the first transverse cubital nervure is straight and oblique; 
the second is roundly curved; both the recurrent nervures are 
received shortly, but distinctly, beyond the transverse cubitals; 
the second recurrent nervure has the upper part roundly bent 
outwardly. The basal five dorsal segments of the abdomen art:l 
smooth, shining; the basal ones minutely and closed punctured 
and almost bare ; the large apir.al segment is thickly covered 
with glistening grey hair and is rounded at the apex ; the 
scopa is rufous. 
Xglocopa Shelfo1'lli, sp. nov. 
Q Bia.ck, the thorax: above, the upper parts of the pleurre and 
the basal two segments of the abdomen clothed with bright 
yellow pubescence; the wings hyaline, iridescent, the apex 
infuscated. The O with the sides of the thorax and a broad band 
on the basal three segments of the abdomen clothed with bright 
yellow pubescence, otherwi ;;e coloured as in the Q • 
Long: lG mm. 
Hab. M:atang, 3,600 feet . Sarawak (Shelford). 
Q Head densely covered with black hair; the black hair on 
the face mixed· with white. Front and vertex closely and 
distinctly punctured; the furrow on the front is distinct; its 
lower hnlf is bordered by distinct, flat, smooth keels; the clypeus 
is more strongly punc tured than the face and has a smooth flat 
furrow in the centre. .Mandibles @mooth and shinin~: the basal 
half in the centre punctured: the apical teeth bluntly pointed 
and of almost equal length. Thorax above smooth and shining; 
the centre of themesonotum and metanotum bare and impunctate; 
the apex: of the latter sharply margined. The pubescence on 
the upper part of the mesopleurre is yellow ; on the hinder edge 
it is paler; on the rest and on the sternum, black; legs black 
and covered witli black hair ; abdomen black ; the upper 
surface of the basal two segnwnts covered with y<>llowish hair! 
the other st>gnwnt,s r.lot.Jwd nwrf' sparsPly with shorter black 
' t · 
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hair. Wings hyaline. with a slightly fmwom,-coppery iridPf;-
c<>nce; thP apex mtwh darker coloured. 
The O has the npper part of tlu~ thorax covered with 
yellowish pnbescPncP exrPpt in the centre, whPre there is a 
broiul band of blark pube;;;cence of thP AAme widt.h as the lateral 
bands; and on the apex , where there is a thin band of pale yel-
low pubescence ; the upper part of the pleura• is covered with 
pale yellow pubescence; t.he ta1·si are thickly covered with long 
black hair ; the black hair on the tarsi is mixed with rufous 
beneath, on the tibire with pale, hair. The hair on the sides of 
the inner and outer orbits is pale. . 
I believe I have correctly united the sexes of this specif'~. 
Both are in the Sarawak collection from l\Iatang, where the '? 
has also been taken by l\Ir. Shelford at an ele,·ation of 3000 feet. 
'l'he O agrees, in the arrangement of the hair bands, with that 
of .r. 11e1Tersa W eid. from ,Java, but the females art:\ different.. 
1'1°£_'}011a e '!Jtl11·09astm, sp. nov. 
Black; the Lasal three segments of the abdomen rufo-testa-
ceous, the others black, suffused with rufo-testaceous, especially 
at the sides; the wings yellowish-hyaline to the stigma, the rest 
hyaline; the stigma and nervures rufo-testaceous. 2 . 
Long: 7 mm. 
Hab. Sarawak (R. Shelford). 
:\.ntennre black, the flagellum brownish beneath, more 
broadly and distinctly on the apical than on the basal half. 'fhe 
occiput and the hinder part of the vertex are thickly covered 
with long black, stiff hair; the front is covered with a dark 
fuscous, thick pubescence and above sparsely with black hair. 
Clypeus thickly covered with fuscous down and smooth and 
shining. Mandibles black, smooth 11nd shining. Thorax black, 
:-1mooth and shining ; the base of the mesonotum and the hinde1· 
part of the scutellum covered with long· stiff black hair; the 
propleurre covered sparsely with long black h11ir ; the metapelune 
thickly with a fulvous down. The first tr:rns,·erse cubital 
nervure is faint above and almost oblitemted in the middle ; the 
second is very faint. Legs black ; their hair is also black. The 
ventrnl surface is rnfous. 
15 
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Comes near to T. lad t i/as<'iaia Cam. but that has the second 
cubital cellule narrower at ·the top; thP thorax rufoui:. and the 
femora rufous. 
1'1·i901w jiat"istigma, sp. nov. _ 
Rufo-testaceous, the binder tibire and the basal joints of the 
four hinder tarsi black ; wings hyaline, the basal half with a 
distinct yellowish tint; the stigma fulvous yellow, the nervures 
slightly darker "in tint; antennre rqfo-testaceous, the apical four 
joints black. o . 
Long: 8 mm. 
Hab. Kuching, Sarawak. 
Head smooth and ·shining ; the front and vertex sparsely 
covered wit-h long black hair ; the hairs on t,he vertex longer 
th_an those on the front. Cheeks and clypeus covered with golden 
pubescence ; the clypeus also sparsely with black hair. :M:alidi-
bles rufous, blackish at the apex. The thorax is narrower than 
the head and is similarly coloured; the mesonotum and scutellum 
are sparsely covered with blackish hair; the sides and apex of 
the former have a yellowish down; the pronotum is glabrous in 
. front, sparsely haired behind ; in the centre, at the base, is a 
wide depres sion. The apical slope of the scutellum is thickly 
covered with long pale fu 1 vous hair. The cent.re of the met.ano-
tum is very smooth, shining and glabrous; the mesopleur-;e 
thickly covered with long, pale fulvous hair. _ The wings have a 
_ distinct yellowish tinge to the base of the stig·ma; the stigma 
and nervures are bright rufo-fulvous. Legs coloured like the 
body: the hinder tibi~ and the basal joints of the four hinder tarsi 
black; the hair on the black part of the legs is black. Abdomen 
coloured like the thorax; its base lighter in tint; the ventral sur-
face is darker and is thickly covered with long blackish hair. 
"Trigona latebalttata, sp. nov. 
Black; t,he base of the scape, the basal and the apical two 
segments of the abdomen rufo-testaceous ; the anterior legs, the 
middle coxre, trochanters, femora and the tibire in front; the 
hinder coxre and trochanters benent.h, rufous, the wings clear 
hyaline, the stigma and nervures testaceous. "' orker. · 
Long: 5 mm. 
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I-foad black, the apPx of tlie clypPns pale testaceous; the 
front, fa<'e and clyJ_)E'ns cornred thickly with pale pubescence; 
the front has a. 11111-ro,y furrow dow1) the centre; the labrum i,-
testaceous; mandible;:.; pale rufous, blackish . towards . the apex ; 
the occiput is fringed with long fusco-rufous hair. The meso-
notum is bordered all round by a distinct belt of fuh:ous pubes-
cence; there is a broader belt . on the sides and apex of the 
scutellum; the post-scutellum is . coYered with short fulvous 
pubescence. Median segment closely, uniformly and distinctly 
punctured. Pleurre covered . with fulrnus pile. ,nngs clear 
hyaline ; the stigma pale, the nen·ures of a deeper testaceou8 
colour; the two trans,,erse cubital nervures are faintly indicated, 
the first more distinctly than the ;;;econd. Antennre black, the base 
. of the scape broadly testaceous. A bclomen smooth and shining ; 
rufo-tesfaceous; the second, third and fourth segments deep black. 
Tri9ona fad e,)iw : iata, sp. no,·. 
Dark luteous, the head, except, the centre of the clypeus, 
the flagellum of the antennre and th!;' tibire and tarsi; black; 
wings hyaline, a milky cloud at the end of the stigma; the 
:;tigma and nervures luteous; there a_re two transverse cubital 
nervures, which are straight, oblifJue and approach close to e,1ch 
t.ht>r near the top. Q : 
Long: 8-fl 111111. 
Hab. R0rneo. 
.-\ntennre black: t.he ha:sal two-thirds ef t,he scape rufous, 
Head black, the clypeus broadly, in the centre rufous; the 
front, face and clypeus thickly covered with a pale down; the 
hinder part of the occiput thickly covered with stiff blackish 
hail'. Mandibles black. Thorax dark rufous, thickly co,·ei·ed 
on the mesonotum and scutellum with short, stiff, dark fnh-ous 
hair, which is thickest and longest on the base of the mesonotum. 
Median segment smooth and shining and i~ bare in the middle. 
The coxre, trochanters and femora are coloured like the t.horax: 
the tibi~ and tarsi black, except the apical joint of the tar8i ; 
and they are covered with black hair. The basal two joints of 
the tarsi are mahogany coloured : the others are darkPr in tint; 
the ventral segments are similarly coloured and :u·e ~p.'\rsPly 
covered wit,h longish fuscous hail'. · 
